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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Purpose of the Microwave Inactivator Power Source  
The purpose of the research and development effort described in this 
mannual was to design, develop, assemble, and test a high-power microwave 
source suitable for rapid fixation of enzymes to facilitate studies of enzy-
matic activity and neurochemical levels in the central nervous system (CNS). 
There has been a long-existing need for the development of a method 
for the rapid fixation of enzymes to permit quantitative analysis of cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (c-AMP), acetylcholine (ACh), and labile intermediary 
metabolites such as cholinesterase and choline acetyltransferase. The limita-
tions of studies with intact animals regarding the measurement of c-AMP, 
cholinesterase, and ACh in the central nervous system have arisen from the 
inability to rapidly inactivate (denature) the synthetic and degradative 
enzymes of this system. Such a limitation has resulted in measurements 
of enzymatic levels which may not reflect in-vivo tissue concentrations. 
In order to determine the levels of c-AMP, it is necessary to rapidly deact-
ivate the synthetic enzyme adenylate cyclase (AC) and the degradative enzyme 
phosphodiesterase (PDE). If these enyzmes remain active even for very short 
periods (seconds) after sacrificing an intact animal, the c-AMP level will 
be affected and result in increased c-AMP levels which do not reflect endogen-
ous concentrations prior to sacrifice [1]. Effects similar to those seen 
on c-AMP also occur with many other brain metabolities during the postmortem 
period [2-4]. 
Conventional methods of tissue fixation involve either decapitation 
and freezing of the severed head in liquid nitrogen or immersion of the 
whole animal in liquid nitrogen [5,6]. These procedures can require up 
to 75 seconds to produce enzyme inactivation temperatures which are uniform 
in desired regions of the brain [7]. During this time delay, significant 
biochemical changes may occur which produce alterations in metabolite levels 
[8,9]. Further, since dissection of frozen tissue is very difficult, subse-
quent thawing of tissue for dissection following freezing may permit normal 
enzymatic activity to resume for those enzymes whose inactivation by freezing 
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is reversible. In an effort to solve the myriad problems associated with 
conventional enzyme inactiviation techniques, a number of investigators 
have studied the use of microwave heating to irreversibly inactivate enzymes 
of the CNS [10-13]. Although much progress has been made in the area of 
rapid enzyme fixation using microwave radiation, a need still existed for 
a reliable power source with significant reserve power output capability 
coupled with accurate control of both the output power level and the pulse 
duration of the applied RF energy. The microwave inactivator power source 
described in this manual meets the need for an accurately-controllable power 
source by providing (1) digitally-selectable output powers from 2500 to 
4500 watts in 10-watt increments, (2) automatic leveling of the selected 
output power over wide variations in load impedance, and (3) digital selection 
of output pulse duration from 10 milliseconds to 9.99 seconds. The features 
of and specifications for the inactivator are listed below. 
B. Specifications for the Microwave Inactivator Power Source  
1. Completely self-contained, including recirculating liquid cooling system, 
in two-bay wide standard rack cabinet. Dimensions: 46 inches width, 
39 inches depth, 81 inches height (including casters). 
2. Maximum RMS power output: 4500 watts + 5 percent. 
3. Output Frequency: 2450 MHz + 10 MHz. 
4. Power Output Set Point Control: digitally-selectable RF output power 
from 2500 watts to 4500 watts RMS in 10-watt increments with accuracy 
of + 5 percent. 
5. Power Leveling Control: automatically maintains net output power (forward 
minus reflected) within + 1% of preset level throughout duration of 
RF pulse into loads with a reflection coefficient (of any phase) between 
0 and 0.33. 
6. Output Power Overshoot/Undershoot: 3 percent or less of set point power 
for less than 10 percent of total power pulse time. 
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7. Output Pulse Duration: digitally-selectable from 10 milliseconds to 
9.99 seconds with accuracy of + 1 percent of the set time and reset 
ability to within +1 percent throughout the operational range of select-
able pulse durations. 
8. Output Pulse Risetime and Falltime: less than 1 millisecond, measured 
from 10 percent to 90 percent points on the output waveform. 
9. Audible Noise Level: 70 dB, A-weighted, at a distance of four feet 
from system when operating in a large open room. 
10. Stray RF Radiation: 0.5 milliwatt/cm 2 at a distance of 5 cm from any 
accessible interior or exterior surface with a load connected to the 
RF output port. 
11. Operating Controls: grouped on front panel of system, "RF ON" control 
required two-hand operation, key interlock provided to prevent accidental 
application of microwave power. 
12. Status Indicators and Meters: provide easy visual monitoring of operational 
status; meters monitor magnetron filament voltage and current, anode 
voltage, anode current, control triode grid voltage, triode filament 
voltage, and low voltage power supplies. 
13. Failure Interlocks: provided for the liquid cooling system, fans, magnetron 
overtemperature, magnetron filament, high voltage, high VSWR (>25 percent 
reflected power), and AC line phase failure. 
14. External Interlocks: two external interlock connections provided; resis-
tance of 10 ohms or less indicates contact closure, and 10,000 ohms 
or more indicates an open interlock; external interlock terminal voltage 
is 12 volts DC. 
15. Primary Power Requirements: 208 volts AC, 60 Hz, 3 phase, 4 wire; current 
balance between phases within 10 percent; system specifications met 
for line voltage variations less than + 10 percent. 
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16. Internal High Voltages: warning labels on all voltages exceeding 100 
volts. 
17. Environmental Requirements: unit meets all specifications when operated 
in standard laboratory environment, air ambient temperature 62 °F to 
82°F and humidity 30 to 80 percent. 




Considerations were given to a number of different technical approaches 
that could be used to develop a microwave inactivator power source. These 
considerations are described in this section, which begins with a general 
discussion of high-power magnetron characteristics and electrical and mechan-
ical considerations. The section concludes with identification of the specific 
design approach followed in developing the microwave inactivator power source. 
A. Background  
The basic component of any high-power microwave signal source is the 
tube that generates the fundamental signal. For the present applications, 
a magnetron which has been developed for microwave heating applications 
is the appropriate tube. 
By definition, magnetrons are "vacuum tubes in which electrons, controlled 
by crossed steady electric and magnetic fields, interact with the field 
of a circuit element to produce alternating-current power" 114]. 
Structurally, magnetrons are vacuum diodes on which a magnetic field 
is imposed. They are therefore highly non-linear devices that tend to be 
functionally dependent on the instantaneous values of imposed conditions. 
They can, in fact, be responsive in subtle ways to minor variations in their 
electrical and mechanical environment. 
Electrodynamically, magnetrons consist of a cylindrical cathode, coaxially 
aligned with an annular anode composed of a range of N contiguous, tightly-
coupled resonantors, where N is some convenient integer. They are self-
excited oscillators in which electrons emitted by the cathode move in the 
interaction space between the cathode and anode under the combined influence 
of a radial DC electric field and an axial, externally-supplied, static 
magnetic field. Magnetrons therefore not only supply the source of electrons, 
but also the means for influencing the electron motion, an electromagnetic 
resonator, an interaction mechanism for converting DC power to RF power, 
and a provision for coupling the RF power into a transmission system. As 
such, magnetrons are complete energy-converting units, requiring only a 
power supply and a load to absorb the generated power. 
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The primary characteristics used to specify magnetron performance vary 
slightly from manufacturer-to-manufacturer, and usually include 
o Frequency (GHz), 
o Frequency range, if tunable (GHz), 
o Peak output power (kW), 
o Pulse width (microseconds), 
o Pulse repetition rate (Hz), 
o Tuning rate, if tunable (GHz/sec), 
o Jitter (kHz), 
o Anode coolant, and 
o Pressurization (Psis), 
Secondary characteristics typically used to specify magnetron performance 
usually include 
o Heater voltage, (v), 
o Heater current, (A), 
o Heater preheat time (sec), 
o Peak DC anode voltage (kV), 
o Peak DC anode current (A), 
o Pulling factor (MHz), 
o Pushing factor (MHz), 
o RF bandwidth (MHz max), 
o Duty cycle, 
o Mounting position, 
o Anode coolant rate (gpm), 
o VSWR, and 
o Rated life (hrs). 
In general, magnetrons are capable of operating in several different 
modes of oscillation because their construction includes a number of tightly-
coupled resonators. One of these modes is referred to as the 7-mode, and 
this is the one in which most magnetrons are intended to operate. This 
mode is used because it (1) is the most efficient mode of oscillation for 
the tube at any frequency, (2) requires the minimum value of magnetic field 
strength, and (3) provides the maximum capability for coupling RF power 
out of the magnetron. However, even in the 7-mode of oscillation, caution 
must be exercised to prevent instability in the magnetron's operation. 
Two types of instability are most commonly observed, and each has its separate 
cause-and-effect relationships. The two types of instability are designated 
mode skipping and mode shifting. The mode skipping instability is associated 
with magnetron oscillation in a randomly occurring interference mode over 
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certain ranges of anode voltage but not over others. Both pulse character-
istics and tube noise affect the incidence of mode skipping. The mode shifting 
instability is characterized by sudden changes in the magnetron's mode of 
oscillation during the continuous application of anode voltage. Usually, 
this type of instability occurs rarely in pulsed magnetrons. Because of 
its large magnitude, the DC voltage required to operate magnetrons usually 
attracts immediate attention; however, magnetrons are basically current-
controlled rather than voltage-controlled devices. Consequently, it is 
important in the design of a high-power signal source to provide an adjust-
able DC voltage so the necessary operating current can be made available. 
Also, arcing occurs when some new magnetrons are operated at their rated 
voltage. In these situations, an adjustable DC voltage is necessary to 
permit the magnetron to be "broken in" slowly and at a reduced voltage level. 
A magnetron's operation as a high-power signal source is in response 
to the application of a voltage pulse that initiates oscillations. The 
characteristics of this voltage pulse are therefore crucial and must be 
tailored to the magnetron being used. In most magnetrons, oscillations 
are not initiated until the instantaneous value of the voltage pulse has 
reached approximately 85 percent of its peak value. If the rate-of-rise 
of this voltage is too great, the buildup of oscillations in the magnetron 
may be too fast, with the end result being operation in an undesired mode 
for either part or all of the pulse. Conversely, if the rate-of-rise of 
the voltage pulse is too slow, premature oscillations may result and the 
magnetron output will again be undesirable. 
The discussions of modes of oscillation, mode skipping, mode shifting, 
DC voltage, voltage pulse, and arcing in the above paragraphs are a partial 
list of electrical considerations that must be taken into account during 
the design of a high-power signal source. In addition to these electrical 
considerations, there are a comparable number of mechanical design considera-
tions that should be addressed. Typical of these mechanical design considera-
tions are mounting and cooling of the magnetron. 
Mechanical provisions for magnetron mounting are important design considera-
tions because they control eccentricity, displacement, and vibration. The 
output signal should therefore be coupled to the transmission line in a 
manner that permits relative movement and induces a minimum of shock, vibration, 
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and distortion forces. Connections to the cathode should be similarly made. 
If displacement, vibration, shock, etc., are not decoupled from the magnetron, 
the vacuum seal at the output or at the cathode may be ruptured, with the 
result that performance is destroyed. Further, high-power magnetrons are 
subject to distortion in their output spectrum because of mechanical vibration. 
B. Design Approach  
The approach taken to arrive at the overall design for the Microwave 
Inactivator Power Source is as follows. First, a preliminary block diagram 
of a system which could potentially provide the functions required by the 
system specifications was generated. This preliminary block diagram is 
shown in Figure 1. The next step was to determine component availability 
and examine potential means for implementing each of the blocks in this 
preliminary block diagram. It is required that the system automatically 
control the power delivered to the load. Figure 1 was based on an electri-
cally adjusted power divider which would react to a control signal to main-
tain a constant power delivered to the system output. It was expected that 
such a device might be implemented by two hybrids and a ferrite phase shifter. 
However, suitable devices were not available for this approach at reasonable 
cost. Other potential schemes for RF control of the power delivered (e.g. 
a variable attenuator) were found to be undesirable or impractical to imple-
ment. This lead to considering automatic electronic control of the power 
generated by the magnetron. Figure 2 is based on this concept, and it was 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of the developed Microwave Inactivator Power Source. 
SECTION III 
THEORY OF OPERATION 
A. General Description  
The microwave inactivator power source consists of five major subsystems: 
1. Magnetron Power Subsystem 
2. Cooling Subsystem 
3. Control Subsystem 
4. Triode Pulse Regulator Subsystem 
5. RF Subsystem 
An overall system block diagram, in which each of the subsystems is identified, 
is shown in Figure 2. Not specifically listed as a subsystem is the primary 
AC power wiring and wiring of the meters, status indicators, and failure 
indicators. These are considered as part of general system wiring and detailed 
diagrams are included in the schematics (Section III.B and Appendix XIII). 
The heart of the microwave inactivator power source is a Thomson-CSF 
TH3094 CW magnetron which operates at a nominal output frequency of 2450 
MHz with a maximum power output of 6500 watts. Operation of the magnetron 
requires a filament power supply, a high-voltage power supply, liquid and 
air cooling, and RF output protection against high VSWR. A detailed descrip-
tion of the TH3094 magnetron including general characteristics, operational 
parameters, storage and installation, cooling requirements, voltage application, 
and protection is presented in Appendix I. Most of the subsystems in the 
inactivator power source are associated with basic magnetron operation. 
The Control and Triode Pulse Regulator Subsystems are primarily for generation 
and control of the operator-specified RF output pulse, output power leveling, 
and interlocks/failure protection. The overall system operational circuit 
configuration is shown in Figure 3, which depicts the series regulation 
power control of the magnetron. 
The Magnetron Power Subsystem consists of the magnetron high-voltage 
power supply and the magnetron filament regulator, which are described in 
the following subsection. The high-voltage power supply consists of a specially-
designed low-saturation 3-phase power transformer and a solid-state 3-phase 
full wave bridge rectifier. The magnetron filament regulator controls the 
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Figure 3. Overall circuit configuration of the magnetron tube, high-voltage power supply, 
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magnetron heater voltage and maintains the required functional relationship 
between heater voltage and magnetron anode current required for proper magnetron 
operation and maximum tube lifetime. 
The Cooling Subsystem is described in Section III.B. Air cooling is 
provided for the pulse control triode, for the cathode and RF output fins 
of the magnetron, and for the overall system. Liquid cooling is provided 
for the magnetron body and the high-power circulator plus load (isolator) 
by an Electro-Impulse CU-5000 closed-circuit liquid cooling unit. The liquid 
cooling system is detailed in Appendix II. 
The Control Subsystem consists chiefly of the electronic controls enclosed 
in the separate sub-enclosure attached to the control panel inside the inacti-
vator power source. Included in this sub-enclosure are the low-voltage 
power supplies (+12 VDC indicator supply, +12 VDC control supply, -12 VDC 
control supply, and +5 VDC logic supply), the pulse set/timer board, the 
interlock/failure protection board, and the power set/leveling board. Inter-
connections between the overall system chassis and the front panels are 
made through two filter pin connectors and a Jones connector mounted on 
the control subsystem enclosure. System interconnection wiring to/from 
these connectors is detailed in Tables I-III. Table I is the interconnection 
wiring from the control subsystem enclosure to the front panels (control 
panel). Table II is the interconnection wiring from the control subsystem 
enclosure to the system chassis. The wiring between the Jones connector 
and the system is given in Table III. A detailed description of the control 
subsystem circuit boards and their functional operation is presented in 
the following subsection of this manual. System interconnections within 
the system chassis wiring harness are given in Tables IV - VI. 
The Triode Regulator Subsystem consists of a solid-state controller 
in cascode arrangement with the control triode which serves as both a series 
regulator and pulser for the magnetron. The triode accomplishes the dual 
role of RF output pulse control (duration and power level) and output power 
leveling. The schematic for the cascode triode regulator, the control triode 
grid voltage supply, and the triode itself is shown in Figure 4. A detailed 
description of the triode operating characteristics is given in Appendix 
III. 
The final subsystem of the inactivator is the RF circuitry itself. 
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TABLE I 
INTERCONNECTION WIRING FROM CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
ENCLOSURE FILTER PIN CONNECTOR TO FRONT PANELS 
(FEMALE CONNECTOR ON ENCLOSURE) 
PIN NO. SIGNAL PANEL 
(front view) 
1 GND # 2 (black) LEFT/RIGHT 
20 +12VI (orange) 
LEFT/RIGHT 
2 MAG. FIL. CURRENT METER (+) LEFT 
21 MAG. FIL. CURRENT METER (-) LEFT 
3 MAG. FIL. VOLTAGE METER (+) LEFT 
22 MAG. FIL. VOLTAGE METER (+) LEFT 
5 COOLANT FAIL LAMP RIGHT 
24 MAG. FIL. FAIL LAMP RIGHT 
6 RF FAIL LAMP RIGHT 
25 VSWR FAIL LAMP RIGHT 
7 MAG. OVERTEMP. LAMP RIGHT 




11 -12 V (BLUE) RIGHT 
12 +5 V 	(BROWN) RIGHT 
8 RF ON SW RIGHT 
37 KEYED ENABLE SWITCH (common) RIGHT 
19 EMERGENCY OFF SWITCH A (N.O.) RIGHT 
JONES PLUG # 3 EMERGENCY OFF SWITCH B (N.C.) (YEL) 	RIGHT 
30 GND # 2 	(BLACK) RIGHT 
35 HV ON (KEYED ENABLE SW,N.O.) RIGHT 
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TABLE II 
INTERCONNECTION WIRING FROM CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
ENCLOSURE FILTER PIN CONNECTOR TO INACTIVATOR SYSTEM CHASSIS 
(MALE CONNECTOR ON ENCLOSURE) 
PIN NO. SIGNAL DESTINATION 
1 TRIODE GRID DRIVE 2nd PIN from right on 
terminal strip of heat 
sink assembly 




20 MAG OVERTEMP THERMOSWITCH #1 
*9 +12 	(orange) THERMOSWITCH #2 
2 COOLANT FAIL IN LIQUID COOLING SYS. 
(yellow in chassis) COMMON TERM. 
30 Y NEUTRAL RESISTOR JUNCTION 
21 EXTERNAL INTERLOCKS Door interlock switches or 




on triode regulator) 
One of the green 1011.wirewound 
resistor slider terminals 
22 MAG. FIL. V PULSES IN EMITTER OF PHOTOTRANSISTOR 
4 PHOTOTRANSISTOR BIAS BASE OF PHOTOTRANSISTOR 
23 IMAG. FIL. I S HIGH TOROIDAL COIL SURROUNDING 5 MAG. FIL. I s LOW MAG. FIL. TRANSFORMER PRIMARY LEAD 
6 DOOR INTERLOCKS DOOR INTERLOCK SWITCH 
soldered wire connection 
TABLE III 




SIGNAL 	CHASSIS COLOR 
CONTROL 
SUBSYSTEM COLOR DESTINATION 
1 Neutral White Ribbed Conductor 
of Zip Cord 
Neutral Buss 
2 4) 1 Brown Plain Conductor 
of Zip Cord 
q)1 	Buss 
3 EMERG. OFF Black Yellow solid Right Front 
SWITCH B Panel 
4 
A 
Green Purple el) A 
Buss 
5 HV Relay Coil Yellow White HV Relay 




MOLEX 6-PIN IN-LINE CONNECTOR WIRING 
(TN SYSTEM CHASSIS WIRING HARNESS) 
PIN NO. 	 FEMALE 	 MALE 
1 	 Anode V Meter (916) + 	Anode V Sys (P) + 
2 	 Anode V Meter (915) - 	Anode V Sys (0) - 
3 	 Anode I Meter (914) + 	Anode I Sys (W) + 
4 	 Anode I Meter (913) - 	Anode I Sys (Bk) - 
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TABLE V 
MOLEX 8-PIN SINGLE ROW IN-LINE CONNECTOR 
(IN SYSTEM WIRING HARNESS) 
PIN NO. FEMALE MALE 
1 Triode grid meter (+) Triode grid sys (GN) + 
2 Triode grid 	meter (-) Triode grid sys (W) - 
3 Triode fil. meter (+) Triode fil. 	sys + (B) 
4 Triode fil. meter (-) Triode fil.sys 	(925) 	(- ) 
5 Coolant fail light Coolant Fail NO (green) 
6 Ground 2 Grid 2 (black) 
7 -12V V
FIL 
 pulse amplifier 
8 A  input to panic switch 
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TABLE VI 
MOLEX 8-PIN DOUBLE ROW 
IN-LINE CONNECTOR 







Out of range lamp (green 20 ga.) 
System ready lamp (white 24 ga.) 
Cycle ready lamp (red 24 ga.) 
14 4 HV on lamp (grey 24 ga.) 
15 5 RF on lamp (green 24 ga.) 
16 6 Cycle reset switch (white 24 ga.) 
17 7 +12 V (indicator) 	(orange) 
18 8 GND #2 	(black) 
19 
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A schematic diagram of the high-power RF circuitry is shown in Figure 5. 
The RF output of the magnetron first passes through a high-power microwave 
isolator (Marconi Communications F1003-34) which protects the magnetron 
from excessive load VSWR. The isolator specifications are described in 
Appendix IV. Next, the RF output passes through a calibrated 40 dB bidirec-
tional waveguide coupler (Microwave Techniques No. 2299) and finally to 
the RF output connector (WR-340 waveguide). The bidirectional coupler is 
used to sample both forward and reflected power levels for the purpose of 
setting the output power level and for leveling of the intrapulse output 
power under conditions of changing load impedance. Output power level control 
is accomplished by the Control Subsystem and the Triode Regulator Subsystem. 
Additional information is included in the functional description of the 
power set/leveling board. 
B. Functional Description  
1. Magnetron Power Supply  
All of the usual concerns with rectification, voltage doubling, 
etc. that exist in the design of low-voltage power supplies also exist in 
high-voltage power supply design. However, as the power supply output voltage 
increases, special design consideration must be devoted to certain aspects 
of the power supply. These special considerations are related to the fact 
that a steady-state voltage is being used to power a device whose output 
is pulsed. This results in some severe design requirements on filter and 
regulator circuitry. 
An example of the special design considerations necessary for filters 
is evident in the power supply damping requirements. Because of the inherent 
power-line reactance and the leakage reactance between the plate and trans-
former, the power supply will provide a form of damping that affects regula-
tion but has minimal effect on efficiency. Any additional damping that 
is provided via filter circuitry will adversely affect both regulation and 
efficiency. Yet, a sufficient amount of damping must be provided to prevent 
overshoot and undershoot in the output voltage when the signal source is 
energized or when loads are applied and/or removed. To realize the necessary 
damping, LC filters are normally employed, but in high-voltage power supplies, 
the ratio of L-to-C in the filter must be sufficiently low to provide the 
critical damping without undue effects on the regulation and efficiency. 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the RF Waveguide Output Circuit and the Magnetron Filament Power Supply. 
Design requirements for regulatory circuitry in high-voltage power 
supplies are severe because of the fact that short circuits or near-short 
circuits occur many times during the life of a signal source. Thyratron 
modulators may "hang-fire" while modulators using active switches, such 
as the control triode, prevent load arcing and crowbar firing. Comparable 
current surges also occur when the signal source is energized instantaneously 
by switch instead of slowly by voltage control. These situations result 
in current being drawn from the high-voltage power supply until the primary 
circuit breaker is tripped; consequently, the power supply components must 
be designed to withstand these current surges. To minimize in-rush current 
problems, a low-saturation, high-voltage, 3-phase transformer was designed 
which operates well-below core saturation conditions and has excitation 
currents well below 5 percent of full-load current. The high voltage trans-
former design features are presented in Figure 6. 
The power factor presented to the power line by the signal source is 
also a matter of concern in the design of high-voltage power supplies. 
The three factors contributing to the net power factor are (1) phase shift 
between the line voltage and current, (2) harmonic distortion on the load 
current, and (3) fluctuating power drain. The phase shift between line 
voltage and current is the familiar cos 8 term in the power factor equation. 
This term in high-voltage power supplies is influenced by the fact that 
additional reactance between the plate and transformer can cause the power 
supply to draw a slightly lagging current. Harmonic distortion is particu-
larly severe when SCR phase-control regulators are used; otherwise rectifiers 
generate load current harmonic distortion. The harmonic currents drawn 
from the power line reduce the power factor because they add to the RMS 
values of the current drawn. A fluctuation power drain may result from 
the "beating" between the pulse repetition frequency and the power line 
frequency, or by variation in the duty cycle of the signal source tube. 
In either case, the result is higher power drawn from the power supply, 
and degradation in the power factor. 
Figure 7 is the schematic of the magnetron high-voltage power supply. 
Rectifiers CR1-CR6 are 30,000 volt PIV Westinghouse rectifier stacks. Ti 
is the 3-phase high-voltage power transformer. 
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HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER 
Input: 	 3-Phase 208 volt (line-to-line) 
Delta-connected 
Output: 3-Phase, Y-connected 
5600 volts AC RMS (line-to-line) 
1.7 Amperes 
(Yields DC output voltage of 7200 
volts to a 1.7 amp load) 
Load Regulation: 7% or better 
In-rush Current: 120 amps or less 
Isolation: 	10,000 volts or greater 
Dimensions: 22 inches length 
10-1/2 inches width 
16-1/2 inches height 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMER 







3-Phase, Y-connected, with taps 
Full winding AC RMS 18.5 volts (line-to-line) 
Taped output AC RMS 17.6 volts (line-to-line) 
Output current, 20 amps continuous 
Load regulation, 10 percent 
Single-phase 8.3 volts RMS @ 2.0 amps 
10,000 volts or greater 
Figure 6. Design features of magnetron high voltage and filament 
transformers. 
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the High Voltage Power Supply and wiring for AC primary power and 
time delay relay. 
2. Cooling System  
Both the switching tube and magnetron thermal considerations are 
important. The tubes must be mounted properly to prevent heat lag, and 
they may be cooled by a liquid coolant and/or by forced air. The Thomson 
- CSF TH3094 tube requires liquid cooling of the anode block and forced 
air cooling of filament and RF output connectors. 
The following four main parts of the magnetron may be adversely affected 
by heat: the anode, the cathode input terminals, the external tuning mechanism, 
and the output window. The cooling methods and requirements are specified 
in Appendix I, as are the ratings on absolute maximum anode and cathode 
temperatures which must not be exceeded under any condition of operation. 
Also, an anode cooling rating is specified in terms of the minimum number 
of gallons per minute of coolant flow (1.6 gal/min). Refer to Appendix I. 
For most magnetrons, the anode structure dissipates the bulk of the 
tube losses. In high-power magnetrons, the anode is cooled by a liquid 
coolant as is the case for the TH3094. The cathode of the magnetron is 
at a high negative voltage and can often be quite high in temperature (-'180°C). 
Cathode cooling may be by conduction or radiation. Air circulation is used 
to cool the TH3094 catthode. The output window of a high-power magnetron 
must often by cooled, especially if it is glass instead of ceramic. Air 
circulation is usually the only practical means of cooling the output window. 
The tuning structures of some magnetrons absorb a great deal of energy at 
certain frequencies within the tuning range, and they must therefore be 
cooled. When no extra cooling is specified for the tuning mechanism, 
conduction within the magnetron will provide adequate cooling. The cooling 
design must be effective at the specific frequencies where the tuning structure 
absorbs a significant amount of power. Because the TH3094 is fix-tuned, 
no tuning structure exists. 
The liquid/air cooling system used is described in Appendix II and 
a block diagram is presented in Figure 8. The pressure switch is used to 
shut down the cooling system if it becomes clogged or blocked. The flow 
switch assures an adequate gallons-per-minute flow rate through the cooling 
circuit. Control circuitry is incorporated so the magnetron tube cannot 
be energized unless all of the cooling systems are functioning properly. 
When shutting down the magnetron, operation of the cooling system is automat-
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PRESSURE 	 FLOW 
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Figure 8. Liquid/air cooling subsystem. 
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3. Magnetron Filament Regulator  
The magnetron filament voltage is required to be present when 
the anode current is less than 1 ampere with the functional relationship 
shown in Figure 9. The filament voltage should be 15 + 0.5 volts when no 
anode current is flowing. Filament voltage should decrease linearly to 
5 volts at 1 ampere anode current and become zero for anode currents greater 
than 1 ampere. The magnetron filament voltage regulator, diagrammed in 
Figure 10, is intended to fill this function as follows. 
The two D.C. supplies for this circuit are derived from the floating 
secondaries of magnetron filament transformer T2. The design features of 
this transformer (T2) are described in Figure 6. (Note: Caution T2 secon-
daries are connected directly to the magnetron cathode and high voltage 
supply. When working on or near the magnetron filament regulator or trans-
former, interlock the high voltage off and discharge high voltage filter 
capacitors.) The high current needed to drive the filament is obtained 
from the 3 phase secondary and rectified by bridges D2 and D3. A separate 
winding was used to supply a higher voltage for the output transistor drive. 
This separate driving voltage was used to minimize the dissipation in the 
output transistors which would have been substantially greater if the high 
current supply were the sole supply. The separate driving voltage is obtained 
by adding the isolated single phase winding rectified voltage (D3) to the 
high current supply voltage and filtering (CO and regulating (IC1) the 
output to about +18 volts. 
Resistor R8 samples cathode current of the magnetron and develops a 
negative voltage at its junction with D5 in proportion to the cathode current. 
The base of Ql is biased +5 volts above the negative voltage developed by 
R8. At zero anode current, this +5 volts establishes a reference voltage 
which the feedback network voltage (at the junction of R7 and R8) is driven 
to equal (-VBE of Q1). The voltage at the junction of R7 and R8 is the 
filament voltage minus 5V (D5) times the voltage division ratio of R7 and 
R8, selected to provide +15 nominally at zero cathode current. The filament 
output voltage then, is defined by the following equation: 
R7 + R8  V 	 [5v - V 	) - (R8)(I a )g 	5V Fi lament Output 	R7 	 BE1 (1) 
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Figure 9. Required heater voltage as a function of anode current 
for the TH3094.magnetron. 
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Figure 10. S -chematic diagram of the Magnetron Filament Power Supply and Regulator. 
with increasing cathode (anode) current, as long as D6 remains in its "on" 
state. When the output voltage has decreased to +5 volts at a cathode current 
of 1 ampere, the voltage at the junction of R7 and R8 will be zero (V FIL OUT 
-5V), and D5 will be biased at the knee of its zener breakdown voltage. 
The emitter of Q3 will be unable to go more negative with any further increase 
in cathode current and so will be cut off as the cathode current increases. 
Ql supplies base driving current to Q2 and thereby indirectly supplies driving 
current to Q3 through Q4. When Q3 is cutoff by the cathode current of more 
than 1 ampere, no base drive is supplied to the output transistors and the 
output voltage falls from the 5 volts (at cathode current of 1 ampere) directly 
to zero, completing the desired regulation characteristic. 
Emitter current is divided equally between Q4 through Q7 by swamping 
resistors Rll - R14. The sampled output current is sensed across Ril and 
applied to the base and emitter of Q3. When the voltage across Ril rises 
to the base emitter "on" voltage of Q3, Q3 sinks some of the output drive 
current thereby limiting output current supplied to a low resistance (i.e., 
the cold filament at turn on). 
4. Timer Board  
This board controls the RF pulse time via the time setting entered 
on the front panel thumbwheels. The heart of this circuitry is IC3 an Intersil 
7217 counter/timer chip. This chip reads the pulse time setting and compares 
it to the counter outputs. When the counter outputs are equal to the thumb-
wheel settings, IC7 pin 3 goes low providing the signal needed to generate 
the RF OFF signal. IC3 also provides a multiplexed 3 digit LED readout 
of the counter contents (Elapsed Time). The LED outputs are multiplexed 
with the thumbwheel switches to reduce the number of wires required to make 
connections to the front panel. The timer board schematic is shown in Figure 
11 and the edge connector pinout is given in Table VII. 
The system clock is generated by IC1 which is a stage ripple counter 
with an on-chip crystal controlled oscillator operating at 320 kHz. The 
divide by 32 output (IC1 pin 5) provides a 10 kHz clock which is divided 
by 10 and gated by IC2 to clock the pulse time counters of IC3 at a 1 kHz 
rate. 
The RF pulse and timer are started as follows. After the system ready 
timer has enabled the RF timer circuitry and the high voltage has been turned 
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on, an RF output pulse may be started by depressing the CYCLE RESET switch 
followed by the simultaneous activation of the RF ON1 and RF ON2 switches. 
The Cycle Reset switch sets pin 13 of IC8 high, causing the inverter output 
(pin 12) to go low, resetting the elapsed time counter to zero. This signal 
is complemented at IC8, pin 5 and used to reset the timer gate IC2 and RF 
ON control flip flops IC6A and IC6B to the RF OFF initialization state. 
The activation of the RF ON1 and RF ON2 switches sets pin 1 of IC6A to +5V 
and pin 2 to zero volts (0 V) extinguishing the CYCLE READY LAMP. The positive 
going pulse at IC6, pin 1, is differential and applied to the reset input 
of IC7, a decimal output counter. IC7 then starts counting clock pulses 
(625 Hz from divide by 512 output of IC1) since its CE input pin 13 is set 
to 0 V by the reset pulse. IC7 then applies pulses in sequence to load 
thumbwheel switch settings into IC3's comparison registers (IC3 pin 7, a 
tri-state input) and to set IC6B flip-flop output to an RF ON state. 	IC7 
then stops as its decoded "7" raises the CE input high, disabling counting 
(IC6B pin 13 +5V, pin 12 0 V). The high logic level on IC6B pin 13 (RF 
ON) enables IC2 to start the 1 kHz clock pulses to begin the timing sequence. 
When the contents of the elapsed time counters of IC3 equal the time entered 
on the thumbwheels, a 0 V pulse is applied to the clock input of IC6B (pin 
11). This clock pulse input causes the RF ON output of IC6B to go to 0 V 
(the same level as the data input of this D flip/flop) and the RF OFF output 
to go to +5V. When the RF ON output of IC6B goes to zero, it disables counting 
by IC2 thereby stopping the elapsed time counters of IC3. The elapsed time 
will remain on the LED displays until the Cycle Reset button is pushed, 
resetting the timing circuitry as described above. 
The RF ON output of IC6B (pin 13) is input to the timer failure circuit 
which employs IC4B as a comparator. When the RF ON pulses goes to +5V, 
C5 begins charging via R6. If the RF ON remains at +5V for approximately 
15 seconds or longer, the voltage across C5 will exceed the voltage (approxi-
mately +3V) at IC4B pin 5, causing output pin 8 to go to 0 V, sending a 
Timer Failure signal to the failure protection board which will then shut 
down the system. R7 and D2 discharge C5 to reset this circuit at the end 
of a normal RF pulse. D4 is placed in series with the output of IC4B to 
avoid tripping the failure protection circuitry due to the difference between 
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- Figure•11. Schematic-diagram-of Timer. Board for setting output pulse duration. 
TABLE VII 
TIMER BOARD 


















2 	 +12 VDC B 	 -12 VDC 






5 	RF ON SWITCH (from Front Panel) 
6 CYCLE READY LAMP (to Front Panel) 
7 	TIMER HALT (from Fail. Prot. Bds.) 
8 RF ON (to Pwr. Set. & Fail. Prot.Bds.)J 




RF ON LAMP (to Front Panel) 
TIMER FAIL (to Fail. Prot. Bd.) 
SYSTEM READY (to Fail. 	Prot. Bd.) 
13 SYSTEM READY LAMP (to Front Panel) 






20 X +5 VDC 
21 -12 VDC Y +12 VDC 
22 Ground Ground 
33 
+14V) supply that powers the failure protection circuitry and indicator 
lamps. 
IC4A performs the delay timing for the system ready function in a similar 
manner to that of IC4B. When the system power is initially turned on, C12 
begins charging through R22. Approximately 7 minutes later the voltage 
across C12 exceeds the voltage at IC4A pin 2 causing the output (pin 1) 
to change from 0 V to approximately +11V. This delay of 7 minutes before 
the system is ready for operation is needed to allow the magnetron and triode 
cathodes sufficient warm up time before applying high voltage. This warm 
up delay is used to prevent timer activation by holding the circuitry in 
a Cycle Reset state previously described. In addition, the System Ready 
signal is sent to the Interlock/Failure Protection board to allow the high 
voltage power supply to be activated only after the system is ready. 
The RF ON and System Ready indicator lamp drivers reside on this board. 
Failures stop the timer by setting the timer halt line to pin 10 of IC6B 
which sets the RF ON and RF OFF outputs to the RF OFF (cycle reset) state. 
5. Interlock/Failure Protection Board  
This board monitors failure detection lines to shut down part 
or all of the system (except for cooling) in the event of an electronic 
or cooling failure, interlocks the high voltage supply, drives most front 
panel indicator lamps, and processes Magnetron Filament current and voltage 
signals. Schematic diagrams of the indicator lamp wiring and the Interlock/Failure 
Protection board are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The edge 
connector pinout is given in Table VIII. 
When the system is turned on by the front panel system power switch, 
the time delay relay contacts close, applying power to the cooling system 
and the unregulated indicator/protection power supply. As the indicator 
supply rises, Q8 is turned on via R17, energizing the system power relay 
which turns on power to the regulated electronic power supplies and the 
magnetron and filament power supplies. The failure detection circuitry 
is disabled to allow for initialization at power up by the time delay circuit 
of IC3B and D18. For this reason, the coolant failure indicator should  
be ignored for the first 5 seconds of operation. As the indicator supply 
is turned on, C7 begins charging through R21. When the voltage across C7 
is approximately the same as the VDD supply of IC3 (determined by D16 and 
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Figure 13, Schematic of Interlock/Failure Protection Board. 
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TABLE VIII 
INTERLOCK/FAILURE PROTECTION BOARD 
EDGE CONNECTOR PINOUT 
PIN SIGNAL PIN SIGNAL 
GROUND A 
2 +12 VDC CIRCUITS B 
3 +12 VDC INDICATORS C 
4 -12 VDC D 
5 +5 VDC E PANIC SWITCH (from Front Panel) 
6 TIMER FAIL (from Timer Board) F KEY SWITCH (from Front Panel) 
7 RF FAIL (from Power set Board) H EXT. INTERLOCKS (to Front Panel) 
8 MAG OVER TEMP (Thermo Switch) J HV ON (to Lamp on Front Panel) 
9 OVER TEMP LAMP (to Front Panel) K INTERLOCK LAMP to Front Panel 
10 COOLANT FAIL (from Cooling System) L OUT OF RANGE (from Pwr. Set Bd.) 
11 CYCLE RESET (from Front Panel) TIMER HALT (to Timer Board) 
12 SYSTEM READY (from Timer Board) N FIL. CURRENT-HI (from Triode on Chas. 
13 HIGH VSWR (from Power Set Board) P FIL. CURRENT-LO (from Triode on Chas. 
14 Y NEUTRAL (from busses) R MAG. FIL. METER + (from Front Panel) 
15 (PA (from buss) S MAG. FIL. METER - (to Front Panel) 
16 (j)1 	(from buss) T FIL. FAIL. LAMP 
17 SYSTEM RELAY (to chassis) U RE (from Triode Driver) 
18 HV RELAY (to chassis) V OUT OF RANGE LAMP (to Front Panel) 
19 W FIL. V. PULSE IN (from Chassis) 
20 X V FIL METER (to Front Panel) 
21 Y 
22 GROUND 
change from +11V to 0 V turning off Q11 and allowing failure detection and 
latching via Q7 and SCR2 to become active. 
A failure is detected as a current sink being applied to the base of 
Q7 which being turned on by the current sink supplies gate current to SCR2 
which then latches and shuts off system relay supply current passing through 
the contacts of relay K2. Diodes D1 - D4 are employed so that the current 
flow at the base of Q7 is a logical OR of all of the failure signals. Trans-
istor Q10 detects -12V supply failure (+12V supply failure is detected via 
filament, RF, or timer failure circuits). AC line phase failure is detected 
by a high imbalance at the center of the Y network applied to pin 12 of 
IC1. The emergency off switch shuts down system power by both applying 
gate current to failure latch SCR2 and by interrupting the system power 
relay current as long as the switch is held in. The system stays powered 
down by the action of SCR2 which holds relay K2 off. 
The high voltage power supply is interlocked by the circuitry of Q1-
Q5 and SCR1. High voltage relay coil control relay Kl current is directly 
interrupted by the door and external interlocks and the keyed enable switch, 
preventing turn on of high voltage until all interlock switches are closed. 
The base of Q4 is held at 0 V until the System Ready signal stops sinking 
the current supplied by R7. A +12V high VSWR signal from the power set/level-
ing board turns off and latches the RF power off via SCR1 which holds the 
base of Q4 at 0 V, de-energizing relay Kl. A high VSWR shutdown affects 
only the high voltage power supply and may be cleared by pushing the cycle 
reset button. Cycle reset momentarily interrupts the anode current to SCR1 
and Kl, allowing the system to reset. The interlock lamp driver is connected 
to the outputs of the interlock switches, which, connecting at the collectors 
of Q4 and Q5 will cause a red interlock lamp indication while the system 
interlocks door, external, system (not) ready, or cycle reset are active. 
An active interlock or a system failure will halt the timer via Dll, D12 
and Q6 which cause +5V to the timer halt line if an out of range signal 
from the power set/leveling board is active, preventing timer and RF activation. 
Magnetron filament current and voltage are processed by amplifiers 
on this board which are necessary because the filament floats above ground 
at approximately 5.5 kV. Magnetron filament current is sensed by an 88 
mH toroidal inductor through which is passed one of the filament transformer 
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primary wires. A voltage proportional to the primary current is induced 
in the toroidal inductor through which is passed one of the filament trans-
former primary wires. A voltage proportional to the primary current is 
induced in the toroidal inductor and applied to buffer amplifier input IC2A 
pin 3. The output of this unity gain buffer is rectified and amplified 
by IC2B. The output of IC2B (pin 7) is filtered and attenuated before being 
applied to the 1 mA movement of the front panel magnetron filament current 
meter. This output is also filtered and applied to the base of Q13. Q13 
is an input to the filament failure detection circuit. Q13 and Q14 collectors 
remain at about 0 V as long as either filament transformer primary current 
or magnetron anode current or both are flowing, indicating normal circuit 
operation. If no filament and anode current are flowing, the collectors 
of Q13 and Q14 rise to about +12V, supplying gate current to lamp latch 
SCR3, and base current to filament failure current sink, IC1D. 
Magnetron filament voltage is monitored by optically coupling the pulse 
frequency output of the VCO portion of a 4046 CMOS phase lock loop to a 
4046 phase lock loop demodulator on this board. The 4046 VCO is controlled 
by the filament voltage divided by R31 and R32. The square wave output 
of the VCO is applied to the base of LED driver Q9. The LED transmits square 
wave light pulses from the transmitter box inside the magnetron cage to 
the receiver preamplifier mounted opposite the LED outside the cage. The 
receiver preamplifier circuit utilizes IC5 to provide bias for phototransistor 
Q15 for high speed operation and for amplification. Bias is derived from 
the low pass filtered output of IC5 via R38, R39 and Cll. The preamplifier 
sends pulses to the interlock board where IC3C and IC3D clean up the signal 
to provide a square wave with fast transitions to the 4046 phase lock loop. 
The phase lock loop feedback circuitry forces its internal VCO frequency 
to match that of the incoming signal. The demodulated output (IC4, pin 
10) voltage is proportional to the VCO frequency and thereby to magnetron 
filament voltage. This output is buffered by IC2C, filtered and attenuated 
and passed to the 1 mA magnetron filament voltage meter movement on the 
front panel. 
6. Power Set/Leveling Board  
Power setting entered on the front panel thumbwheels are converted 
to an analog voltage by IC1, a BCD D/A converter. IC3, D2 and D3 are the 
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reference voltage source +7.5V for this D/A converter. IC2 converts the 
current output of the D/A converter to a voltage corresponding to -0.75V 
per kW of the power setting. D1 is intended to protect the D/A converter's 
output from any possible negative voltage transient coupled via IC2's inputs 
during power on. The Power Set/Leveling Board schematic is shown in Figure 
14, the component layout is shown in Figure 15, and the edge connector pinout 
is given in Table IX. 
Incident and reflected power are sampled by the directional bridge, 
attenuated and passed to the detectors D6 and D7. The diodes produce a 
voltage proportional to the square root of the power detected because they 
are operating in an approximately linear region of their operating curve. 
Preamplifiers IC4 and IC5 are set to amplify the detector outputs (approximately 
12 times) so that the voltages at the outputs of the respective multipliers 
correspond to +0.75V per kW of detected power. These voltages are scaled 
and buffered by IC6A and IC6B to provide the front panel forward and reflected 
power outputs; forward and reflected power output calibration: 6kW/1.0V. 
Forward and reflected voltages are subtracted to yield a net power 
voltage of +0.75 V/kW at the output of the differential amplifier, IC8. 
This net power voltage is summed with the negative power set voltage at 
the input of IC10. The voltage difference between actual net power and 
desired power is inverted and amplified about 200 times to generate a driving 
voltage for the magnetron current control. Q3 is intended to assure that 
the magnetron current control will be turned off except when a timed RF 
pulse output is desired. 
Ql and IC3B serve to reduce the desired power set voltage input to 
the current control and RF failure circuits to zero when the RF is off. 
This backs up the function of Q3 mentioned above and assures that the RF 
failure circuit will detect over or under power conditions accurately with 
the RF timer on or off. 
IC9C and IC9D compare the actual forward power voltage with the power 
set voltage (switched by Q2) to trigger an RF failure alarm state if the 
forward power exceeds desired power by more than 150% or falls short of 
desired power by more than 10%. When either of these conditions are present, 
the outputs of IC9C and IC9D drop to about -12 volts. This is coupled to 
the failure protection circuitry on the interlock/failure protection board 
which will shut off all circuits except for failure indicators and cooling 
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failure output. The 1 megohm input resistors connected to IC9C and IC9D 
add threshold levels to the RF failure detection circuitry to prevent false 
tripping due to noise in the RF off state. 
IC9A and IC9B compare the front panel power setting with fractions 
of the reference voltage so that the RF may not be turned on (by inhibiting 
the timer and holding the high voltage magnetron supply off) when the power 
setting is less than 2.5 kW or greater than 4.5 kW. The out of range signal 
is sent to the indicator driver located on the interlock/failure protection 
board. 
IC7A compares the actual forward and reflected power voltages to provide 
a high VSWR output which will turn off the RF by shutting off the magnetron 





A. Installation  
Installation of the microwave inactivator power source consists primarily 
of connecting the system to a source of primary power, proper system grounding, 
and connecting an appropriate RF load. Of particular importance with regard 
to both proper system operation and safety is connection of the frame of 
the system to a low-resistance ground. The ground should be connected to 
the center frame of the inactivator power source which joins the two rack 
bays together. This frame is readily identified by the common internal 
ground buss attached to it. 
Primary power for the inactivator system is 208 volt AC, 3-phase, 4-
wire lines rated at a minimum of 90 amperes per phase. The three phases 
are connected to the red, white, and black wires in the primary AC wiring 
cable. The green wire is connected to the neutral return of the 3-phase 
primary 208 volt AC wiring. Under normal idling and operating conditions, 
the current drawn in the neutral return of the 3-phase system will be only 
1% to 3% of the total current drawn by the inactivator power source. 
The RF load is connected to the WR-340 waveguide output flange. For 
initial system checkout, it is preferable to connect a high-power matched 
termination capable of dissipating at least 5 kilowatts. Following initial 
checkout and operation of the system into the matched load, the system may 
be connected to the test load. It is recommended that the test load be 
tuned for a "best match" before energizing RF power, if at all possible. 
During system checkout, it is important to check the coolant level 
in the liquid cooling system. This is simply accomplished by observing 
the liquid coolant level of the indicator tube provided on the lower right-
hand front panel of the system. 
B. Operator Controls  
All controls required for normal system operation are located on the 
front panels of the inactivator power source. A diagram of the front of 
the system is presented in Figure 16 and a photograph of the front of the 
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Figure 16. Front panel layout of the microwave inactivator 
power source. 
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Figure 17. Photograph of the microwave inactivator power source. 
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inactivator power source is shown in Figure 17. Each of the major controls, 
status indicators, failure indicators, and voltage and current monitoring 
meters are indicated in Figures 16 and 17. A description of the procedures 
for system power-on, pulse time set, power output set, and normal operation 
of pulsed RF output is given below. 
C. Operating Procedure  
Normal operation of the microwave inactivator power source is accomplished 
using the following procedure: 
(1) Power-on the system by switching on the main circuit breaker located 
on the lower left-hand front panel of the system. Make sure that 
the circuit breaker for the liquid cooling system is also switched 
ON. The liquid cooling system circuit breaker can normally be 
left in the ON position because the main system breaker also controls 
power to the liquid cooling system. Next, depress the SYSTEM 
POWER button located on the upper right-hand panel. This switch 
pulls in the main system power relay, which powers all the low-
level circuitry and makes it possible to power up the high voltage 
and RF after a 7 minute warmup period. The SYSTEM POWER switch 
is of the push-on push-off type. This switch is also used to 
power-off the inactivator system. 
(2) During system warmup (5-7 minutes), the INTERLOCK light should 
be red. Following warmup, the INTERLOCK light should become green 
and the SYSTEM READY lamp should light. During the warmup period, 
all other failure indicators should be green. Also, the coolant 
level should be checked during this period. 
(3) The POWER SET control is used to set the desired net (forward 
minus reflected) output power of the inactivator system. This 
is accomplished by dialing the thumbwheel switches labelled POWER 
SET to the selected output power. The selected power must be 
in the range from 2500 to 4500 watts. A setting outside of this 
range will cause the OUT-OF-RANGE lamp to light and the system 
will not operate. 
(4) The TIME SET control may be set for any desired output pulse duration 
between 10 milliseconds and 9.99 seconds using the digital thumbwheel 
switches. 
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(5) Once the output power and pulse time settings have been made, 
the status of the CYCLE READY lamp should be checked. This lamp 
should be on. If not, depress the CYCLE RESET button. The CYCLE 
READY lamp should then illuminate. 
(6) Before applying high voltage to the system or attempting to generate 
an RF output pulse, be sure to check to ensure that the RF output 
waveguide port is properly terminated in the appropriate load. 
(7) Apply high voltage to the system by switching on the KEYED ENABLE 
key-lock switch. 
(8) Check status on panel meters: 
MAGNETRON FILAMENT 	 15 volts 
MAGNETRON CURRENT (FILAMENT) 16-20 amperes 
ANODE VOLTAGE 	 0 volts 
ANODE CURRENT 0 amperes 
TRIODE GRID VOLTAGE 	 80-100 volts 
TRIODE FILAMENT VOLTAGE 	7.5 volts 
LOW VOLTAGE METERS SHOULD INDICATE AS MARKED (+12,-12,+5) 
(9) RF output is activated by simultaneously switching ON both of 
the switches RF ON 1 and RF ON 2. The RF ON lamp should light 
for the duration of the output pulse and some deflection of the 
anode voltage and current meters should be apparent. The RF ON 
switches need be depressed only for 100 milliseconds simultaneously 
in order to start the RF output pulse. Once initiated, the output 
power or duration of the pulse cannot be changed. The pulse may 
be stopped by depressing the EMERGENCY OFF red button (i.e., the 
PANIC BUTTON). 
(10) After completion of the RF output pulse, check the elapsed time 
displayed against the pulse time set. 
(11) At the completion of the RF output pulse, switch off the high 
voltage (KEYED ENABLE) and push the CYCLE RESET button after checking 
the pulse time. 
(12) Depress the SYSTEM POWER switch to shut down the system. The 
fans and lights should remain on for approximately 3-5 minutes. 
All displayed voltages should go to zero. 
(13) Finally, switch off the main circuit breaker. 
Figure 18 shows the operating sequence. 
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MICROWAVE INACTINATOR POWER SOURCE 
The Microwave Inactivator Power System will be thoroughly tested to 
insure that it is operating properly and to determine that all performance 
specifications are met. Tests of the following operational parameters will 
be conducted: 
1. Maximum Output Power Level 
2. Output Power Set Point Control 
3. Output Power Overshoot/Undershoot 
4. Output Power Leveling Control 
5. Output Frequency 
6. Output Pulse Length 
7. Output Pulse Risetime and Falltime 
8. Audible Noise Level 
9. Stray RF Radiation 
10. Calibrated Chart Recorder Outputs for Forward and 
Reflected Power 
11. Front Panel Controls/Indicators/Meters 
12. Failure and Interlock Indicators 
13. Failure Interlocks for: 
(a) Coolant 
(b) Magnetron Temperature 
(c) Magnetron Filament 
(d) High VSWR 
(e) High Voltage 
(f) AC Line Phase 
14. Door Interlocks 
15. External Interlocks 
16. Primary AC Input Current and Voltage 
Brief descriptions of the acceptance test procedures, nominal parameter 
values, and test limits for each of the above parameters are given below. 
1. Maximum Output Power Level  
The output power (output power is the forward power minus the 
reflected power) level is sampled using a calibrated directional 
coupler/precision attenuator combination and measured with a Hewlett-
Packard (HP) 436A power meter referenced to a known calibration source. 
The nominal maximum output power level is 4500 watts RMS with limits 
of ± 5%. 
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2. Output Power Set Point Control  
The output power set point control provides adjustment of the 
net output power from 2500 watts to 4500 watts RMS in 10-watt increments. 
The output power is sampled using a calibrated directional coupler 
further attenuated as necessary by precision attenuators, and measured 
with a HP-436A calibrated power meter. Test limits for measured output 
power Are ± 5% from the set point value. 
3. Output Power Undershoot/Overshoot  
The output power overshoot or undershoot at pulse initiation is 
measured using a sampling storage oscilloscope. The output power is 
sampled via a directional coupler, attenuated using precision attenuators, 
detected by an RF detector, and measured using a sampling storage 
oscilloscope. Test limits for any overshoot/undershoot are 3% of the 
set point value. 
4. Output Power Leveling Control  
The output power leveling control automatically maintains the out-
put power within ± 1% of the preset level throughout the duration of a 
RF pulse. The leveler operation is examined by monitoring a detected 
sample of the output and displaying the resulting DC signal level on a 
storage oscilloscope throughout the RF pulse. Test limits are ± 1% 
throughout the duration of a single pulse for loads with a reflection 
coefficient between 0 and 0.25. 
5. Output Frequency 
The output frequency is measured by sampling a portion of the RF 
output using a directional coupler and connecting the sampled output 
both to a digital frequency counter and to a spectrum analyzer. The 
nominal output frequency is 2450 MHz. The center frequency may be 
different from 2450 MHz; however, the center frequency must remain 
within test limits of ± 10 MHz of its nominal value for loads with 
a VSWR between 1:1 and 2:1. 
6. Output Pulse Length  
The output pulse length is measured by sampling a portion of the 
RF output using a directional coupler, further attenuating the signal 
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as necessary, detecting the signal using a RF detector, and displaying 
the detected RF signal on a dual time-base storage oscilloscope. The 
pulse length is determined from the displayed signal. The inactivator 
system provides nominal set times from 10 milliseconds to 9.99 seconds 
in 10-millisecond increments. Test limits for the output pulse length 
are ± 1% of the set time, with reset ability to within ± 1% throughout 
the operational range of nominal pulse lengths. 
7. Output Pulse Risetime and Falltime  
Output pulse risetime and falltime are measured by examining the 
detected RF pulse using the method described for measurement of the out- 
put pulse length. A dual-time base storage oscilloscope with delayed 
sweep and sweep magnification capabilities is required for this measure-
ment. Triggering the oscilloscope from the output pulse and utilizing 
the above-mentioned display capabilities, the rising and/or falling 
edges of the output pulse can be examined. The test limit for the 
risetime and falltime of the output power pulse is less than 1.0 milli-
second risetime or falltime, measured from the 10% to 90% points on the 
waveform. 
8. Audible Noise Level  
The audible noise level, from the inactivator system is measured 
at a distance of four feet from each side of the system. A calibrated 
sound level meter, which has the capability for displaying the A-weighted 
sound level, is used for these measurements. The audible noise level 
test limit is 70 dB, A-weighted, at a distance of four feet from the 
system when operating or idling in a large open room. 
9. Stray RF Radiation  
The stray RF radiation is measured using a Narda Model 8316B Broad-
band Radiation Monitor. Power density Omilliwatts/cm
2
) measurements are 
performed over an imaginary surface surrounding the inactivator system 
and located 5 cm from the exterior surface of the system. Measurements 
are performed at 20-cm intervals over the imaginary surface surrounding 
the system. Measurements of stray RF radiation inside the overall system 
enclosure are performed by defeating the door interlock switches. Power 
density measurements are then performed over an imaginary surface 
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surrounding the magnetron cage at a distance of 5 cm from the cage. 
The test limit for stray RF radiation over either of these two surfaces 
(exterior enclosure or internal magnetron cage) is 0.5 milliwatt/cm 2- vith 
a load connected to the RF output port. 
10. Calibrated Chart Recorder Outputs for Forward and Reflected Power  
Calibrated outputs for chart recorders indicating forward and 
reflected power are provided on the front control panel. These outputs 
are calibrated as follows: 
(1) The forward power calibrated output voltage is 
adjusted to 1.0 volt for a forward output power 
of 6000 watts and to 0.0 volts for a forward output 
power of zero watts. 
(2) The reflected power calibrated output voltage is 
adjusted to 0.75 volt for a reflected power 
of 1500 watts (1.0 volt = 2000 watts) and to 
0.0 volts for a reflected power of zero watts. 
11. Front Panel Controls/Indicators/Meters  
All front panel controls, indicators (both status and failure), 
and meters will be checked for proper operation. Meters for monitoring 
voltages and currents are checked against standard laboratory meters 
for proper calibration. Status indicators are examined to ensure that 
proper operational status is indicated when stepping through the complete 
operating sequence. Failure indicators are checked for proper 
indication both during normal operation of the system and during 
failure interlock checkout. 
12. Failure and Interlock Indicators  
Failure and interlock indicators indicate the source of a failure 
which causes system shut down and the opening of a door interlock or 
external interlock, respectively. The proper operation of the failure 
indicators is tested as part of the failure interlock tests described 
below (1/ 13). The interlock indicators are checked for proper opera-
tion by opening either or both of the rear access doors during normal 
operation of the inactivator system and by opening the external inter-
lock contacts. 
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13. Failure Interlocks  
The failure interlocks for the cooling system, magnetron tempera-
ture, magnetron filament, high VSWR, high voltage, and AC line phase 
failure are each tested independently for proper operation. A coolant 
failure is simulated by opening the external relay contacts on the 
cooling system (or by turning off the liquid cooling system) which 
causes the coolant failure interlock to open and the corresponding 
indicator light to change status. Magnetron overtemperature and 
filament failures are simulated at the interlock input in order to 
avoid placing the magnetron tube under adverse operating conditions. 
The high VSWR failure interlock is tested by placing an adjustable 
E-H tuner between the output port and a matched load and varying the 
effective load impedance until a VSWR greater than 2:1 is obtained. 
The high voltage failure interlock is tested by removing the high 
voltage sample signal input to the fail-safe control circuit. The 
AC line phase failure interlock is tested by removing one of the 
three phases of the primary input while the inactivator system is 
in the standby (idling) mode. The indicators for each failure mode 
will be checked for proper operation during the checkout of each 
failure interlock. 
14. Door Interlocks  
Door interlocks will be tested for proper operation by opening 
each of the rear panel doors on the overall system enclosure during 
normal operation. 
15. External Interlocks  
External interlocks will be tested for proper operation by open- 
ing each of the two sets of external interlock connections during 
normal system operation. Test limits for external interlock contact 
resistance are (1) 10 ohms or less for contact closure and (2) 10,000 
ohms or more for an open interlock condition. Terminal voltage on 
the external interlocks is nominally 12 volts DC. 
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16. Primary AC Current and Voltage  
The current drawn from each phase of the AC line is measured 
using a "clip-on" ammeter, with the ammeter output being connected 
to the input of a storage oscilloscope. Inrush current upon activa-
tion of the system is measured in the same manner as steady-state 
current, except that the initial waveform upon activation is stored 
on the oscilloscope trace for later examination. Nominal primary 
operating voltage for the inactivator system is 208 volts, 60 Hz, 
3-phase. Test limits for meeting all system specifications are 
± 10% of the nominal voltage. The currents drawn from each phase 
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• Specially designed for industrial processing using 
microwaves. 
• Typical efficiency of 65 % or better. 
• Integral permanent magnet. 
• Long-life impregnated-tungsten cathode. 
The TH 3094 magnetron has been designed 
specifically for industrial-processing applications using 
microwaves. Operating in the 2450-MHz ISM (Industrial-
Scientific-Medical) band, this extremely rugged tube 
functions as an oscillator, delivering 6 kilowatts of output 
CW microwave power. It features a money-saving efficiency 
of 65 % or better. 
The TH 3094 incorporates a long-life impregnated-tungsten cathode. It is cooled by circulating water and 
has an output RF connector that allows easy coupling to RG 112/U waveguide. This tube is delivered with an 
integral permanent magnet. 
THOMSON-CSF can supply this tube in combination with a power supply and all the other necessary support 
circuitry, in a ready-to-use "power pack". 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Electrical 
Frequency 	  2450 ± 25 	MHz 
Rated output power  	6000 	W 
Warm-up or standby heater voltage  15 	V 
Heater current  	16 - 20 	A 
Filament resistance, cold  0.1 E2 
Anode voltage  	 5.6 	kV 
Mechanical 
Operating position  	Any 
Overall dimensions  	See the Outline Drawing 
Weight, approx. 	  6.5 	kg 
RF output : Antenna that can be adapted to  	RG 112/U waveguide 
THOMSON -CSF  
DIVISION TUBES E EECTFIONIOUES 
ABSOLUTE RATINGS (1) 
M in. Max. Units 
Heater surge current 	  — 60 A 
Warm-up/standby heater voltage 	 — 16 V 
Warm-up time 	  4 — mn 
Output power  — 6.5 kW 
Load VSWR (2) 	  — 1.5:1 
Average anode current (3) 	 0.6 1.7 A 
Peak anode current 	  — 2.1 A 
Reflected power (4)  — 250 W 
COOLING 
Tube body : 
— Water flow 	 4 — f/mn 
— 	Inlet pressure  — 4 bar 
— Temperature 	 — 80 °C 
Cathode fins : 
— Air flow 	  100 — m 3 /h 
— Temperature 	 — 180 °C 
TYPICAL OPERATION 
Warm-up heater voltage 	 15.5 ± 0.5 V 
Heater voltage in operation 	 0 V 
Output power 	  6 kW 
Efficiency 65 
Load VSWR 	  1.1:1 
Anode voltage 	  5.6 kV 
Average anode current 1.6 A 
NOTES 
1 — No one value ever to be exceeded, even under transient conditions, and operation at more than one absolute rating at the same 
time may cause tube damage. Equipment must be designed so that these limits are never exceeded. 
2 — The TH 3094 magnetron used with the RG-112/U waveguide transition section, described on page 6, must be equipped with an 
isolator or circulator having VSWR < 1.2:1. 
3 — The warm-up voltage must be adjusted according to the average anode current (see Figure 1). 
4 — To protect the magnetron against excessive reflected power, it is strongly recommended that a VSWR safety device be installed 
between the tube's RF output transition and the processing load. 
APPLICATION NOTES 
These application notes provide basic information concerning the storage, installation and operation of the 
TH 3094 magnetron. More complete information, required, for example, for the construction of a new type of 
equipment, can be furnished upon request. The services of THOMSON-CSF applications engineers are available on 
request. 
— High-voltage power supply 
The H.V. power supply must be designed in such a way that the average current and peak current limits are never 
exceeded, under any operating conditions. The use of a regulating circuit and a current-limiting system is recommended. 
TEH 4581 - TH 3094 
— RF load 
The RF transition section designed for this magnetron presents a VSWR having a phase that allows operating the 
tube at a point of the Rieke diagram corresponding to its maximum efficiency. However, it implies that the magnetron 
(with its transition) be operated into a load VSWR. 1.2 : 1. Consequently, a circulator or an isolator presenting a 
VSWR <1.2 : 1 must be used between the RG 112/U transition and the processing load. Furthermore, the maximum 
VSWR seen by the tube with its transition must never exceed 1.5 : 1, even temporarily. 
STORAGE AND INSTALLATION 
Stored magnetrons are much more likely to remain in a ready-to-operate condition if left in their original pack inc 
material or placed in correctly designed storage racks. Whenever transported, they should be correctly packed, to guard 
against subjecting the tube to undue vibration, shock or stress. 
Care must be taken whenever handling these magnetrons ; they can be permanently damaged if subjected to 
rough handling. Steel, nickel or any other magnetic materials must be kept at least 15 cm from the tube, and only 
non-magnetic tools should be used during unpacking and installation operations or for any other operations in the near 
vicinity of the magnetron. 
Electrical connections to the heater and cathode terminals should be tight, but not overly so. During tube 
operation, the heater and cathode terminals operate at high temperature, so provision must be made for thermal 
expansion. The anode voltage-supply return must be connected to the cathode terminal, to prevent anode current and 
transients from passing through the filament and possibly causing burnout. 
Never place signficant stress on the output section, and never lift the tube by its RF output connector. Any 
mechanical pressure applied should be uniform. The ceramic part of the RF output must be kept perfectly clean. 
The TH 3094 magnetron must be fastened in place with four screws (M6 thread, 12 mm long) as indicated on the 
Outline Drawing. The magnetron must never be attached and supported by the RF output alone. 
COOLING PRECAUTIONS 
To avoid overheating during operation or standby, the following precautions should be taken : 
1 — The anode-cooling water flow should be adjusted at 4 limn minimum. The curve of Figure 2 (page 5) indicates 
the corresponding pressure drop. If the cooling fails, the power should be automatically switched off by a safety 
device (thermoswitch), set for 70 °C (recommended value). An emplacement on the tube body has been provided 
for this device. * 
2 —. The input structure is cooled by an air stream directed toward the input connectors and perpendicular to the 
cathode axis. The maximum air flow must be directed on the cooling fins. A safety device should be used to pre-
vent the temperature of the cathode heatsink from exceeding 180 °C (measured by checking the cooling-air 
exhaust). 
3 — In case of operation under adverse conditions of humidity, temperature, VSWR, etc., the RF output should also 
be cooled by forced air, which must be clean and dry to prevent arcing or flashover. 
APPLYING VOLTAGES 
Verify that the cooling system is operating correctly. 
Apply the warm-up heater voltage gradually. The surge current through the cold filament must not exceed 
60 amperes. Allow at least four minutes for the cathode to fully warm up before applying any high voltage to the tube. 
Apply the high voltage, reducing the warm-up voltage as indicated by the curve of Figure 1. 

















SION TUBES ELECTPONIOUES 
STARTING A NEW MAGNETRON 
A new magnetron, or one that has been idle or stored for a while, may contain small traces of gas. This gas can 
cause internal arcing to occur when the high voltage is applied. These arcs are geisetally evidenced by fluctuations of 
the anode current. To minimize new-tube arcing the high Voltage should always be applied gradually, pausing to wait 
for stable tube operation at each step increase in the anode voltage. 
PROTECTION AGAINST ARCING 
Certain materials, when undergoing microwave processing, give off a gas that may cause arcing in the applicator. 
The same effect may be due to small particles or dust from certain other materials, such as rubber. Because of the power 
level involved, these arcs can maintain themselves and inevitably travel back up the waveguide to the magnetron, 
eventually causing its destruction. 
To avoid such accidents, an anti-arcing protective device is strongly recommended. Installed in the waveguide 
near the magnetron, such a device may consist of a photodiode that energizes a high-voltage cut-off relay when arcing is 
detected in the waveguide. 
A detailed schematic of a recommended anti-arcing protection set-up can be furnished upon request. 
WARNING 
All magnetrons operate with high anode potentials, which can cause lethal shocks to operating personnel. Suitable 
safety interlocks must be provided to avoid this shock hazard. 
— RF LEAKAGE 
Sufficient RF power may be radiated through the cathode stem and other openings to interfere with adjacent 
circuit components. This radiation may be hazardous to human beings, especially to the eyes when arcing or the 
cathode temperature are being observed. Adequate precautions must be taken to guard against these hazards. 
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ISION TUBES ELECTROmpUES 
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DIVISION TUBES ELECTRONIOUES 
38. rue Vauthier - 92100 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT 
aucune reclamation ne sera prise en consideration si Ia presente fiche ne nous est pas adressee 
dans un delai de 48 heures apres constatation de la mise hors d'usage. 
No tube will be examined or considered under the warranty unless this report is completed 
in full. 
Reklamationen konnen nicht bertlicksichtigt werden wenn uns dieses vorliegende Formular 





N ° du tube : 
Serial number 
Nummer der Rohre 
Date du premier essai : 	 
Date of first test 
Datum des ersten Versuches 
Date de mise hors service : 
Type de tube 	  
Type number 
Typ der Riihre 
Date de reception par l'acheteur : 	  
Date received 
Eingangsdatum beim Kaufer 
Date de mise en service : 	  
Date of first operation 
Datum der Inbetriebsetzung : 
Dur6e totale de fonctionnement : 
Total hours of cathode or heater operation 
Gesamtlebensdauer 
Type d'appareillage sur lequel est utilise le tube : 
Equipment and service in which tube was used 
Angabe des Gerates fur welches die Rohre verwendet wird 
Nom du Constructeur de I'Appareillage : 
Equipment manufacturer's name 
Name des Herstellers des Gerates 
Date of failure 
Datum der Feststellung des Schadens 
	  heures 
hours 
Stunden 
Defaut constate : 
Type of failure 
Festgestellter Fehler 
description des phenomenes anormaux constates a la mise hors service : 
Description of defective operation at time of failure 
Man beschreibe die naheren Umstande beim Ausfall der Rohre 
L'Acheteur nous autorise a ouvrir le tube retourn6, au 
In returning a tube, Thomson-CSF is granted permission to 
Der Kaufer berechtigt uns, die Rohre zu offnen falls es 
Raison sociale de l'utilisateur 
Name of the firm 
Firma des Benutzers 
cas ou nos Services Techniques I'estimeraient necessaire. 
open and disassemble the tube as required for evaluation. 
von unserer technischer Abteilung als notig erachtet wird. 
Signature de I'utilisateur : 
Signature of the user 







Nos laboratoires peuvent refuser l'examen du tube en cause si Ia presente fiche est insuffisamment remplie. Tout retard 
en resultant ne saurait engager notre responsabilite. 
Our laboratories may refuse to examine the returned tube if the present service report is not completed in full. Any 
delay due to missing information will not commit Thomson-CSF. 
Unsere Laboratorien k6nnen die Untersuchung der Rohre verweigern wenn dieser Zettel nur teilweise ausgefullt ist, for 
die dadurch entstehende Verzogerung zeichnen wir nicht verantwn-tfir.h. 
0 
INSTRUCTIONS FOUR LE RETOUH DU TUbE 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE RE TURN OF THE TUBE 
HINWEISE FUR DIE RUCKSENDUNG DER ROHRE 
Le tube dolt nous etre retourne port pays, dans son emballage d'origine, en prenant toutes precautions pour eviter la 
dirterioration au tours du transport et en portant d'une facon visible sur le colts les mentions : 
FRAGILE — HAUT — BAS. II sera adressi a : 
- Please mention clearly on the container "FRAGILE" — "HANDLE WITH CARE" — "UP" — "DOWN - 
- The tube should be packed carefully in the original shipping container and shipped prepaid via Air Freight to : 
- Die Rohre muss fret in ihrer unsprUnglichen Verpackung, mit alter notigen Vorsicht urn Beschari,gungen wahrend des 
Transportes zu vermeiden zurackgeschickt werden. mit din fo!jenden gut lesbaren Verrnerk : ZL RBRECHLICH - OBEN - 
UNT EN. Die Rohre ist zu vet schicken an : 
THOMSON-CSF Departement TDH - BP 23 2, rue Latecoere- 78140 VELIZY-VILLACOUBLAY 
APPENDIX II 






INSTALLATION AND OPERATION 










Electro Impulse Inc 
116 Chestnut Street 
Red Bank, NJ 07701 April 1980 
1-3340A 
SPECIFICAITIONS (continued) 
9. Pump: 	 Type 	 Carbon Vane, Positive 
Displacarent 
Motor (Pump and Fan) 	 1/2 HP, 1650 RPM 
10. Dimensions (approximate): 
Weight 	 45 Kgs (100 lbs) 
Height 356 mm (14") 
Depth 	 590 mm (23 1/4") 
Width, 19" rack mount 	 432 mm (17") 
11. Associated Drawings: 
Installation 	 C-22749 
Flow Diagram B-22768 
Electrical Schematic 	 C-22709 
Parts List 	 PL-22749 





   
    
TRO 	 LAB INC MPG 'DENT • 11.1 
1-3142A 
MAIN'TMANCE 
1. The CU-series cooling units are of simple design and rugged construction, 
requiring little maintenance, other than routine cleaning and hardware tightening. 
2. At intervals depending on usage, remove panels for access and clean any 
accumulations of dirt, especially on the radiator fins. Inspect hoses and 
connections for signs of leakage. Tighten hardware where necessary. 
3. Motors should be oiled as indicated on the name plates. Thermal protection 
against overload is provided. 
4. The coolant pump incorporates a strainer and a relief valve to protect 
the closed loop against excessive pressure. Clean strainer every six months. 
5. If the unit is to be stored or shipped at temperatures below 34 °F, all 
water must be drained. Pay particular attention to the heat exchanger piping. 
The pump may be used to assist, but do not allow it to run dry , as it may be 
damaged. 
6. Optional deionizer-filter train: 
a. Acceptable water resistivity is generally 50,000 ohms-cm, 200,000 
ohms-an, or 1 regohm-cm, depending on use. Both cartridges should be 
replaced when water resistivity falls below the acceptable level. If 
purity indicator (meter or light) is not equipped, replace cartridge every 
six months of operation. 
b. To remove and replace cartridges, first close the inlet and outlet 
valves. Open the holders and discard residual water. Rinse out any 
accumulated particulate ratter. Ensure that the spring is in place in 
the bottom of the deionizer holder. Use exact replacement cartridges. 
c. Deionizer cartridges are usually packed with plugs at the ends. 
Remove plugs and insert cartridge with large opening down. 
d. When assembling holder to mounting head, ensure that the OL-ring 
is properly seated. 











INSTALLATION AND OPERATION (continued) 
	
7. 	TO maintain efficiency in the cooling systems, all panels must be in 
place during operation. A missing panel will allow the forced air to bypass 
the radiator. 
8. 	To shut down the unit, follow this sequence: 
a. Shut down the external load. 
b. Allow the cooling unit to run at least five minutes, or until the 
exhaust air is close to ambient temperature. 
c. Move the power switch to OFF. 
9. 	Connection of optional deionizer train: 
a. Connect the deionizer-filter assembly to the proper fittings on the 
cooling unit. See Installation drawing. Coolant flow must be from the 
unit into the deionizer, then through filter, and back to the unit. Note 
direction arrows on the holders. 
b. After inserting cartridges in their respective holders, open the 
filter outlet valve before opening the deionizer inlet valve. 
c. Coolant flow throuah the deionizer train is fixed by a restriction 
valve to 0.2 GPM, which is the recommended rate for optimum efficiency • 
and cartridge life. 
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OPERATION, AND PERFORMANCE 









The EIMAC 8160/3CX10,000A7 is a ceramic and metal power triode 
intended to be used as a zero-bias Class-B amplifier in audio or radio-
frequency applications. Operation with zero grid bias offers circuit sim-
plicity by eliminating the bias supply. In addition, grounded-grid operation 
is attractive since a power gain as high as twenty times can be obtained 
with the 8160/3CX10,000A7. 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS' 
ELECTRICAL 
Filament: Thoriated-Tungsten 	D e--e_ 	 OCAke\-t716 
; 	c.,„/k 	Pes cud--/_• Jc Voltage 	  
Current  
Amplification Factor (Nominal) 	  
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances: 2 
Grid-Filament  	59.0 pF 
Grid-Plate  36.0 pF 
Plate-Filament 	0.2 pF 
Frequency for Maximum Ratings 160 MHz 
1. Characteristics and operating values are based upon performance tests. These figures may change without notice 
as the result of additional data or product refinement. EIMAC Division of Varian should be consulted before using 
this information for final equipment design. 
2. Capacitance values arefor a cold tube as measured in a shielded fixture in accordance with Electronic Industries 
Association Standard RS-191. 
MECHANICAL 
Base  	 Coaxial 
Recommended Air-System Socket 	  EIMAC SK-1300 
Recommended Air Chimney 	  EIMAC SK-1306 
Operating Position 	 Vertical, base up or down 
Cooling  	Forced air 
Maximum Operating Temperatures: 
Anode Core 	  250 °C 
Ceramic/Metal Seals 	  250 °C 
Maximum Dimensions: 
Height 	  8.75 in; 222.25 mm 
Diameter  7.05 in; 179.07 mm 
Net Weight , 	  12 lbs; 	5.45 kg 
tl 
(Revised 2-1-73) 	© 1963, 1967, 1973 by Varian 
	 Printed in U.S.A. 
EIMAC division of varian / 301 industrial way / san carlos / california 94070 
/5)5-7 2 - / 	/ 
8160/3CX10,000A7 
RADIO-FREQUENCY LINEAR AMPLIFIER 
Grounded Grid, Class-B 
TYPICAL OPERATION, Single-Tone Conditions 
DC Plate Voltage 	  7000 7000 V 
MAXIMUM RATINGS Zero-Signal DC Plate Current 1 . 0.60 0.60 A 
Max-Signal DC Plate Current 3.72 5.00 A 
DC PLATE VOLTAGE 	 8000 V01_75 Max-Signal DC Grid Current 0.71 1.00 A 
DC PLATE CURRENT  5.0 AMPERES Driving Impedance 	  35 32 Q 
PLATE DISSIPATION 	 12 KILOWATTS Resonant Load Impedance 	 1020 745 Q 
GRID DISSIPATION  500 WATTS Max-Signal Driving Power  885 1540 w 
Peak Envelope Plate Output Power, 17.7 24.2 kW 
1. Approximate value. Power Gain 	  13 12 dB 
AUDIO-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER OR 
MODULATOR 
Class B, Grid Driven 
MAXIMUM RATINGS (Per Tube) 
DC PLATE VOLTAGE  	8000 VOLTS 
DC PLATE CURRENT  	5.0 AMPERES 
PLATE DISSIPATION  12 KILOWATTS 
GRID DISSIPATION  	500 WATTS 
1. Approximate value. 
TYPICAL OPERATION, Two Tubes, Sinusoidal Wave 
DC Plate Voltage  	7000 	7000 V 
DC Grid Voltage  0 0 V 
Zero-Signal DC Plate Current 1 	 1.20 	1.20 	A 
Max-Signal DC Plate Current  	7.50 	10.0 A 
Max-Signal DC Grid Current 1.50 	2.06 A 
Driving Power  	315 560 	W 
Peak AF Driving Voltage(Per Tube)  250 	310 	v 
Load Resistance, Plate-to-Plate  	2000 	1520 
Max-Signal Plate Output Power 	. , 35.6 	47.7 kW 
RADIO- FREQUENCY LINEAR AMPLIFIER 
Carrier Conditions, Grounded-Grid 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
DC PLATE VOLTAGE  	8000 VOLTS 
DC PLATE CURRENT  5.0 AMPERES 
PLATE DISSIPATION  	12 KILOWATTS 
GRID DISSIPATION  	500 WATTS 
1. Approximate value. 
2. Modulation Crest Conditions 
TYPICAL OPERATION 
DC Plate Voltage 	  
DC Grid Voltage  
Zero-Signal DC Plate Current .' 	  
DC Plate Current 	  
DC Grid Current  
Driving Impedance 2 	  
Peak Driving Voltage2  
Driving Power 	  














DC PLATE VOLTAGE  	8000 VOLTS 
DC PLATE CURRENT  4.0 AMPERES 
PLATE DISSIPATION  	10 KILOWATTS 
GRID DISSIPATION  500 WATTS 
TYPICAL OPERATION 
DC Plate Voltage 	  
DC Plate Current  
DC Grid Voltage 	  
DC Grid Current  
Peak RF Cathode Voltage 	  
Cathode Driving Power 1  
Plate Output Power 	  








PLATE-MODULATED RF POWER AMPLIFIER 
MAXIMUM RATINGS 
DC PLATE VOLTAGE  	6500 VOLTS 
DC PLATE CURRENT  3.0 AMPERES 
PLATE DISSIPATION  	6.5 KILOWATTS 
GRID DISSIPATION  500 WATTS 
1. Approximate value. 
TYPICAL OPERATION 
DC Plate Voltage 	  
DC Plate Current  
DC Grid Voltage 	  
DC Grid Current  
Peak RF Grid Voltage 	  
Grid Driving Power 1.  








NOTE: TYPICAL OPERATION data are obtained by measurement or calculation from published characteristic curves. 
Adjustment of the rf grid voltage to obtain the specified plate current at the specified bias, and plate volt-
ages is assumed. If this procedure is followed, there will be little variation in output power when the tube 
is changed, even though there may be some variation in grid current. 111e grid current which results when the 
desired plate current is obtained is incidental and varies from tube to tube. These current variations cause no 
difficulty so long as the circuit maintains the correct voltage in the presence of the variations in current. If 
grid bias is obtained principally by means of a grid resistor, the resistor must be adjustable to obtain the 
required bias voltage when the correct rf grid voltage is applied. 
,R1101111101.3.- iiimmiiirinorffiniiirglIPME:=M",, WrVelnrstaimissoriagrg 
8160/3CX10,000A7 
MOUNTING - The 3CX10,000A7 must be oper- 
ated vertically base up or down. The tube must 
be protected from severe vibration and shock. 
COOLING - The maximum temperature rating 
for the external surfaces of the 3CX10,000A7 is 
250° C. Sufficient forced-air cooling must be pro-
vided to keep the temperature of the anode core 
and the temperature of the ceramic/metal seals 
below 250° C. Tube life is usually prolonged if 
these areas are maintained at temperatures be-
low this maximum rating. Minimum air-flow re-
quirements to maintain anode-core and seal 
temperatures below 225 °C with an inlet-air 
temperature of 50 ° C are tabulated below. The 
use of these air-flow rates through the recom-
mended socket/chimney and tube combination in 
the base-to-anode direction provides effective 








































•• Since the power dissipated by the filament is about 
750 watts and since grid dissipation can, under some 
circumstances, represent another 500 watts, allowance 
has been made in preparing this tabulation for an ad-
ditional 1250 watts dissipation. 
INPUT CIRCUIT - When the 3CX10,000A7 is 
operated as a grounded-grid rf amplifier, the use 
of a resonant tank in the cathode circuit is rec-
ommended in order to obtain greatest linearity 
and power output. For best results with a single-
ended amplifier it is suggested that the cathode 
tank circuit operate at a "Q" of two of more. 
CLASS-C OPERATION - Although specifically 
designed for class-B service, the 3CX10,000A7 
may be operated as a class-C power amplifier or 
oscillator or as a plate-modulated radio-frequen-
cy power amplifier. 
FILAMENT OPERATION - The rated filament 
voltage for the 3CX10,000A7 is 7.5 volts. Fila-
ment voltage, as measured at the socket, should 
be maintained at this value to obtain maximum 
tube life. In no case should it be allowed to de-
viate from the rated value by more than plus or 
minus five percent. 
INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCE  - 1 
actual internal interelectrode capacitance of 
tube is influenced by many variables in most ap \  
plications, such as stray capacitance to the 
chassis, capacitance added by the socket used, 
stray capacitance between tube terminals, and 
wiring effects. To control the actual capacitance 
values within the tube, as the key component 
involved, the industry and the Military Services 
use a standard test procedure as described in 
Electronic Industries Association Standard 
RS-191. This requires the use of specially con-
structed test fixtures which effectively shield 
all external tube leads from each other and elim-
inates any capacitance reading to "ground". The 
test is performed on a cold tube. Other factors 
being equal, controlling internal tube capaci-
tance in this way normally assures good inter-
changeability of tubes over •a period of time, 
even when the tube may be made by different 
manufacturers. The capacitance values shown 
in the manufacturer's technical data, or test 
specifications, normally are taken in accordance 
with Standard RS-191. 
The equipment designer is therefore cautioned 
to make allowance for the actual capacitance 
values which will exist in any normal applica-
tion. Measurements should be taken with the 
socket and mounting which represent approximate 
final layout if capacitance values are highly 
significant in the design. 
HIGH VOLTAGE - The 3CX10,000A7 operates 
at voltages which can be deadly, and the equip-
ment must be designed properly and operating 
precautions must be followed. Equipment must be 
designed so that no one can come in contact 
with high voltages. All equipment must include 
safety enclosures for high-voltage circuits and 
terminals, with interlock switches to open the 
primary circuits of the power supplies and to 
discharge high-voltage condensers whenever ac-
cess doors are opened. Interlock switches must 
not be bypassed or "cheated" to allow operation 
with access doors open. Always remember that 
HIGH VOLTAGE CAN KILL. 
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS - If it is desired to 
operate this tube under conditions widely dif-
ferent from those given here, write to Power Grid 
Tube Division, EIMAC Division of Varian, 301 
Industrial Way, San Carlos, California, 94070, 






MIN. MAX REF. MIN MAX REF 
A 6928 7050 - 17597 1 7907 - 	- 
0.856 0@95 - 	- 17 
C 0720 0 760 - 18 .29 19 30 
0 1 E96 1 936 - .15 
E 3 433 3 173 - 7958 80 59 
F 3.792 3832 - 	- 9632 IESIMI 







_Q188 - 	- - Erklillini 
3 950 4 300 - to Rh. 
N 2 442 2 788 - 61 . 26 
P 8250 1:10 - Q”.5 
R 0 966 1 050 - 
S 3,412 3788 - M 
-r 0.375 -- 952 
NOTES 
I REF DIMENSIONS ARE FOR  
INFO ONLY 8 ARE NOT RE-
QUIRED FOR INSPECTION  
PURPOSES 
ANODE 
• CONTACT SURFACE  
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 
AIR 
DO NOT CONTACT  
GRID 
FILAMENT  
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TECHNICAL DATA 





These sockets have been designed for use with the tube 
types listed below. The SK-1300 and the SK-1320 are in-
tended for mounting on a pressurized chassis or plenum, 
allowing air-cooling of the tube base and terminals. 
BASE CONNECTIONS 
All these sockets are provided with three concentric 
rings of spring contact fingers for making contact to the 
filament and the grid of the coaxial triodes listed below. 
The filament contact fingers are terminated on two bus 
connections to insure good high frequency current distribu-
tion. Each of these two bus rings is provided with two lugs 
for making external connections. 
The grid spring-finger contacts are terminated on a heavy 
support assembly. The grid contact assembly is insulated 
from the socket mounting cup in the SK-1300; it is grounded 
to the cup in the SK-1320, for grounded-grid operation. The 
SK-1310 is a version intended for use with vapor-cooled 
versions of these coaxial triodes and has no grounded con-
tacts. 
 
SK - 1310 
    
MATERIALS AND FINISHES 	 SK-1320 
The contact fingers are non-ferrous spring alloy, heat-treated for positive spring action and 
silver-plated for good rf conductivity. The main socket body and cup assemblies are made of 
brass and are also silver plated. 
INSTALLATION 
The SK-1300 and SK-1320 are supported by the socket cup on a pressurized compartment or 
chassis. A 7-1/8 inch diameter hole is required in the supporting chassis or plenum and the soc-
ket is secured by eight #6 machine screws on a 7-3/4 inch pitch circle. The socket cup on both 
these sockets is open so that air may be directed through them for cooling of the tube base term-
inals. 
The SK-1310, which is designed for use on vapor-cooled versioE t, a these tubes, has no 
mounting/support cup; i t is held into place on the base of the tube only by its contact finger as-
semblies for the grid and filament. 
(Revised 3-1-72) 	C 	1963, 1966, 1972 Varian 	 Printed in U.S.A. 





A companion Air-Chimney, the SK-1306, is available for use with the SK-1300 and SK-1320 and 
some of the air-cooled triode types, as listed below. The chimney is mounted above the chassis 
deck and is installed using the same eight mounting screws used for securing the socket to the 
chassis or deck. 
Use of an Air-Chimney allows simplified cooling of the tube; air forced through the socket is 
directed through the chimney and then through the tube's anode cooling fins. 
SOCKET/CHIMNEY/TUBE TYPE GUIDE 
SOCKET 
	





none-water cooled tube 
none-water cooled tube 
none-water cooled tube 
none-water cooled tube 
SK-1300 3CW25,000A3 none-water cooled tube 
and 3CX5000A3 special - EIMAC Y-463 




3CX20,000A3 none available 
SK-1310 3CV30,000A1 none-vapor cooled tube 
3CV30,000A3 none-vapor cooled tube 
NET WEIGHTS 
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NOTES - 
!. ALL DuENSICNS ARE IN INCHES. 
2. TOLERANCES ARE NOT CUMULATIVE. 
• 2. CONTAC7 SU14--•CES. 
VARIAN, EIMAC DIVISION 
1„.6cA-4c 	cca c 	,s- 	s 
10 1'301 Industrial Way 
San Carlos, Calif. 94070 
WARRANTY CLAIM 
SERVICE REPORT 
POWER GRID TUBES 
PLEASE READ IMMEDIATELY UPON RECEIVING TUBE 
Adjustment will not be considered unless this Warranty Claim Service Report is completed in full and returned with the tube or circuit 
component to the Eimac factory where manufactured. 
BREAKAGE   MITAMA-GE, 
UNDER U.S. SHIPPING REGULATIONS, DAMAGE CLAIMS MUST BE COLLECTED BY THE CONSIGNEE. UNLESS OTHERWISE INSTRUCTED, 
MOST SHIPMENTS ARE INSURED. DO NOT RETURN DAMAGED MATERIAL TO EIMAC. 
IMPORTANT: This merchandise was carefully packed and thoroughly inspected before leaving our factory. It should be unpacked, ex-
amined, and tested immediately on receipt. Responsibility for safe delivery was assumed by the carrier upon acceptance for shipment; 
claims for loss or damage sustained in transit must therefore be made upon the carrier, as follows: 
SQN.CEQLED LOSS OR DAMAGE:  Concealed loss or damage means loss or damage which does not become apparent until the merchan-
dise has been unpacked or tested. The contents may be damaged in transit due to rough handling even though the carton may not show 
external damage. When the damage is discovered upon unpacking and/or testing, make a written request for inspection by the carrier's 
agent within 15 days of the delivery date. (NOTE: Within 7 days of delivery date outside of U.S.A.) Then file a claim with the carrier 
since such damage is the carrier's responsibility. 
VISIBLE LOSS OR DAMAGE: Any external evidence of loss or damage must be noted on the freight bill or express receipt and signed by 
the carrier's agent. Failure to adequately describe such external evidences of loss or damage may result in the carrier refusing to honor 
a damage claim. The form required to file such a claim will be supplied by the carrier. 
WARRANTY 
Varian, EIMAC Division warrants most tube types for 3000 hours, with prorated adjustment from 300 to 3000 hours. Warranty time for 
each tube is specified in the EIMAC price list; inquiries on warranty time for any product may be made to any -In-FT/an Sales Office, or 
to any EIMAC franchised distributor. Warranty on all tubes expires one year from date of sale to the ultimate user, or 18 months from 
the shipment date from EIMAC. Tubes are warranted to be free from defects in workmanship and materials only. 
In the interest of conservation of scarce materials tubes may contain recycled parts which are required to meet the same high 
standards of quality control applied to other materials and components used. This warranty applies only to tubes which are operated 
within the maximum ratings specified by EIMAC for the type of service employed. The entire obligation of EIMAC under this warranty is 
to replace defective products, or at its option, to credit the purchaser. In no event will EIMAC be liable for breakage or damage incurred 
in shipment (see BREAKAGE AND DAMAGE, above), or for consequential or resulting loss or damage, whether or not due to causes 
covered by this warranty. 
RETURN PROCEDURE FOR WARRANTY CLAIMS 
Where no obvious or externally visible fault exists, be sure the tube actually is inoperable before returning it. This should be done by 
operating the associated equipment, first with a tube known to be good to verify the functioning of the equipment, and then attempt to 
operate the questionable tube in the same equipment under similar conditions. 
1. If the tube was obtained from a Distributor or an Equipment Manufacturer, it should be returned to them and not EIMAC. Be sure to 
enclose a completed Service Report. This is important. 
2. If the tube was purchased directly from the factory, the following applies: 
a. Authorization for return is required if more than 10 tubes are involved, or if the value of the shipment exceeds $500.00. Cus-
tomers outside the United States must request authorization before any return is made. 
b. Complete the form on the back of this sheet giving all the data asked for. Adjustment will be considered only if this completed 
report accompanies the tube. 
c. Repack the tube carefully in the same way it was packaged originally for shipment, preferably using the original materials. 
d. Ship via PREPAID Express (do NOT ship by Parcel Post) to the EIMAC factory as shown on the reverse side of this report. 
DO NOT RETURN TUBES TO AN EIMAC SALES OFFICE OR SALES REPRESENTATIVE. Customers outside the United States should 
return electron tubes by Air Freight. Ocean shipments are acceptable provided the items are adequately export packed for this 
mode of transportation. The sender and the shipping agency must assume responsibility for damage from improper packing or 
handling. Insurance charges for returned goods must be borne by the sender. 
3. Customer retains title to material returned for evaluation until EIMAC acknowledgeS adjustment responsibility in writing. 
4. If EIMAC finds the tube has been returned without cause and is still serviceable, the customer will be notified and the tube returned 
at his expense. 
5. If EIMAC finds that a replacement or credit allowance is in order, the customer will be notified. In the case of a replacement, a new 
tube will be shipped prepaid. Credit allowance will be made for shipping charges incurred by the customer in returning the produce pro-
vided EIMAC approved transportation methods are used. 
6. It is often necessary to dismantle an inoperative tube to determine the cause of failure. In returning a tube, the customer grants 
permission to dismantle at the discretion of EIMAC. 
7. Unserviceable tubes will be destroyed 30 days after notice of evaluation is sent to the customer. If the customer desires return of 
an unserviceable tube, he should notify EIMAC within that time and it will be returned at his expense. Any item for which credit is 
given or replacement is made under warranty becomes the property of EIMAC and will not be returned. 
BE SURE TO FILL IN THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS PAGE COMPLETELY 
  
VARIAN, EIMAC DIVISION 
301 INDUSTRIAL WAY • SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA 94070 
SERVICE REPORT 
PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE BEFORE FILLING IN 
Tube Type 	 Serial Number 	 When Purchased 	  
(The Serial Number is a digit letter combination inside the tube at the base end. or on the external radiator). 
From whom purchased 	  
Type of Service. Broadcast ❑ , Communications ❑ , Navigation, Radar, etc. ❑ , Amateur ❑ , Medical ❑ , 
General Industry ❑ , Experimental ❑ , Other 	  
Type of Equipment in which Tube was used; 	  
(Manufacturer's Name and Type Number) 
Call letters of Station (if in licensed service) 
Operating Conditions: 
Total Hours of Filament Operation 	 
   
 
Hours. Frequencies Used 
 
  
How Used: RF Power Ampl.•Unmod. ❑ , FM ❑ , FSK ❑ , AM Plate Mod. ❑ , Teleg. ❑ , Pulse Service ❑ , 
RF Power Ampl.-Linear '0, Grid Mod. ❑ , Screen Mod. ❑ J. Suppressor Mod. ❑ , Doubler ❑ , Tripler ❑ . 
Other Uses: Audio ❑ , Pulse Ampl. or Mod. ❑ , Control Ampl. ❑ , Oscillator ❑ . 
Others 	  
Voltage and Current Values PER TUBE: TUBE OPERATING, 
Such as Key Down. (If pulsed service give peak values) 	TUBE NON•OPERATING, Such as Key Up 
Carrier. Pulse on, or Work in Place. 	 Pals Interval, or Work Removed. 
Plate Voltage ❑ DC ❑ AC_ 	  Volts 	  Volts 
Plate Current DC Per Tube MA 	 MA 
Screen Voltage ❑ DC ❑ AC 	 Volts 	Volts 
Screen Current DC Per Tube  MA   MA 
Total Control Grid Bias Voltage DC   	Volts 	  Volts 
Control Grid Current DC Per Tube 	 MA   	MA 
Suppressor Grid Voltage ❑ DC ❑ AC 	Volts 	 Volts 
Filament Voltage ❑ DC ❑ AC_______ 	_ Volts   Volts 
What are extremes of filament voltage due to variations of supply lines and operating conditions? 
	 to 	volts. 
How is screen voltage obtained? 	  
Is a screen bleeder used? 	  
What is value of screen resistor, if any. (Note if for more than one tube).    Ohms 
How is control grid bias voltage obtained? Resistor ❑ Supply ❑ Combination ❑ 	  
Is grid bias adjustable' 
What is value of grid resistor, if used; (Note if for more than one tube) 	 Ohms 
Microsec. 
Part of Tube Air 











Pressure Drop Across Tube 
pounds 
0 of 	or Air: inches 	H Water. 
 2 square 	inches 
Describe what happened at time of failure 	 




If pulsed service: duty cycle 	  
Was plate voltage on at time of failure? 
Was stage being adjusted at time of failure' 
	. pulse width 	 
Was excitation off tube at time of failure? 
	_If so what were conditions' 	 
Signature 
NO TUBE CAN BE CONSIDERED FOR ADJUSTMENT UNLESS THIS FORM HAS BEEN COMPLETED AND RETURNED WITH TUBE 
totted in U.S.A. 	 DO NOT RETURN TUBE BY PARCEL POST 	 1861-12-01 3/79 (Back) 
APPENDIX IV 
HIGH POWER ISOLATOR 
MARCONI F1003-34 
One arrow to be vertically 
upright. 
Mounting 
V.S.W.R. 1.2:1 (max.) 
Specification 
Input water temp range 
Working water pressure 
Water flow 
Mating flange • 
Finish 
Weight 
+10°C to +40 ° C 
6.5kg/cm 2 gauge (max.) 
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A range of components is offered in waveguide 9A (R26, WR340) for use in microwave heating systems 
at 2450MHz. The range includes a 6kW isolator, circulator and water load, a 1kW air-cooled circulator, 
a 0.5kW air-cooled load, a differential thermometer and thermocouple head for power measurement, and a 
variety of other waveguide items — flanges, gaskets, tapers and transitions. 
AIR/WATER COOLED COMPONENTS 
Component Description Type No. 	• 
6kW Water Dielectric Load 	- F1284-60, —61 
6kW Circulator F1152-12, —13 
6kW Isolator F1003-33, —24. 
1kW Air-cooled Circulator 	 : F1152-01 
0.5kW Air-cooled Load F1252-11 
Transition, WG9A/1 5/Bin coaxial F1231-01 
Waveguide Flange F1198-07 
Waveguide Gasket —Annealed.Copper -: 	' F1197-10 
Annealed Copper, tin-plated F1197-11 
Aluminium, chromated 	. F1197-12 
Waveguide Support F3056-01/09 
Waveguide Transformer WG9A/WG10 (R26/R32) F1241-01, —02, 
—03, —11 
WG9A 'E' Plane Bend F1242-01 
Differential Thermometer F1280-01 
Thermocouple head F1281-01 
F1284-60 —61 6kW WATER DIELECTRIC LOAD „- 
UT This water dielectric load is as used in the F1003-33 isolator, with the following specification: 
--> 
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19dB (min.) for input water 18°C to 22 °C 
0.20dB (max.) 
Frequency band 	 2.425-2.475GHz or 2.35-2.40GHz 
- Input v.s.w.r. 	 1.15:1 with output port matched 
Operating Conditions 
Input power 	 6kW c.w. (max.) 
- Reverse power 
Waveguide air pressure 
Water pressure 
Water flow 
6kW c.v., . (max.) 
+0.2kg/cm 2 gauge (max.) 
6.5kg/cm 2 gauge (max.) 
- 	2.81/min (min.) 
Inlet water temperature 10°C (min.) 
40°C (max.) 
Finish 	 Matt black paint. 
Flange faces natural aluminium. 
F] 003-33, —34, —43, —44 6kW ISOLATOR 
An isolator comprising a three-port junction 
circulator and an integral water dielectric 
load. The isolator will operate at up to 6kW 
forward power, and will withstand a short 
circuit load condition indefinitely. 
TYPE VARIATIONS 
TyQe No. Frequency GHz Mounting Position 
F1003-33 2.425 2.475 
3 F1003-34 2.425 2.475 
See drawing 
F1003-43 2.35 	- 2.40 
F1003-44 2.35 2.40 / 
Low-Power Test Performance 
Weight 	 Dry 7kg, plus 250cc water—total 7.25kg 
Mounting instructions on the fitted label must be observed. 
Water flow must be smooth and bubble free, and the use of a flow sensing 
switch external to the isolator is recommended as a protection against failure 
of water supply. 
Typical high-power performance characteristics under the above operating 
conditions at nominal centre frequency. 
Operating Performance 
Insertion loss 






with output port matched 
with 2:1 mismatch 
 
 





ater flow rate, inlet temperature, and reverse power rating. 
	 1) 
The performance figures given relate to the worst condition where the forward power is 6kW and the 
isolator is 'seeing' a full short circuit in the worst phase. The minimum flow rate and maximum inlet 
temperature figures apply to this worst case condition. For less rigorous forward or reverse power levels 
some relaxations are possible. 
The performance of the isolator is de 	principally by the conditions of water flow and water 
temperature in the integral water load. The two limiting conditions are: 
(i) maximum temperature of the water in the load which must not exceed 72 °C, and 
(ii) maintenance of smooth bubble tree now through the load. 
It is recommended that flow rate should not be less than 2.81/min, but there is no upper limit on flow 
rate provided the maximum water pressure of 6.5kg/cm 2 is not exceeded. Higher water inlet temperatures 
are therefore possible provided either that the reverse power is lower, or the flow rate higher, than the 
minimum levels. Incorporating the condition that the outlet temperature from the isolator must not 
exceed 72 °C, the relation between these parameters becomes: 
TIN = 72 — (14.4 x PR/F) where TIN = Water inlet temperature (max.) 
PR= Reverse power in kW (max.) F= Water flow rate in 1/min (min.) 
I 	 7 
The temperature rise in the water load is shown below as a function of reverse power for a flow rate of 
2.8 litres minute. 
r 
1 0 
TEMPERATURE RISE OF WATER IN ISOLATOR :- 
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• 2.0 -.3-0 	•4.0 	= -5.0 	6 0 -, 
REVERSE POWER INTO ISOLATOR (kW) 
2. Measurement of Reverse Power. 
The isolator may be used in conjunction with the F1280-01 Differential Thermometer and F1281 
Thermocouple Head to estimate the reverse power in the system. In this application the total temperature 
differential across the isolator is measured, thus indicating the power dissipated in the load plus the 
insertion loss of the circulator. Since this is typically about 0.1dB, the errors introduced are small, but can 
be allowed for if desired. 
APPENDIX V 
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION 
2. This manual contains operating instructions for 
the Hewlett-Packard Model 423B and 8470B Crys-
tal Detectors. Included in the manual is the inform-
ation required to install and test the crystal 
detectors. 
3. On the rear cover of this manual, below the 
manual part number, is a "Microfiche", part num-
ber. This number may be used to order a 4 x 6-
inch microfilm transparency of the manual. 
4. Specifications 
5. Instrument specifications are listed in Table 1. 
These specifications are the performance standards,' 
or limits against which the instrument may be tested. 
6. Description 
7. The Hewlett-Packard Model 423B and 8470B 
Crystal Detectors are 50E2 (nominal) devices de-
signed for measurement use in coaxial systems. The 
instruments convert RF power levels applied to the 
5011 input connector into proportional values of 
dc voltage. The instruments measure relative power 
up to 200 mW and have a BNC female connector 
for the output jack which allows the detected out-
put to be connected to a SWR meter. The output 
voltage polarity is negative, unless Option 003 is 
selected. The frequency range of the 423B is 
10 MHz to 12.4 GHz. The 8470B's frequency range 
extends from 10 MHz to 18 GHz. 
8. Options 
9. The 423B and 8470B Crystal Detectors are avail-
able with the following options (see Table 1 for 
further descriptions):  
and the instrument has been checked mechanically 
and electrically. 
13. The procedures for checking electrical perform-
ance are given under PERFORMANCE TESTS. If 
the contents are incomplete, if there is mechanical 
damage or defect, or if the instrument does 
not pass the electrical performance test, notify the 
nearest Hewlett-Packard office. If the shipping 
container is damaged, or the cushioning material 
shows signs of stress, notify the carrier as well as 
the Hewlett-Packard office. Keep the shipping 
materials for the carrier's inspection. The HP office 
will arrange for repair or replacement without 
waiting for claim settlement. 
14. Mating Connectors 
15. The mating RF input connectors used with the 
423B and the 8470B Option 012 must be Type N 
female connectors which comply with U.S. military 
standard MIL-C-39012. The 8470B (standard) RF 
input connector must be an APC-7 type connector. 
The mating output connector for the 423B and 
8470B must be a BNC male. 
16. Operating Environment 
17. The operating environment of the crystal de-
tectors should be within the following limitations: 
a. Temperature: —20 ° C to +85 ° C (8470B) 
and 0 to +55 ° C (423B). 
b. Altitude: <4570 metres (15,000 feet). 
c. Humidity: <95% relative 
d. Shock: 100G for 11 ms 
e. Vibration: 20G from 80 to 2000 Hz. 
10. INSTALLATION 
11. Initial Inspection 
12. Inspect the shipping container for damage. If 
the shipping container or cushioning material is 
damaged, it should be kept until the contents of 
the shipment have been checked for completeness  
18. STORAGE AND SHIPMENT 
19. Environment. The instrument should be stored 
in a clean, dry environment. The following environ-
mental limitations apply to both storage and 
shipment: 
a. Temperature: —54 ° C to +85 ° C 
b. Humidity: <95% relative 
c. Altitude: <7620 metres (25,000 feet) 
d. Shock: 100G for 11 ms. 





Matched pair of detectors 
Furnished with matched load re-
sistor for optimum square law 
characteristics 
Positive polarity output 
Furnished with stainless steel 
type N male connectors (8470B 
only). 
Frequency Range: 
423B: 10 MHz to 12.4 GHz 
8470B: 10 MHz to 18 GHz 
NOTE 
RF may leak through the output 
connector, especially below I GHz. 
It can be reduced, if objectionable, 
with a suitable low pass filter. 
Frequency Response:' 
423B: ± 0.2 dB over any octave 
10 MHz to 8 GHz; ± 0.3 dB 
10 MHz to 12.4 GHz. 
8470B: ± 0.2 dB over any octave 
10 MHz to 8 GHz; ± 0.3 dB 
10 MHz to 12.4 GHz; ±0.5 dB 
10 MHz to 15 GHz; ± 0.6 dB 
10 MHz to 18 GHz. 
Maximum Operating Input Power: 200 mW, peak 
or average. 
Maximum Short Term Input Power: 1 watt (typical) 
peak or average for < 1 minute. 
Sensitivity:• 3 
High Level: <0.3 mW produces 100 mV output. 
Low Level: >0.5 mVdcli.tW CW. 
swv,2 
423B and 8470B: 10 MHz to 4 GHz, 1.15; 
4 GHz to 12.4 GHz, 1.3. 
8470B: 4 GHz to 15 GHz, 1.3; 15 GHz to 
18 GHz, 1.4. 
Input Impedance: 500 (nominal) 
Output Impedance: 2 1 to 2 k52 (typically 1.3 k2) 
shunted by 20 to 60 pF (typically 30 pF). 
Output Polarity: Negative (refer to Options for posi-
tive polarity units). 
Detector Element: Supplied (refer to Table 2 for 
replacement elements). 
Bias: Not required. 
Noise: <50 pV p-p with CW applied to produce 
100 mV output. 
0 
Specifications given for +25 C unless otherwise noted. 
2 Measurement made at -20 dBm. 
3Sensitivity decrease , with increasing temperature. 
0.5 dB from -20 °C to 4 2 5 °C 0.5 dB (Sum +25°C to +40°C: 
1 dB from +40°C to +55"C; 1.25 dB from +55 °C to 4 75 °C; 
dB from +75° C to +85° C. 
Options: 
423B: 
Option 001: Matched detector pair. Frequency 
response characteristics (exclusive of basic sensi-
tivity) track within ±0.2 dB from 10 MHz to 
12.4 GHz. 
Option 002: Furnished with matched Load Resistor 
for optimum square law characteristics at 25 °C, 
within ±0.5 dB from square law over a range of at 
least 30 dB up to 10 mV peak output working into 
an external load >0.1 mV/pW when load resistor 
is used. 
Option 003: Positive polarity output. 
84706: 
Option 001: Matched detector pair. Frequency 
response characteristics (exclusive of basic sensi-
tivity) track within ±0.2 dB from 10 MHz to 
12.5 GHz; ±0.3 dB from 12.4 GHz to 18 GHz, 
Option 002: Furnished with matched Load Resistor 
for optimum square law characteristics of 25 ° C, 
within ±0.5 dB from square law over a range of 
at least 30 dB up to 10 mV peak output working 
into an external load >8 ka Sensitivity typically 
>0.1 mV/pW when load resistor is used. 
Option 003: Positive polarity output. 




Operating Temperature: 0 ° C to +55 ° C 
Humidity: <95% relative 
Vibration: 20G from 80 to 2000 Hz. 
Shock: 100G for 11 ms. 
Altitude: 4570m (15,000 ft.) 
8470B: 
Operating Temperature: -20 ° C to +85 °C. 
Humidity: <959 relative 
Vibration: 20G from 80 to 2000 Hz. 
Shock: 100G for 11 ms. 
Altitude: 4570m (15,000 ft.). 
General: 
Weight: Net 114 g (4 oz.) 423B and 8470B. 
Dimensions: 
423B: 63 mm long, 20 mm diameter (2.47 in. Icing, 
0.78 in. diameter). 
8470B: 64 mm long, 19 mm diameter (2.50 in. long, 
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20. Original Packaging. Containers and materials 
identical to those used in factory packaging are 
available through Hewlett-Packard offices. If the 
instrument is being returned to Hewlett-Packard 
for servicing, attach a tag indicating the type of 
service required, return address, model number, 
and serial number. Also, mark the container FRA-
GILE to assure careful handling. In any corres-
pondence, refer to the instrument by model num-
ber and serial number. 
21. OPERATION 
CAUTIONS 
Static discharge can damage the detector 
element. A 100 pF capacitor (1.2 m [4 
ft.] of coax cable ) charged to 14 volts 
stores .1 erg, the maximum pulse rating 
of the detector element. Connect cables 
to test equipment and discharge the cen-
ter conductor before connecting to the 
detector. 
DO NOT NEEDLESSLY HANDLE DE-
TECTOR ELEMENT USED IN CRYSTAL 
DETECTOR. Static electricity which 
builds up on a person, especially on a 
cold dry day, must never be allowed to 
discharge through the crystal detector. 
Avoid exposed leads to or from the crys-
tal detector, since these are often touched 
accidentally. 
22. Operating Information 
23. The crystal detector can be used as a demodu-
lator to obtain a pulse envelope which can then be 
observed on an oscilloscope. It can also be used as 
a general purpose detector. 
24. When using the crystal detector with an oscil-
loscope, and the waveshapes to be observed have 
rise times of less than 5 ps, the coaxial cable con-
necting oscilloscope and detector should be as short 
as possible and shunted with a resistor. Ideally, this 
resistor should be 50E2 to terminate the coaxial 
cable properly. However, with 5052 resistance, the 
output video pulse may be too small to drive some 
oscilloscopes. Therefore, the cable should be 
shunted with the smallest value of resistance that 
will obtain suitable deflection on the oscilloscope; 
typically the value will lie between 5051 and 2k2. 
The larger the resistance the more degradation of 
rise time. 
25. The power applied to the detector can be either 
modulated or continuous wave (CW). If modulated 
at a 1000 Hz rate, an SWR meter can be used as an 
indicator. For CW detection, a dc milliammeter or 
millivolt peter can be used as the indicator. 
26. Operator's Checks 
27. Peak Power Measurement. The arrangement 
of equipment for peak power measurement is shown 
in Figure 1. The procedure involves calibration of 
an oscilloscope which, in turn, is used to calibrate a 
CW generator. The output of the calibrated CW 
generator is measured with a power meter; the peak 
power of a pulse is thereby measured. The proce-
dure is as follows: 
a. Connect equipment as shown in Figure 1, 
step a. Observe pulse on a dc-coupled oscilloscope. 
Using a marking pencil, mark on the graticule the 
base-to-peak amplitude of the pulse envelope. 
b. Replace the pulse source with a CW gen-
erator. While observing the oscilloscope trace, ad-
just amplitude of CW generator output to make de-
tector's output equal to that of pulse generator, 
as indicated by markings on graticule (step a). 
c. Leave CW generator at setting obtained 
in step b. Disconnect detector from CW generator. 
STEP C) 
Figure 1. Peak Power Measurement 
Model 423B/8470B 
Connect output of CW generator to power meter. 
Measure adjusted levels (set in step b) of CW gener-
ator output. The peak power of the pulse envelope 
observed in step a is equal to the output power of 
the CW generator. 
28. Reflectometer Application. For information 
about reflectometer systems and measurements, 
see HP Application Note Index, copies of which 
are available upon request. 
29. Harmonic Frequency Comparison Measure-
ment Application. The detector can be used as a 
mixer in harmonic-frequency comparison measure-
ments (see HP Application Note Index for further 
information). 
30. PERFORMANCE TESTS 
31. The following paragraphs suggest methods to 
use for testing detector specifications. For these 
tests refer to the manuals of the equipment involved 
for operating instructions. 
32. Frequency Response Test 
a. Using signal sources covering 10 MHz to 
18 GHz with a 10 dB isolating attenuator and a 
power meter, connect power sensor to attenuator. 
Adjust RF power level to —20 dBm input to power 
sensor. 
b. Without changing RF power level of sig-
nal source, disconnect power sensor. 
c. Connect detector to attenuator. Measure 
dc voltage output from detector and record 
measurement. 
d. Change frequency of signal source and re-
peat steps a through c. 
e. Since the detector follows a square-law 
response at this power level, its output is propor-
tional to power (PdB = 10 log V0). Total variation 
of detector readings should meet specifications (see 
Table 1) for all frequencies of interest across the 
band. 
NOTE 
Multiple mismatch errors caused by atten-
uator SWR, power meter SWR, and detec-
tor SWR should be taken into account, as 
well as the accuracy of the indicator used 
to measure the detector's output. 
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33. High Level Sensitivity Test 
a. Using signal sources covering 10 MHz to 
18 GHz and a dc voltmeter or oscilloscope as the 
indicator, connect detector to signal source. Ad-
just RF power level for a 100 mV detected output 
from detector. 
b. Disconnect detector from signal source 
and measure RF output level. The RF output 
level should be <0.35 mW. 
c. Repeat steps a and b for all frequencies 
of interest across the band. 
34. Low Level Sensitivity Test 
a. Using a signal source (covering 100 MHz 
to 2 GHz), a 10 dB attenuator, and a power meter, 
connect attenuator to signal source and power sen-
sor to attenuator. Adjust RF power level for 
—20 dBm output from attenuator. Verify the am-
bient temperature. 
b. Disconnect power sensor from attenuator 
and connect detector. Measure the dc voltage out-
put from detector. The output should be >5.0 mV 
at 25 ° C. Between 20 ° C and 30° C the sensitivity 
slope is typically —0.04 dB/ ° C. 
NOTE 
Multiple mismatch errors caused by atten-
uator SWR, power meter SWR, and detec-
tor SWR should be taken into account, as 
well as accuracy of indicator used to meas-
ure detector's output. 
35. Match Test (SWR) 
36. To verify the detector's SWR specifications, 
use any system whose measurement accuracies for 
SWR (residua] SWR) are known. 
37. ADJUSTMENTS 
38. The detectors have no internal adjustments. 
39. REPLACEABLE PARTS 
40. The succeeding paragraphs contain informa-
tion pertaining to replaceable parts (see Table 2) 
and the ordering of replaceable parts for the 
Models 423B, 8470B, and the Load Resistor. 
41. To order a replacement part, address order or 
inquiry to the nearest Hewlett-Packard office (see 
Model 423B/8470B Page 6 
list in back of manual.) Include the following in-
formation for each part: model number, Hewlett-
Packard part number, and description. 
42. SERVICE 
43. The succeeding paragraphs give instructions 
for repair of the Model 423B and 8470B Crystal 
Detectors and the Option 002 Load Resistor. 
Additional maintenance information can be ob-
tained from the local Hewlett-Packard office. Part 
numbers for replaceable parts are given in Table 2. 
44. Detector Element Replacement 
45. The detector element assembly includes only a 
detector element, unless an Option 002 is ordered, 
then a resistor for the Load Resistor is included. The 
resistor is to load the diode for square-law operation. 
The special detector element (see Figures 
4 and 5) contained in the detector can be 
damaged in handling, removal, or instal- 
lation if certain precautions are not taken. 
The handling precautions which follow 
should be read before performance of 
any operation with the detector element 
when it is out of either the housing or 
the detector element shipping container. 
a. Before installing diode into mount, touch 
exposed metal on mount with your hand to dis-
charge static electricity. Then insert diode into 
mount. 
b. When handing diode to another person, 
touch hands first to ensure there is no difference in 
static electricity potential between you. 
c. Ohmmeters should not be used to meas-
ure forward- and back-resistance since it is easy to 
damage these diodes. The difficulty arises because 
of the ohmmeter's open-circuit voltages and short-
circuit currents. 
46. Replacing Detector Element 
47. Parts mentioned in the following procedure 
are identified in Figures 4 and 5. 
a. Remove female BNC connector and com-
pression spring from inside of the connector cap. 
b. Remove connector cap from body. To 
remove connector cap, use a pair of pliers with 
plastic jaws or protect body with heavy paper or 
tape. 
CAUTION 
Do not rotate detector element while in-
serting or removing or damage may result. 
When inserting detector element, do not 
force the large pin end into the center 
conductor in the body. The fingers of the 
center conductor or the detector element 
might be damaged if the detector element 
is not centered. 
c. Remove old detector element, axial 
spacer, and RF washer and discard the detector 
element. 
d. Install the RF washer, axial spacer, and 
new detector element. Figures 4 and 5 show the 
proper orientation for the internal components. 
Insert the RF adapter washer first; then carefully 
insert the large pin end of the detector element 
into the center contact inside the detector body. 
Place the axial spacer over the small pin end of 
the detector element. 
e. Carefully place the connector cap over 
the body and assembled components and tighten 
firmly in place. 
f. Place the compression spring into the 
center conductor of the female BNC connector. 
Carefully start the spring over the small pin of the 
detector element through the hole in the connector 
cap, Keep the spring in the BNC center conductor 
and screw the female BNC connector firmly into 
place. 
48. Replacement of Load Resistor Parts 
49. Parts mentioned in the following procedure are 
identified in Figures 2 and 3. 
50. Replacing Male BNC Connector 
a. Remove male BNC connector and lock 
washer from housing. To remove BNC connector, 
use a 3/8-inch open-end wrench and hold the hous-
ing either in a vise or with pliers. Before using the 
vise or pliers, protect the housing of the Load Resis-
tor with material such as heavy paper or tape or use 
plastic jaws on the vise or pliers. 
b. Unsolder resistor. 
RESISTOR CONTACT SPRING 
MALE BNC 	 FEMALE BNC 
SOLDER THESE 
POINTS HOUSING 
LOCK WASHER LOCK WASHER 
c. Solder resistor to new BNC connector. 
d. Let resistor cool and then check resistance 
from male BNC pin through resistor; resistance meas-
ured should be ±10% that indicated by the color 
coding. 
e. Replace lockwasher and male BNC 
connector. 
51. Replacing Female BNC Connector 
a. Remove female BNC connector. To re-
move or install BNC connector, use a BNC wrench 
or use a male BNC connector as a wrench to pre-
vent damage to the connector. 
b. Unsolder contact spring. 
c. Prepare replacement female BNC 
connector: 
(1) Cut center conductor lead to approx-
imately 0.79 mm (1/32 in.) 
(2) With flat file, smooth end of lead; 
remove burr with tweezers or simi-
lar metal instrument. 
d. Slip contact spring over center conductor 
lead, and solder. 
CAUTION 
Use solder sparingly or it w'll creep back 
on spring. Solder on spring destroys its 
usefulness and is difficult to remove. 
e. 	Let contact spring cool and then screw 
connector into mount. 
52. Replacement of APC-7 Connector Center 
Contact 
53. The replacement procedure for the APC-7 con-
nector center contact is covered in Figure 7. 
The disassembly and assembly instructions for the 
APC-7 connector is covered in Figure 6. 
Figure 2. Cutting Center Conductor Lead 
to Accommodate Contact Spring 
Figure 3. Load Resistor, Cutaway View 
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Figure 4. HP Model 423B Crystal Detector Assembly 
Figure 5. HP Model 8470B and 8470B Option 012 Crystal Detector Assemblies 
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Table 2. Replaceable Parts, Models 423B, 8470B and 11523A 
Description Part Number Description Part Number 
4238 Assembly Spring, Compression 1460-0072 
Washer, Lock Internal 2190-0016 
Conductor, Center 1250-0014 Cap, Connector 5020-0210 
Gasket, RF Connector 1250-0015 Washer, Cap 5021-0127 
Ring, RF Connector 1250-0016 Spacer, Axial 5020-8598 
Connector, Female BNC 1250.0212 Insulator 5040-0306 
Nut, RF Connector 1250-0918 Body, Crystal Mount 08470-2000 
Spring, Compression 1460-0072 
Conductor, Center 08470-20002 




Ring, RF Connector (Opt. 012) 
Connector, RF APC (Opt. 012) 




Cap, Connector 5020-0210 Nut, RF Connector (Opt. 012) 1250-0918 
Washer, Cap 5021-0127 
Spacer, Axial 5020-8598 
Contact, Outer 00423 - 201 Replacement Diode Assemblies' 
Body, Crystal Mount 00423-202 Single Diode Negative Polarity 08470-60012 
Single Diode Positive Polarity (Opt. 003) 08470.60013 
Replacement Diode Assemblies' Single Diode w/ Matching Load Resistor 
Single Diode Negative Polarity 00423-60003 Negative Polarity (Opt. 002) 08470-60014 
Single Diode Positive Polarity (Opt 003) 00423-60004 Single Diode w/ Matching Load Resistor 
Single Diode Negative Polarity with Positive Polarity (Opt. 002, 003) 08470-60015 
Matching Load Resistor (Opt 002) 00423-60005 Matched Pair Diodes Negative Polarity 
Single Diode Positive Polarity with (Opt. 001) 08470-60016 
Matching Load Resistor Matched Pair Diodes Positive Polarity 
(Opt 002 and 003) 
Matched Pair Diodes Negative 
00423-60006 
(Opt. 001, 003) 08470-60017 
Polarity (Opt 001) 00423-60007 Matched Pair Diodes w/ Load Resistor 
Matched Pair Diodes Positive Negative Polarity (Opt. 002) 08470-60018 
Polarity (Opt 001, 003) 00423-60008 Matched Pair Diodes w/Load Resistor 
Matched Pair Diodes with Load Resis- Positive Polarity (Opt. 002, 003) 08470-60019 
for Negative Polarity (Opt 002) 00423-60009 84706 APC -7 Connector Assembly 
Matched Pair Diode with Load Resis-
tor Positive Polarity (Opt 002,003) 00423-60011 Inner Conductor Contact Mechanism 
(assemblied contact and outer body) 1250.0816 
11523A Load Resistor Assembly' Coupling Nut 1250 - 0819 
Connector, Male BNC 1250-0045 Coupling Sleeve 1250-0820 
Connector, Female BNC 1250-0251 Inner Conductor Contact 1250-0907 
Spring, Contact 5000-0234 Outer Conductor 1250-1183 
Housing 5020-3215 Support Bead 5040-0306 
Tools: 2 
$4708 and 8470B - 012 Assemblies' APC-7 Contact Extractor 5060-0236 
Connector, Female BNC 1250-0212 APC-7 Spanner Wrench 5060-0237 
Contact, RF Connector 1250-0816 Open-end Wrench 
Connector, RF APC-7 1250-0909 8710-0877 
'Refer to Table 1 for description of options. 
2Part of HP Model 11591A APC-7 Connector Tool Kit. 
APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 
• nese detectors can be used in a wide variety of 
applications ranging from lab and production meas-
emote to systems components. Because of their 
tattellent flatness and match, these detectors can be 
god for accurately measuring transmission and reflec-. 
fiao characteristics in CW or swept-frequency meas. 
Itements. For these applications in which both flat-
frequency response and square-law characteristics are 
*portant, Option 001 provides a matched pair of de-
Wars that track each other within a few tenths of a 
and Option 002 (external square-law load) extends 
the square-law region up to at least 0.1 mW (-10 dBm). 
Other common applications include use with a coupler 
or power splitter to externally level a source, and to 
display pulsed-RF and AM-modulated signals. For 
these same applications, HP also offers a complete line 
of waveguide crystal detectors (Model 424A). 
For OEM and systems applications, the broadband 
flatness and ruggedness of these detectors make them 
particularly well suited for use in closed-loop leveling 
circuits in microwave instrumentation. 
fopcue-Law Response 
For many reflection and transmission measurements 
it desirable to use the detector in its square-law re- 
. ton where its output voltage is proportional to the 
put RF power. As shown in Figure 5, the LBHCD and 
point•contact detectors typically operate within 0.5 dB 
of square-law from the tangential signal sensitivity 
, MSS) level up to — 18 dBm. 
By specifying Option 002, a specially selected load- 
, ot►s resistor is provided which extends this square-law 
tom to  approximately —3 dBm for the point-contact 
detectors and —8 dBm for the LBHCD detectors, with 















Input Parer (dBm) 
film 5. Typical Detector Square-Law Response. 
Pulse Response 
The point-contact and LBHCD detectors have ex-
tremely good pulse detection characteristics when 
working into low-capacitance, low-resistance loads. 
When loaded externally with 50 ohms the LBHCD and 
point-contact detector can typically display 8 to 12 
nanosecond rise times. Figure 6 illustrates the equiva-
lent circuit for the 423A/B, 8470A/B, and 8472A/B 
detectors, as well as indicates typical values for the 
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1 162 to 15 K2 
(3 k to 7 ks-z) 
1 k9 to 2 kf2 
(1.3 ks-0 
RF Bypass Capacitor 
(Typical) 
8 pF to 14 pF 
(10 pF) 




Dimensions in Millimeters (inches) Weight in Grams (oz) 
Length Diameter Net Shipping 
420A/B 76 (3.00) 19 (0.75) 114 	(4) 454 (16) 
423A/B 63 (2.47) 20 (0.78) 114 	(4) 454 (16) 
847041B 64 (2.50) 19 (0.75) 114 	(4) 454 	(16) 
8471A 70 (2.75) 19 (0.75) 85 (3) 454 (16) 
.. 	. 
8472A/8 64 (2.50) 14 01561 57 (2) 227 	(8) 
your local HP Sales Office or East (3011 948 6370 • Midwest (3121 6770400 • South 14041 436.6181 • West (213 , 877-1282. 0, , write. Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page 
m:44 	A,to, CaI;fornta 94334. In Europe, post Office Box 349, CH-1217 Meynn 1, Genera, Switzerland. In Japan, yokogawa-Hewlett.Packard, 1-59.1, Yoyogi,  Sh,buya•Ku, Tokyo, 151. 
off.iste. PaINTID IM U.S.A. 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
OPERATING AND SERVICE MANUAL 
MODIFICATIONS 
8470B Option CO6 
CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
The 8470B Option C06 is an hp Model 84708 having a Type N female 
RF input connector. Performance specifications are not affected. The 
Type N female parts required for this unit are shown below. 
TYPE N FEMALE 
1250-0915 12504914 
In all other respects, the information in the Operating and 
Service Manual for the 8470B applies also to this special instrument. 
FK/1279 
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 1501 PAGE MILL ROAD. PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA. U.S.A. 
APPENDIX VI 
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUES 
WR 340 REFLECTOMETER 
and 
WR 340 OUTPUT TRANSITION 
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUES 




Load S/N  3:/A 	 Load S/N  N/  
1.02 
Test Performed By 
Date 	 hn 
_ 
qualit-y Assurance -- /  . 	• 	,/ 







ELECTRICAL TEST DATA 
1‘1- 0 
REFLECTOMETER 
Customer Order No. 	 Model No. =4"-.  
7_30_71440 
MTI Shop Order No.  2299 	 Serial No. 010 













39.90 31 ,1,18 99.90 35 1.16 
24? 
99.80 1 1 P, 39.80 35 1,16 
99.70 18 39.70 35 1.16 
	2299 S. O. No. MICROWAVE TECHNIQUES 
REF: F.0 B. INSPECTION PLAN 
NET 30 79275 	 ORIGIN 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
MICROWAVE TECHNI0621 -1-4520TA-- 




















QUANTITY DWG/PN REV. DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTAL 
WR340 Reflectoaeter 
FREQUENCY: 2450 KHz ♦ 25 XRz 
COUPLING: 40db nominal 
DIRECTIVITY: 30db minimum 
VSKR: 1.05:1 
FLANGES: CPR34QF 
CONNECTORS: Type "N" female 
Output Transition Section 
Adapt from #TH3094 magnetron to WR340 
waveguide with CPR340 flange. 
495.00 
NOTES: 
1) Georgia Tech to supply nut from 
RF output for metric gage. 










Atlanta, GA 30332 
Georgia Tech-RES 
Atlantic Drive C Forst Drive, N.W. 
Atlanta, GA 30318 
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Prod. Order No. 




Purchase Order No. 
r-70-4501-A2407-000-24-e0-71411 





13 IF 10 
Requested Routing Est. Shipping Date Date Shipped 
Change Notices 	A2.26..ep Government Contract No. Priority F.O.B. 	Atlanta, Ga. Prepay 
AM 
Collect Terms Net 30 Shipped Via 
, 
11 
Bill To: coorei. Tech 
838 Ro 	hill mp Avenne 
Atlanta, GA 	10132 
	
rvIrtfoj A pine, 	. 
r UisoliKaiM 
. trhts :Ns our acknowledgemefAporro:yctur _ 
Kir 6:77-- 	7- $U 
NOTICE TO PURCHASING 
purchase order. As 
written confirming 
o his 41 14n the date 
rmation. 
Complete Partial 
we have not 
ver 
'I-1111v" 	'.7our 
l -DMvt . 	 . isfi ,, ti,t 	ii,, k , 
wrr.t. .1.."1'. 
- 1 77 767 
012700 
purehale order. Your order is be t 
phovm,1 pending receipt of your I._ 3EPr a Customer No 
Item • 
No. 
Quantity Model No. 
Ordered  
Description Body Color Finish Trim Color Mfg. 
Code 
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Total Invoice Amount 
OR DIFFERENT 
THE SOLE TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE SALE TO WHICH THIS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT RELATES ARE 
SET FORTH HEREIN AND IN THE STANDARD "SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA, INC. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE' HERETO 
ANY ACCEPTANCE CONTAINED HEREIN IS EXPRESSLY MADE CONDITIONAL ON BUYER'S ASSENT TO THE ADDITIONAL 
TERMS CONTAINED HEREIN AND IN THE ATTACHMENT HERETO. 
represents that these goods were produced in compliance with all applicable requirements of Section 6, 7, and 12 of the Fair Labor 
Act as amended and of regulations and orders of the United States Department of Labor issued under Section 14 thereof. Seller 
that the stipulations required by law and/or under contract, etc., with respect to wages, rights, and hours of work of employees 
complied with. 
DATE 
T*PED ON REVERSE 
DELIVER ITEMS TO 
Ga. Tich./E.I.E. 
Atlantic Dr. at F-rst Dr., N.W. 
Atla=ta, G. 303.8 
1  GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY — PROCUREMENT OFFICE 888 HEMPHILL AVE N W . ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
AGENC' CODE 
503 
DELIVERY DAT E 
2 wks. 
ortimairci-Atlasta Inc. 
2166 Mountain Industrial Blvd. 
Tocktr, Ga. 30084 
OR CODE 	  
TERMS 
Net 30 
I. GE 0----G f---2 ,HPHIEDESTINATION: OL'L 121 
PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER 
Q-20401-A2407-000-37-80-71440 
cy,:oit.:E. TO 
03180 GEORGIA INSTITUTE Or TECHNOLOGY 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DEPARTMENT, 
ROOM 50. KNOVVLES BUILDING, 
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30332 





b i.431)R- CHASE: 
LI) Statewide Contract/Release Contract No: 	 Exp Date 
1 2! Agency Contract/Release Contract No•  	 Exp Date . 
1) Audited Purchase Authority 	 
112i 6100 and Under SVA Purchase 
3) Under $500 SVA Purchase 
It Authorized Emergency Purchase/Authorization No: 	 
pTr & uNiT 	Gcc CODE DESCRIPTION 
Optirs NoCel f11-/5 Fantle, Blue Co/or 125102 
Optima Model BM 0-19 ?anal, Dlua Color 125102 
Optima Model f1-28 Faoll, Blue Color 123102 
Support Angles Yodel 1SA-30 
NOTE: NO SUDS111VTLS, PATATTL FIT CALM= AULAXT 
DO-CSE 
PECr.177:7;7_--9066 
F.O.D. Shippiaz; Dint :Tucker, 
❑ F.O.B Destination Ln Prepay Trai•sportati:n & add to invoice 
ONCE 
OO NOT DUPLICATE SHIPMEN1 	 GRAND TOTAL 
ORDER PLACED $190.00 
PLEASE FLJFitrISH ANC E'li, PLR INSTRUCI IONS BELOW 
Prices quoted are F 0 B dest.nore->n except otonere o•herore soe:.fie 	:twines rn,.:1 be in 	Order number most appea• on Intrerce parkeof. bill at 
hems hare. n ARE eoempt fro-, (;ertrg.o Selo & USE Taxes
j1-.•s ortran :he absence of any other cool. on coverelg the svne, 	 contvac• fa:0-01,11y tb eKecute this 0,t1e, riacread ,.rice %soh 
Sale of 	 e eF b 11s I•) 	tieri•irr•7•1/ t."-r_737€1',1. Do not subm ;lute 	 oat a wt 
• Ille Ve 'LP), 	 'TV the COOtravt, inurtashi,e , 	 rtd.scr.rn inat,o i cleose conto...ed .11 sec•• 7T2 Or E•e,,it,..n Crn ,- • 1  Is omunded relon.t.e totqual 	-.ere ut,orortuney for allot-suns vo•thout r•yarci to Race Color, HeItiln. SE.. or NaIrt.nal 	orell! , P 




ADDITIONAL RF COMPONENTS 
o NARDA COAXIAL ATTENUATORS 
(771-30; 771-20) 
o PENN ENGINEERING 
WAVEGUIDE AND FLANGES 
:197 DATE mat 20, 1979 TYPED 
CONDITIONS SHOWN 
ON REVERSE 
• 	GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY — PROCUREMENT OFFICE 
888 HEMPHILL AVE., N.W. 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER 
Q-20-601 -A2407 -000-5-10-71440 
h... 	
Microwave Corporation urc la  
c/0 B.C. Ro/nea and Assoc. 	Attn: Ed Holmes 
4185 Clairoont Rd. 
aum  blee, CA 	30341 
/CODE 
AGENCY CODE 
503 121  
GEOGRAPHIC DESTINATION CODE 
DELIVERY DATE 






Av oi  
0.3180 	GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DEPARTMENT, 
ROOM 50. KNOWLES BUILDING, 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
DELIVER ITEMS TO: 	Ca. Tech/E.E.S. 
Atlantic Dr. at rerat St., VW 
Atlanta, GA 	30332 
it PURCHASE: 
Statewide Contract/Release Contract No: 	 Exp. Date . ll 
Agency Contract/Release Contract No . Exp. Date A 
Purchase Authority ',Audited 
1 $100 and Under SVA Purchase 
.3) Under $500 SVA Purchase 
Authorized Emergency Purchase/Authorization No ,11 
 plc 6 UNIT 
/arch 
t each 
GCC CODE DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE TOTAL 
Unrda i 771-30 	5-uatt 30dB fixed coATIA1  
atteauaturs 
Nards 1 771-20 	5-watt 20dB fixed coaxial 
attenuators 
- 	 DAMD1 -79 -C -9066 
, 	. _ 	. ,....: ... 
1 









190.00 ORDER PLACED DO NOT DUPLICATE SHIPMENT 	 GRAND TOTAL 
PLEASE FURNISH AND BILL PER INSTRUCTIONS BELOW 
Paces quot ed are F 0 B desti nar.on except where otherwise specrfied All invoices must be in triplicate Order number mull appear on invoice. package. bill of 
Items herein ARE 	from led■ rj,g, plc. 	 exempt 	Georgia Sale 8 Use Taxes a 	This 	 er.ii ntheabsenceofanyother contractcovering thesame.constitutesabindingcontractfaithfullytoexecute thsorder,inaccordancewiththelawofthethe 
State of Georgia 	Make all bills to each department separately Do not substitute without our authority 
'The Vendor, in accepting this contract, attests that he is in cumohance with the nonclscrimination clause contained in Section 202 of Executive Order 11246. 
,mended. relatwt lc e.:..“Jar employment opportunity tor all persons without regard to Race. Color. Religion, Sex, or National Origin and the implementing rules 
,nd regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Labor, which rs incorporated herein by reference ' 
tat pcvalopccat Labs No Sid 
	
15W 




RDA 11C '0 'AVE CORPORATION • N W YORK 11803 
te 114 e, y y y r r yr yo,461 ,4! y 414 ) y y 	yyyyy y yg, ykla :41.i voim 	y yee 	yo4 /4. " 
01 1‘• 'OS I N A AVM% Av'A A MA AiWe "VA 
A' 
 A 'A A A sWo "OM Nits 'oN 11. 
CIVRairl NS T . OF itai 51° - 221 - 1867 	
• 	C,Vibt hniffe, flitr i6e, vEtAoRK 
tee MEMPMILL AVE 19W 	
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A 20 601 A2407 000 
........-A--- 
 WS 
INVOICE DATE SHIPPED DATE SHIP VIA 
U'S 
EAQB. 





PURCHASE ORDER NO 






























A C Kr 0 IN il rin 	1 1 1 ENT SUBJECT TO RENEGOTIATION 	No 
rf- RI141r2 	 rILA 
	
Cfr rw rDI inure 	IIJ ri 
dwges for FREIGHT INSURANCE, 
pr.A: , rd ar,p'icable to the goodS 
e ,ch will be ecicled by Seiler to 
be pad by Buyer except for TAXES 
proper tax exempt ion c ert i f i cate . 









FIELD PURCHASE ORDER 
DATE 
TYPED Nara 21, 1180 




GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY — PROCUREMENT OFFICE 
888 HEMPHILL AVE., N.W. 	• 	a 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 -;•:):.:;‘-"-- ..• 	 : 	4 ":r 7 '7:"" 	;.; 
..'.4J AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 	- -- 
PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER 
4-20-601-A2407-000-31-10-71440 
' R'.-  :=-:. 	- 
. 
Penn Engineering Coops. 	.sls- X73 --3-2`r7 
12750 Rarer Street 	. • 
North Hollywood s CalifOrsia 	'1605 	."0 V/ • 
ENDOR CODE 	99999 	.  
AGENCY CODE 
503 
GEOGRAPHIC DESTINATION CODE 
121 
DELIVERY DATE 
stock to 1 wk. 
TERMS 
1% 10 Net 30 
:ND INVOICE TO: 
03180 	GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DEPARTMENT.  
ROOM 50, KNOWLES BUILDING, 	-- 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30332 
DELIVER ITEMS TO: 
Georgia Tech/E.E.S. 
Atlantic Drive at Ferst Street, N.Y.
Atlanta, Georgia 	30318 	
. 
'PE OF PURCHASE: 
1.1) Statewide Contract/Release Contract No: 	 Exp. Date . _ 
Agency Contract/Release Contract No: Exp Date' _1.2) 
Audited Purchase' Authority _2.1) 
_ 2.2) 5100 and Under SVA Purchase 	 - 
(1 2.3) Under $500 SVA Purchase 	 - -• 
Authorized Emergency Purchase/Authorization No: _3.1) 





WR340 Copper waveguide 18le . . 	. 
00553/U Brass but flange for WR340 waveguide 
Charge for attaching one flange 
NOTE: 	No substitutes - for compatibility with 
existing system. 
- 	 1V,S Non-State Funds; Title to Property Will be "coritrkstjtvedzSponscmcd as a resel: ' 







provisions of BDSA Reg 2 and/or DIES 
Reg. 1, and U.S. Governmvt %f;,-.1% 
Erogram Contract NocIAM01/-/9-6-"91° 
- 	• 
❑ 	
F. 	B. N 






& ecid to invoice 
aU ORDER PLACED • DO NOT DUPLICATE SHIPMENT GRAND TOTAL W10. 0 
PLEASE FURNISH AND BILL PER INSTRUCTIONS BELOW 
Prices quoted are F.O.B. destination except where otherwise s pecified. All invoices must be in triplicate. Order number must appear on invoice, pacI20, bill of 
TAKE: 	Th21adisinordftrn 
Items 
 re as bhs 
herein
.is 
 e, xa ' 	a binding contract faithfully to execute this order, in accordance with the law of the  en of 
ARE yeoxiehme 
ipcontract
t from    Georgia 
covering  a
n gSale 
e &  	th same, constitutes  
State of Georgia Make all bills to each department separately. Do not substitute without our authority.  
"The Vendor, in accepting this contract, attests that he is in compliance with the nondiscrimination clause contained in Section 202 of Executive Order 11246, 
- 	as amended, relative to equal employment opportunity for all persons without regard to Race, Color, Religion, Sex, or National Origin, and the Implementing rules 
and regulations prescribed by the S ecretary of Labor, which is incorporated herein by reference . 
DO 





ROTRON MODEL CX 33A2G 
so-er 
?X 	7oC 	•.00 	AX 







k. 	t 	f t 	• 
CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER 	- 	. . 
%r- 
. 
6 ,ROTRON  
X 33612,G 
FEATURES 
Two sizes-250 and 525 CFM 
High operating efficiency with low power 
consumption 
Compact, high performance 
.7= Extra wide, double shielded ball bearings 
for long, maintenance free life 
Single phase models include capacitors 
UL yellow card recognized—File No. E31293 
APPLICATION 
Compactness and high efficiency best describe 
Rotron's Centrimax blowers. Because of their sophis-
ticated turbo-compressor type impeller, they require 
less power than squirrel cage blowers to create air 
flow and pressure, thus offering lower operating 
costs. 
The Centrimax delivers maximum air flow against 
pressure with minimum size, making it the logical 
choice for air moving applications requiring tight 
packaging, low power consumption, convenient 
mounting or simple connection to flexible ducting. 
Typical applications include: 
_ Cooling power transmission tubes 
Providing air to cool densely packaged cabinets 
Pressurized air to cool heat exchangers 
The rotating assembly is dynamically balanced to pro-
duce minimum vibration. This, coupled with the extra 
wide, lubricated ball bearings, insures long, mainte-
nance free life in ambient temperatures of —20 
to +55°C. 
ACOUSTICS 
Acoustical data was obtained in Rotron's reverberant 
room sound test facility.permitting accurate determi-
nation of sound power level (PWL) referenced to 10 -12 
 watts. For easy comparison with other published data, 
the left hand ordinate of the graph shows the calcu-
lated equivalent sound pressure level (SPL) at a dis-
tance of three feet. The SPL figures may be correlated 
with NC contours drawn to determine the NC rating. 
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71111111111tal:i. 
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s. L ' •--.1 
150 
1111111 
-..- 40 , 
4 30 
63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 
OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY HZ 
_ 
STATIC 
LEGEND FLOW PRESSURE SPEED PSIL' 
(Om) (inches wgi (rpm) (db) 
CX29A2 
205 1.0 3390 64.5 
130 2.0 3460 60.2 
CX33A2 
410 2.0 3380 68.5 
225 3.25 3480 66,7 
•PSIL Preferred Speech Interference Level 
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B 	C 	0 	E 	F 	G 	11 	1 MODE L XI. 	4INOP 	It 	U 	V 	MX 	Y 
1-\ 
O 4 5 
HOLES FOR ELECTRICAL 	.250 -20 UNC-26 X .50 
CONNECTION•r 4 MTG. HOLES EQUALLY 
SPACED ON 3.625 DIA. 
--eee 








1 ,,nles5 noted) 
l- 	4.00 	 
0 
...1-R-111••• 
.250 - 20 UNC-2B x .50 
4 MTG. HOLES 





P (DIA. INLET) 
0.50 




4 MTG HOLES 
Model No. Part No. Volts Ph 
ter* 
CX29A2G 027552 115 1 
CX29A52G 027553 208-230 1 
CX33A2G 027554 115 1 
CX33A3G 027555 230 1 
CX33A33C 027556 208-230 3 
Locked 
Cap 	 Line 	Rotor 
Mfd Watts Amps Amps 
6.0 140 1.3 3.9 10.5 3330 250 
6.0 140 .7 1.9 10.5 3330 250 
12.0 410 3.8 8.2 13.5 3220 525 
6.0 410 1.9 4.1 13.5 3220 525 











Lbs. RPM (F/D) 
• ' 	"."-;.- • - 	"1-b 	 ; 	_ - 721-4•,--.4cer.... 	 c.v.... • • 
60294 	9.69 5.16 D44 5.00 	9.00 4.22 3.453 0.22 1.41 4.13 
00334 	11.50 6.13 0.50 6.00 10.94 5.19 4.250 0.25 	1.75 5.08 
2.53 3 859 4.56 4.88 5.000 2.19 2.25 6.75 1.929 1.726 2.31 068 3.22 2.03 
3.13 4.750 5.59 5.97 6.000 197 2.78 7.00 2.375 2.125 285 0.81 4.00 2.50 
LIFE EXPECTL.NOY 
At an ambient temperature of 40°C Centrimax exhibits 
an Lir, life in excess of 26,000 hours with an MTBF of 
43.000 reliable hours continuous duty. 
,ATOP. 
Single phase (permanent split capacitor) or three 
phase 
Manufactured with UL approved 130°C materials 
Direct cut thermal protector on single and three 
phase units 
Extra-wide, double shielded stainless steel ball 
bearings for long• maintenance free life 
Terminal block for quick installation 
;Qt STRUCTION 
Blower housing-fiberglass-filled, flame retardant 
polyester resin 
Impeller-Model CX29A - glass filled nylon 
Model CX33A-fabricated aluminum 
Motor housing-die-cast aluminum alloy 
Motor shaft-low carbon steel 
ACCESSORIES CX29 CX33 
Inlet Guard 476730 476722 
Inlet Clamp 271130 271132 






AN. 	 GONAPAN , 
• 
Woodstock, N, Y 12498 ❑ 914 • 679-2401 ❑ TWX 510-247-9033 
Garden Grove, Cal 9254: • 714.898 5649 • Rotron 8 V . Breda. Netherlands, Tel (076)879311 Telex NL 54074 
APPENDIX X 
SWITCHES AND RELAYS 
• 
MICRO SWITCH 
a Honeywell Division 
AML keylock switches product sheet AM L27 
AML27 keylock switches are a new addition to the 
MICRO SWITCH AML Advanced Manual Line. They 
complement AML's wide selection of pushbutton, 
rockers, paddles and indicators to enhance a uniform 
panel appearance. 
They are intended for controlled access applications, 
such as computer peripheral gear, keyboards, point-of-
sale terminals and security systems, which are locked 
when unattended ; and other locations where tamper-
ing could cause problems. 
There is a choice of 2 or 3-position maintained (90° 
throw) or momentary action (60° throw). The key is 
removable in the center or clockwise positions of 
2-position maintained switches. To remove the key 
from 3-position switches, it must be returned to center. 
Contact arrangement can be 1 or 2 pole Form C 
(single-pole double-throw). Available with gold or silver 
contacts and .110 x .020 solder/quick-connect or .025 x 
.025 printed circuit terminals. 
The nickel-plated locking mechanism is installed flush 
to the top of a square black button, surrounded by a 
black bezel. The housing is the same size as an AML 
pushbutton switch. Integra( clips on the sides enable 
snap-in front panel mounting. They can also be 
subPanel mounted with other AML switches and 
indicators in AML61 mounting bracket assemblies. 
AML27 keylock switches are designed to comply with 
UL, CSA, CEE24 and IEC standards. 
FEATURES 
'Complements the attractive and uniform panel 
appearance of AML pushbuttons, rockers, paddles, 
and indicators. 
'Functional flexibility — 2 or 3 positions, maintained 
(90° throw) and momentary action (60° throw). 
•Electrical versatility — provides electronic control 
capability, frcrrn low energy loads to 3 amps, 125 VA C. 
Gold or silver contacts. 1 or 2-pole form C. 
'Mounting convenience — integral clips for snap-in 
front panel mounting. Subpanel mounting with 
AML61 mounting bracket assemblies. 
'Designed to comply with UL, CSA, CEE24, and IEC 
standards. 
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
'Supervisory control stations 
Computer peripherals 
'Point-of-sale terminals 
Communication and security systems 
'Keyboards 
'Self service fuel dispensing 
Credit and banking systems 
'Medical equipment 
'Fire control gear 
'And other applications where tampering could cause 
problems 
AM L keylock switches 	 product sheet AML27 
ORDER GUIDE 
AML27 A B K 	 2 AA 	 01 	 AB 
Circuitry Codes Key 
Housing Bezel Button Terminal (Each pole has Operating Action Combinations 
Type Color Color Type double-throw) (See note below) 
Silver Contacts: 2-Position Switches: (Two Keys 
A B K 2 AA 01 Furnished) 
Keylock Black Black .110 x .020 1 pole 90° detent, maintained 
square (Solder or AC 02 AA 	AB 
housing quick-connect) 2 pole 90' detent, maintained AC AD 
(Key withdraw in both positions) AE 	AF 
3 Gold Contacts: 03 AH AG 





Spring return from right 
2 pole 3-Position Switches: 
04 
90' detent, maintained 
05 
60' detent, momentary 
Spring return from 
right and left 
TYPICAL LISTING 
AM L27AB K2AA01 AB 
Square housing ; black bezel and button; .110 x .020 
terminals ; 1-pole double-throw; silver contacts; 







to right (CW) 
1 Pole .----.---; ;"---s—• 
3 	2 	1 3 	2 	1 
el—r---; to----7-0 
3 	2 	1 3 	2 	1 
2 Pole 
I—V:1 ;MP—. 
6 	5 	4 6 	5 	4 
3-Position Switches: 
(available in 2-pole version only.) 
Key turned 




to right (CW) 










*Circuit remains the same with key in or out. 
NOTE: Specify'different "key combination" letters to 




have different keys which are not interchangeable. 
AML. 	BK2AA01AB and 
AM L27ABK3BCO5AB 
have identical keys which are interchangeable. 
ELECTRICAL RATING 
Contacts Voltage Current Load Type 






75% Power factor 
75% Power factor 
Resistive 









NOTE: For lower voltage and current useage, 









SO .025 	' 
TERMINATION 
2,80 	0,50 
.110 X .020 
TERMINATION 
( DO NOT CHAMFER EDGE 
5,0 
.i9 



















.03 19,0 ± 0,15 
.750 ± .005 SO • 





AML keylock switches product sheet AM L27 
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS 
2SThe "MICRO SWITCH" identification is on this side of the 
switch housing. For proper orientation, it should be up (when 
viewed from panel front). 
3 
`11 
AML keyiock switches 	 product sheet AML27 
MICRO SWITCH Worldwide Sales and Service 
MICRO SWITCH serves its customers through a 
worldwide network of sales off ices and distributors. 
For application assistance, pricing or name of nearest 
Authorized Distributor, contact one of the offices listed 
below. Or, write MICRO SWITCH, Freeport, Illinois 
61032; phone 815/235-6600. 
While we provide application assistance on MICRO 
SWITCH products, personally and through our litera-
ture, it is up to the customer to determine the 
suitability of the product in his application. 
SALES OFFICES 
UNITED STATES SALES OFFICES 
_In the East 
Boston Office 
Newton, Massachusetts 02159 
70 Wells Avenue 
6171969-0265 
New York Office 
Elmsford, New York 10523 
570 Taxter Road 
914/592-3200 
In Hartford, CT: 203/549-3800 
Westfield, NJ: 2011233-9200 
Philadelphia Office 
Valley Forge Corporate Center 
P.O. Box 916 
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania 19481 
215/666-8340 
In Washington, D.C.: 2021331-0909 
Rochester, New York 14623 




Suite 310 - Building 2 
1460 Renaissance Dr. 
Park Ridge. Illinois 60068 
312/296-0710 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103 
1001 East 55th Street 
216/361-7280 
In Pittsburgh, PA : 412/391-9490 
CANADIAN HEADQUARTERS 
-loneywell Limited 
740 Ellesmere Road 
Bcarborough, Ontario 
01P 2V9. 
'el. 416/293 -8111 
Davenport, Iowa 52807 
3435 Spring Street 
319/359-3441 
In Omaha, NB: 402/393-8300 
DesMoines, IA: 515/967-3529 
Dayton, Ohio 45424 
4540 Honeywell Court 
513/237-4000 
In Indianapolis, IN : 317/639-2123 
Cincinnati, OH: 606/628-1073 
Detroit Office 
Southfield, Michigan 48075 
17515 W. Nine Mile Road 
313/424.3569 
In Grand Rapids, MI: 800/482-7273 
Toledo, OH: 419/242-8683 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226 
P.O. Box 26129 
2979 North Mayfair Road 
414/771-6300 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435 
Twin City Branch 
7400 Metro Blvd. 
6121830-3516 
St. Louis, Missouri 63141 
2055 Craigshire Drive 
314/878-2400 
In Kansas City MO: 8161358-4200 
...down South 
Atlanta, Georgia 30329 
4 West Druid Hills Drive, N.E. 
404/321 -2565 
In Orlando, FL: 305/894-3131 
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS 
Honeywell Europe S.A. 
MICRO SWITCH Division 
Av. Henri Matisse 16 
1140 BruSsels, Belgium 
Telephone (02) 241 44 50 
Charlotte, NC 28222 
P.O. Drawer 220487 
517 South Sharon Amity Rd. 
704/364-4770 
Dallas, Texas 75234 
1111 W. Mockingbird, 4th Floor 
214/688-7533 
In Fort Worth. TX: 817/263-2311 
Wichita, KS: 316/522-3435 
Houston, Texas 77036 
8440 Wesig len (77063) 




Englewood, Colorado 80111 
5115 South Valley Highway 
3031 779-6439 
In Salt Lake City, UT: 801/487-0681 
Phoenix, AZ: 602/249-7194 
Los Angeles Office 
Orange, California 92668 
505 South Main Street 
714/558-7400 
San Francisco Office 
San Jose, California 95110 
Suite 380 
2025 Gateway Place 
408/998-3131 
Seattle Office 
Mercer Island, Washington 98040 
9555 S.E. 36th Street 
2061233-2010 
In Portland, OR: 503/235-8411 
MICRO SWETCH 
a Honeyvvel I Division 
-05946 -0 879 PRINTED IN USA 
tLtt; Hit), INC. ..I I 
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3020 COMMERCE WAY 	 I 
ATLANTA, GA. 30354 
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11 26 131 AD 51 53 55 55 50 64 89 70 
RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED 
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U.P.S. 1 i 	 1 
cuanice 
P.P. 2 PREPAID 2 
P.a. so. 3 COLLECT 3 
[Orr P.P. INS. 4 PICK UP 4 
TRUCK 5 C.O.O. 5 
OTHER (50) AIR 6 DIRECT 6 
1F/C 7 NO CHARGE 7 II COUNTY City Tx TY!. PR.1 	1 	,ERR - 2 	,PCT 	NO 
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1 	I I I 
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ORITEPAy 	 10515-ER PACKED by 
TOTAL • SUB TOTAL 
1SHIPPER NO. 
31 
YOUR P:ORD 	. 	O./ SPECIAL'INPTRUiCTIONS 
STATE TAX   % 
TOTAL 
SALES TAXES 
. 	 COUNTY TAX 	 % 
PPD TRANS 
CITY TAX   % 
NO. OF 
R ECEIVED BY 	 ( ______ 	 INVOICES TOTAL • 
In RETURNS WITHOUT •uTNoROTATION. ALL CLAIMS mug, BE ACCOMPANIED ST THIS MILN 
GorARANTEE THAT ALL mERCH•NDISE COVERED NY THIS INVOICE WAS PRODUCED IN COMPLIANCE WITH PAIR LAMOR STANDARDS ACT OP 1 965, AS AMENDED PACKING LIST 
ryLP , I IN1 
COMMERCE WAY 
ANTA, GA. 30354 
CUSTOMER P.O, NUMBER TILtirr•c II MISC. CHANGE TELEPHONE 8 MISC. CHARGE 
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P.P. 2 PRE 2 
P.P. SD. 3 COL 3 
EDIT P.P. INS. 4 PICK UP 4 
TRUCK 6 C.O.D. 5 
OTHER (50) AIR  6 DIRECT 6 SOLD  
CHARGE 9PN 
_Alt__ 	  
TERMS 
. 
F/C 7 NO CHARGE 7 TTRIP - 2 	. PCT 	iND 	ST 	VC COUNTY CITY 
1 I 
BUS 8 8 
CASH FOB NO CHARGE 
— 	. 
9 L'' 	r15 66 '0 72 75 79 80 
,.;r; PUT UP 	 CATALEI 5 V C 	N 0. • • 0 Clk V C 4.1 N 0 . i QUANTITY SHIPPED 
8•LAKC It 
DUE UNIT 
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TOTAL I* 
.,.... 
SUB TOTAL 31 
SHIPPER NO. 
YOUR (.Y“/E 	ri SPECIAL [N0442UCTIONS TOTAL 
SALES TAXES STATE TAX   % 
COUNTY TAX 	 % 
PR!) TRANS 
CITY TAX  
TOTAL 110 NO. OF ED BY INVOICES 
.5 WITHOUT AuTwop ■ ZATION. ALL CLAIMS MUST SE ACCOMPANIED WY THIS SILL: 
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. - ,,, o, (44 . 0 :..... .... 	''' "4-1..-.- — — — — 	 — ..?, . 	,,,,, 	 SOLD TO 	• 
P.P. SD. 3 COLLECT 3 
EDIT P.P. INS. 4 PiCK UF:1 4 
TRUCK 5 C.O.D. 5 
OTHER (50) AIR 6 DIR ECT 6 
Fit 7 NO CHARGE 7 TERN.I 	TERN-2 	1. ,CT IND STATE 	COUNTY, CITY TH. 
CHARai 	., TERMS i ii 
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65820  . 	 YOUR OIRDER 	O. 	CIAL INST4ITCTIONS 	  % TOTAL SALES TAXES STATE TAX 
I 	 COUNTY TAX 	 % PPD TRANS 
CITY TAX 	 % 
TOTAL Ilk NO. OF RECEIVED BY INVOICES 
• NO RETURNS W ■ TNOUT AUTHORIZATION. ALL CLAIMS MUST SE ACCOMPANIED SY THIS SILL 
WE GUARANTEE TWAT ALL MERCHANDISE COVERED BY THIS INVOICE WAS PRODUCED IN COMPLIANCE WITH FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT OP 1354, AS AMENDED 	 PACKING LIST 
4,42wei, 
3020 COMMERCE WAY 
ATLANTA, GA. 30354 ' 	I 
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SHIP TO -41- P2 1./07-0,00- 3 cr 
T I s  
41• 26 
1 
31 46 61 63 56 BS 50 64 60 70 
.448:4 
3 1 4, 0 1 t.: 0 4 • 	U U 1 
GA INSTITUTE OF TECH 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STAT
ATLANTIC DR AT FERST DR N W 
ATLANTA GA 3C332 
3CCCO I 	10 I2NQ„14.30 TO 
RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED 
tie 	 7 
3 1 4 0 1 S )̀ 0 4 	0 0 0 
GECRGIA 	INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ACCCUNT3 PAYADIE 	RCCM 50 
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ATLANTA GA 	3C332 •-••• 
3CCCO I IC 121 OC80 TO 








 	1 A CHAN•X  
CHARGES 
P.P. 2 PRE 2 
P.P. SD. 3 COL  3 





 D. 5 
OTHER 150) AIR 6 DIRE 5 
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CHARGE TERMS 1 I 	
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040061/119,1 
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ORDER TAKEN 6Y 
7 1-" 
ORCIE 0 By ORDER p•eKED 	Y 
TOTAL * SUB TOTAL 31 
1 SAIPOER NO. 
YOUR 6RDERFNO./ SPECI1AL INSTRUCTIONS 	  % STATE TAX 
TOTAL 
SALES TAXES 
6 5 6 2 9 
g 2 1/07 — 000 ^ 5 ct - t o 	 COUNTY TAX 	 % 
• PPD TRANS 
CITY TAX   % 
NO. OF 
RECEIVED BY ______ TOTAL *  ..., 	 INVOICES 
NO RETURNS WITHOUT AUTHORIZATION. ALL CLAIMS MUST SE ACCOMPANIED Or THIS BILU 
WE GUARANTEE THAT ALL MERCHANDISE COVERED ST THIS INVOICE WAS PRODUCED IN COMPLIANCE WITH FAIR LA11011 STANDARDS ACT OF 1058. AS AMENDED PACKING LIST 
.31 ELECTRO INC 
ORDER DATE SHIPPED DATE To.c0. 
5-)-YO 42 45 40 al 
TELETYPE CHARGE CHAR TELEPHONE 
$ $ 
g. 	11 25 31 61 53 53 58 5 9 54 69 7 
TRANSPORTATION I , TR ANSPORTATION 
TERMS CODE 
CANTONS 
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Prnt. 27 del< 2 /PD/AA (/C7 Li 
fil' ► L. 51 Clo Lc) 











INVOICES ECEIVED BY 
NO RETURNS WI 'I NfUf AUTHORIZATION. ALL CLAIMS ...UST DE ACCOMPANIED NY TNIS GILL 
wr GHAR•NTE! T.I•T ALL MERCHANDISE COVERED NY THIS INVOICE WAS PRODUCED IN CON4PLIANCE WITH PAIR LANOR STANDARDS ACT OF 1958, AS AMENDED 
3020 COMMERCE WAY 
ATLANTA, GA. 30354 
CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER 
SHIP TO 
:3 1 4 0 	1, 	00 1 
CA INSTITUTE OF TECH 
INCINEERING EXPERIMENT STAT 
ATLANTIC DR AT FERST DR N li 
ATLANTA GA 	3C332 
II 	I 
31 401904 000  
GICRriA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOaY 
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YOUR OR64/76./ SPEC1A L INSTRUCTIONS 
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TOTAL 
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TOTAL I* NO. OF RECEIVED BY INVOICES 
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PACKING LIST 
L 1111VoRg9imst ' 
a n ec_raFti 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
1 
M35A - 4-1/2 
M60A - 4-3/4 M35A • 2-1/8 6160A- 2-3/16 11 DIA (4.8111 
2 HOLES 
214°1772 





35AA - 2-15/16 
M60AA - 3-1/6 
M35AA - 4-1/2 
M60AA - 4-3/4 
1 DIA Kg' ) 
 4 HOLES 









16s► stz) MAX. 
M35A & M60A (1 Pole) Normally Open 
MAR 
1 1. on , 	1St Y.It 
• . , 
00 3 POLE N.O. OR N.C. 
RESSION TERMINALS 
Y'S FOR 
RESISTIVE & TUNGSTEN LOADS 
AMPERES 
File Number E52197A 
0 File Number E52197 




M359 – SINGLE POLE DIMENSION 
center of upper mtg. hole to tip of upper terminal 
nter of lower mtg. hole to tip of lower terminal 
M6OB – SINGLE POLE DIMENSION 
center upper mtg. hole to tip of upper terminal 
liar lower mtg. hole to tip of lower terminal 
M35BB – 2 & 3 POLE DIMENSION 
2 center of mtg. slot to tip of upper terminal 
q center of mtg. slot to tip of lower terminal 
M6OBB – 2 & 3 POLE DIMENSION 
center of mtg. slot to tip of upper terminal 
2 center of mtg. slot to tip of lower terminal 
4 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR M35A & M35B 
Contact Ratings: See Tables. 
Frequency of Operation: 60 per minute. 
Pull-In Voltage: 80% of rated voltage typical AC and DC 
Drop-Out Voltage: 78% of rated voltage typical AC 
65% of rated voltage typical DC 
Operate Time: 50 milliseconds typical 
Release Time: 80 milliseconds typical 
Contact Bounce: None. +10% of rated coil voltage. 
Contact Resistance: .003 ohm terminal to terminal 
Temperature Range: -35 ° to +60 °C ambient 
Dielectric Withstanding. Voltage: 2500V RMS minimum 
Insulation Material: Class B (130 °C) (U/L Approved) 
Terminals: Pressure connectors for AWG 6-14 
Mounting: Vertical +10° 
Options: Form A and B combinations. Coils for voltages 
not listed. Flexible leads for contacts and coils are available. 
M35A and M35B 
Resistive and Tungsten Load Ratings are Per Pole. 
For 1, 2 and 3 Pole Relays 
For D.C. Operation of Resistive and Tungsten Loads 
Use H25A and H25B, see their table. (See Pages 6 & 
AC VOLTS _. 
TYPE LOAD 120 240 277 480 600 
RESISTIVE AMPS • 35 • 35 • 35 "35 30 
TUNGSTEN AMPS • 35 17 15 9 7 
• UL and CSA Listed - 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR MSOA & M6OB 
Same as above except: 
Contact Resistance: .002 ohm terminal to terminal 
Terminals: Pressure connectors for AWG 2-12 
M60A end M6OB 
Resistive and Tungsten Load Ratings are Per Pole. 
For 1, 2 and 3 Pole Relays 
For D.C. Operation of Resistive and Tungsten Loads 
Use HSOA and HSO8, (See Pages 6 & 7) 
AC VOLTS 
TYPE LOAD 120 240 277 480 600 
RESISTIVE AMPS • 60 • 60 • 60 "60 t50 
TUNGSTEN AMPS • 60 30 25 15 12 
• UL and CSA Listed 
tCSA ONLY 
M35AAA - 2 - 15/16 
M60AAA - 3-1/16 
A 	 ROM TIM•Y-Li 
SLAM WV,/ 
► RC1 RS 
11/SA SUM 
M35AAA - 4.1/2 
M60AAA - 4-3/4 
CIA ILO 
11 ■006...11 
/CM. 11.1■ 1•1• 
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 125DC - 
250DC 
M60A AND M6013 






















































































































































































3 POLE NORMALLY OPEN RELAY 
6AC 	3.1 	 1.3 
12AC 1.55 4.8 
24AC 	.78 	 1.9 
120AC .155 218 
240AC 	.078 	1,337 
480AC .039 5,280 
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3 POLE NORMALLY CLOSED RELAY 
042n 












































7.` 48 	-12W 






-W" prefix = stock relay. 
6 
Upon application of control power, time delay period begins. At end 
of time delay, output switch operates. When control power is 
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+1% for settings up to 300 seconds at nominal voltage, 
at 25 °C. 
,24X, for settings of 15 minutes to 120 minutes at 
- nominal voltage, at 25 °C. 
+70% over voltage and temperature. 
Tet Time: 100 MS Typically 
ttact Rating: 10 Amps @ 28VDC 115VAC resistive 
ttact Combination: DPDT 
rtperature Range: Operate - 10°C to 55 °C 
Storage - 55 °C to 85 °C 
kgr IttoirrrtirTr 	.5.3-! V ie. 
-•;7777f.77 7' 
•7:ir 
itary Labeling on Request 
ient Protection: Standard on all AC Models, see Page 2 













































24 VAC J 	20-32 .1 to 10 	Sec. 
.6 to 6C Se:. 
2 0 to 18:: sec. 
3.0 to 30(2 Sec. 
1._ 15 .' 
3= 	- 
4 to 5.3 	-. 
8 to 120 Min. 
230 VAC 200-260 .1 to 10 Sec. 
.6 to 60 Sec. 
2.0 to 180 Sec. 
3.0 to 300 Sec. 
1 to 15 Min. 
2 to 30 Min. 
4 to 60 Min. 
8 to 120 Min. 
24 VDC I 	20-32 
NOMINAL 
INPUT 	VOLTAGE TIMING 
VOLTAGE RANGE 	RANGE 
120 VAC 100-130 .1 to 1 Sec. 
.1 to 10 Sec. 
.6 to 60 Sec.  
2.0 to 180 Sec 
3.0 to 300 Sec 
1 to 15 Min. 
2 to 30 Min. 
4 to 60 Min. 
8 to 120 Min. 
41-51 
.1 to 1 Sec. 
.1 to 10 Sec. 
.6 to 60 Sec. 
2.0 to 18C Sec. 




1 to 10 Sec. 
.6 to 60 Sec. 
2.0 to 180 Sec. 
3.0 to 300 Sec. 
1 to 15 Min. 
2 to 30 Min. 
4 to 60 Min. 











Dimensions in (mm) for raierenc• only. 
OCKET INFORMATION. SEE ON PAGE 18 





















W211ACPSRX-14 120 VAC 100-130 .1 to 1 	Sec. 45 ma 
W211ACPSRX-5 .1 to 10 Sec. 
211ACPSRX-6 .6 to 60 Sec. 
W211ACPSRX-7 2.0 to 180 Sec. 
W211ACPSRX-8 3.0 to 300 Sec. 
W211ACPSRX-60 1 to 15 Min. 
W211ACPSR X-61 
W211ACPSRX62 
2 to 30 Min, 
4 to 60 Min. 
W211ACPSRX-63 8 10 120 Min. 
211ACPSRX-1 24 VAC 20-32 .1 to 10 Sec. 65 ma 
211ACPSRX-2 .6 to 60 Sec. 




3.0 to 300 Sec, 
1 to 15 Min, 
2 to 30 Min. 
211ACPSRX-66 4 to 60 Min. 
211ACPSR X-67 8 to 120 Min. 
211ACPSRX-9 230 VAC 200-260 .1 to 10 Sec. 40 ma 
211ACPSRX-10 .6 to 60 Sec. 
211ACPSRX-11 2.0 to 180 Sec. 
211ACPSRX-12 3.0 to 300 Sec. 
211ACPSRX-68 1 to 15 Min. 
211ACPSRX-69 2 to 30 Min. 
211ACPSRX-70 4 to 60 Min. 
211ACPSRX-71 8 to 120 Min. 
W211CPSRX-9 24 VDC 20-32 .1 to 1 	Sec. 25 ma 
W211CPSRX-1 .1 to 10 Sec. 
211CPSRX-2 .6 to 60 Sec. 
W211CPSRX-3 2.0 to 180 Sec. 
W211CPSRX-4 3.0 to 300Sec. 
W211CPSRX-40 1 to 15 Min. 
W211CPSRX-41 2 to 30 Min. 
W211CPSR X-42 4 to 60 Min. 
W211CPSRX-43 8 to 120 Min. 
211CPSRX-5 48 VDC 41-51 .1 to 10 Sec. 23 ma 
211CPSR X-6 
211CPSRX-7 
.6 to 60 Sec, 
2.0 to 180 Sec. 
211CPSRX-8 3.0 to 300 Sec. 
211CPSRX-44 1 to 15 Min. 
211CPSR X-45 2 to 30 Min. 
211CPSRX-46 4 to 60 Min. 














211ACPVX-5 120 VAC 100-130 .1 to 10 Sec. 45 ma 
211ACPVX-6 .6 to 60 Sec. 
211ACPVX-7 
211ACPVX-8 
2.0 to 180 Sec, 
3.0 to 300 Sec. 
211ACPVX-60 1 to 15 Min. 
211 ACPVX-61 2 to 30 Min. 
211ACPVX-62 4 to 60 Min. 
211ACPVX-63 8 to 120 Min. 
211 ACPVX-1 24 VAC 20-32 .1 to 10 Sec. 65 ma 
211 ACPVX-2 .6 to 60 Sec. 
211ACPVX-3 2.0 to 180 Sec. 
211ACPVX-4 3.0 to 300 Sec. 
211ACPVX-64 1 to 15 Min. 
211ACPV X-65 2 to 30 Min. 
211ACPVX-66 4 to 60 Min. 
211ACPVX-67 8 to 120 Min. 
211 ACPVX-9 230 VAC 200.260 .1 to 10 Sec. 40 ma 
211ACPVX-10 .6 to 60 Sec. 
211ACPVX•11 2.0 to 180 Sec. 
211ACPVX-12 3.0 to 300 Sec. 
211ACPVX68 1 to 15 Min. 
211ACPVX-69 2 to 30 Mm. 
211ACPVX-70 4 to 60 Min. 
211ACPVX-71 8 to 120 Min. 
211CPVX-1 24 VDC 20-32 .1 to 10 Sec. 25 ma 
211CPVX.2 .6 to 60 Sec. 
211CPVX-3 2.0 to 180 Sec. 
211CPVX-4 3.0 to 300 Sec. 
211CPVX-40 1 to 15 Min. 
211CPVX-41 2 to 30 Min. 
211CPVX-42 4 to 60 Min. 
211CPVX-43 8 to 120 Min. 
211CPVX-5 48 VDC 41-57 .1 to 10 Sec. 23 ma 
211CPVX-6 .6 to 60 Sec. 
211 CPVX-7 2.0 to 180 Sec. 
211CPVX-8 3.0 to 300 Sec. 
211CPVX-44 1 to 15 Min. 
211CPVX-45 2 to 30 Min. 
211CPVX-46 4 to 60 Min. 
211CPVX-47 8 to 120 Min. 
Upon application of control power, output switch operates. At end 
of time delay period, output switch returns to normal. Control 
power must be interrupted in order to recycle. 
)on closure of control switch, output switch operates. Upon opening 
control switch, time delay period begins. However, any control 
itch closure prior to the end of the time delay period will immediately 
et the timer. At end of time delay period, output switch returns to 
rmal. Continuous power must be furnished to this timer. •Except 
Class 112 wherein release delay is accomplished without standby 
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W Prefix indicates stock item. 









8 PIN OCTAL PHENOLIC PLUG 
14.34) .171 
(2 1551 MI 5= 2 3/8 	 








11 PIN OCTAL STYLE PHENOLIC PLUG 
18  R. 
131811.41. 
I3.05/ 13.571 
. 	.120 DIA. 





114  a4136 enclosure is intended to provide the design 
asewK a ftang• extension for socket mounted relays, 
4, on application where shock and vibration are a 
LIMITED WARRANTY 
MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY warrants its products to be free from defects in workman-
ship and material for ■ period of one year from the date of delivery to the purchaser buying direct 
from MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY, or the purchaser buying direct from • MAGNECRAFT 
ELECTRIC COMPANY Franchised Distributor. 
This warranty includes, but is not limited to those products manufactured to specifications supplied 
to us by the purchaser. Any defects appearing more than one year from the date of delivery to the 
purchaser, shall be deemed to be due to ordinary wear and tear, 
MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY assumes no risk or liability for the suitability or unsuitability 
or results of the use of its products, used in combination with any electrical or electronic components, 
circuits, systems, assemblies, or any other material or, substances, or environments. The purchasers 
right under this warranty shall consist solely of requiring MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY to 
repair, or in MAGNECRAFT'S sole discretion, replace, free of charge, F.0,B., factory, any defective 
Items received at its factory within said year, as determined by MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COM-
PANY to be defective. 
All products to be returned to MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY for evaluation under this 
warranty, shall first receive a Return Authorization Number and Shipping Label from our Sales 
Department. All products shell be shipped to MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY prepaid, 
All products received at MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY without written authorization and 
return label, shall be returned at the senders •xpense. 
The failure to give or the giving of any advice or recommendations by MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC 
COMPANY shall not constitute any warranty by, or impose any liability upon MAGNEC RAFT ELEC-
TRIC COMPANY. The sole and exclusive remedy of the purchaser and the exclusive liability of 
MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY are outlined and stated above, AND IS IN LIEU OF ANY 
AND ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY AS TO MER-
CHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR PURPOSE SOLD, DESCRIPTION, QUALITY, PRODUCTIVE-
NESS, OR ANY OTHER MATTER. 
In no event shall MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC COMPANY be liable for consequential or special 
damages, or for the delay in the performance of this warranty. 
_Mragnerritinfr ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5575 NORTH LYNCH AVENUE • CHICRC,0 ILLINOIS 60630 • 312 • 282 5500 • TWX 910 221 5271 
- 2/78 Printed in U.S.A. 
APPENDIX XI 
ELPAC 
LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY MODULES 
INPUT CONNECTION ( TYPICAL ALL UNITS) 
ELPAC 
 




4 LINE REGULATION: 
37 LOAD REGULATION: 
37 RIPPLE: 
4) AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
TYPICAL (AT NOMINAL LINE) 
ADJUSTMENT RANGE: 25 % OUTPUT. 
2) TRANSIENT RESPONSE: S0 MICROSECONDS FOR 10% 
LOAD TO RATED OUTPUT OR 
RATED OUTPUT TO 10% LOAD. 
37 OUTPUT LEAD DROP 5% OUTPUT MAXIMUM  EACH LEAD. 
FOR REMOTE SENSING , 
1.1% OUTPUT FOR 
!IOX INPUT %AR IATION 
±.1% OUTPUT FOR NO LOAD 
TO RATED LOAD . 
.IX P-P OUTPUT FOR 
NO LOAD TO RATED LOAD 
AND 10% LINE ARIATiON. 
: 055°C 
I., CONNECT INPUT LINE TO 	1 	4 
2.1 FOR 120 VAC OPERATION JUMP I TO 2 AND 3 TO 4 
3I FOR 24 0■4\C OPERATION JUMP 2 TO 3 




s MAXIMUM SHORT 
	
30 X RATED 
CIRCUIT CURRENT'. 
OUTPUT TEMPERATURE .02 VC 
COE FF ICIENT 
OUTPUT CURRENT RATING (AMPS) 
OUTPUT 	,....- 	...- 	OLV 
VOLTAGE 	15 30 60 	90 	120 3.0 10  0
  0







  %*  ed
 0












12.0 18.0 	24.0 
3.0 	12.0 	18.0 	24.0 
2.5 10.0 	15.0 	20.0 
2.2 	9.6 14.0 	19.0 
2.0 9.4 	14.0 	19.0 
1.8 	9.0 	13.0 	18.0 
1.5 8.0 	12.0 	16.0 
1.3 	7.0 	10.5 	14.0 
1.2 6.6 9.8 13.0 
1.1 	6.0 	9.0 	12.0 
1.0 5.2 7.6 	10.0 
0.90 4.8 	7.2 9.6 
0.82 4.4 6.7 	8 . 8 
0.75 	4.0 	6.0 8.0 
0.50 3.4 5.1 	6.8
NOTE : 
WITH OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION CIRCUIT,  
INPUT MUST BE FUSED AS SHOWN BELOW 
INPUT 	FUSE RATING 
AMPS (FAST BLOW) 
OLV 1 20VAC 240VAC 
15 . 5 0 .25 
30 1.75 .75 
60 2 1 
90 4 2 
120 5 2.50  
REMOTE SENSING 
t) CONNECT + SENSE TO + OUTPU T AND -SENSE TO - OUTPUT FOR LOCAL SENSING. 
21 CONNECT 4 SENSE TO 4 LOAD AND -SENSE TO - LOAD FOR REMOTE SENSING. F OSCIL ATIONS 
ARE OBSERVED DUE TO LEAD INDUCTANCE, CONNECT 47Af,  , 100V CAPACITOR BETWEEN + SENSE 
AND + OUTPUT AND BETWEEN - SENSE AND - OUTPUT. 
21 CONNECT j2 Vi RESISTOR BETWEEN + SENSE AND + OUT Rif AND, - SENSE AND 
1 FOR SENSE LOSS PROTECTION RESISTOR VALUE SHOULD BE APPROX I MATLY 
AS - 
OUTPUT 





--/"/"."/" AC INPUT 





- 0 UTPUT 
- SENSE 
+ SENSE 
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• Four decade, presettable up-down counter with 
parallel zero detect 
• Settable register with contents continuously 
compared to counter 
• Directly drives multiplexed 7 segment common 
anode or common cathode LED displays 
• On-board multiplex scan oscillator 
• Schmitt trigger on count Input 
• TTL compatible BCD I/O port, carry/borrow,aqual, 
and zero outputs 
• Display blank control for lower power operation; 
quiescent power dissipation < 5rnW 
• All terminals fully protected against static discharge 
• Single 5V supply operation 
DESCRIPTION • 
The ICM7217 and ICM7227 are four digit, presettable up/ 
down counters, each with an onboard presettable register 
continuously compared to the counter. The ICM7217 
versions are intended for use in hardwired applications 
where thumbwheel switches are used for loading data, and 
simple SPDT switches are used for chip control. The 
1CM7227 versions are for use in processor-based systems, 
where presetting and control functions are performed under 
processor control. 
These circuits provide multiplexed 7 segment LED display 
outputs, with common anode or common cathode con- 
PIN CONFIGURATIONS (OUTLINE DRAWINGS API) 
1CM7217 Series 
1CM7227 Series 
4 Digit CMOS 
Up/Down Counter/ 
Display Driver 
figurations available. Digit and segment drivers are provided 
to directly drive displays of up to .8" character height 
(common anode/ at a 25% duty cycle. The frequency of the 
onboard multiplex oscillator may be controlled with a single 
capacitor, or the oscillator may be allowed to free run.-
Leading zeroes can be blanked. The data appearing at the 7 
segment and BCD outputs is latched; the content of the 
counter is transferred into the latches under external control 
by means of the Store pin. 
The 1CM7217/7227 (common anode) and ICM7217A/7227A 
(common cathode)versions are decade counters, providing a 
maximum count of 9999, while the ICM72178, 7227B 
(common anode) and ICM7217C/7227C (common cathode) 
are intended for timing purposes, providing a maximum 
Count of 5959: 
These circuits provide 3 main outputs: a CARRY/BORROW 
output, which allows for direct cascading of counters. a 
ZERO output. which indicates when the count is zero, and an 
• CF/7JAL output, which indicates when the count is equal to 
the value contained in the register. Data is multiplexed to and 
from the device by means of a tri-state BCD I/O port. The 
CARRY/BORROW, EQUAL, ZERO outputs, and the BCD 
port will each drive one standard TTL load. 
To permit operation in noisy environments and to prevent 
multiple triggering with slowly changing inputs, the count 
input is provided with a Schmitt trigger. 
Input frequency is guaranteed to 2 MHz, although the device 
will typically run with f, n as high as 5 MHz. Counting and 
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IL 047: JCM7217/7227 . . ".": . 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS . -  Power 
1 
Dissipation (common anode/Cerdioi 	  W 	
TEST C 
4 , Power Dissipation (common cathode/Plastic) •  0.5 W J Note 1  
- ; .. Supply Voltage V"-V" 	 6V 
Input voltage (any terminal) 	  1/. +0.3V.Ground -0.3V - Note 2 
Operating temperature range  -20°C to +65• C 
• • 	- .7 • Storage temperature range 	  -55°C to +125°C 
. Absolute maximum ratings define stress limitations which if exceeded may permanently damage the device. For continuous operational,* 
devices must be operated under the conditions defined under "Operating Characteristics." 
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS ' 
V' - 5V ±10%, TA = 25°C. Test Circuit, Display Diode Drop 1.7V, unless otherwise specified 
PARAMETER SYMBOL CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX 
Supply current 
(Lowest power model 
IMIN, 
(7217) 
Display Ott, LC, DC. UP/DN, 
ST, RS, BCD I/O Floating or at V+ (Note 3) 350 500 
r--: 
Supply current 
(Lowest power model 
1441,4, 
(7227) 
Display off (Note 3) 300 500 
Supply current 
OPERATING 
IbP Common Anode, Display On, all "8's" 175 200 'mA 
Common Cathode, Display On, all -8's" 85 100 mA 
Supply Voltage  V+ 4.5 5 5.5 
Digit Driver output 
current 








'DIG Common cathode, your = +1.3V -75 -100 mA 
peak 
Segment Driver 	- 
output current 
ISEG Common cathode WRIT = V+ -2V it) 12.5 mA 
peak 
sm ITS, UP/DN input le 
pullup current  
VouT = 1I+ -2V (See Note 3) 5 25 AA 
3 level input impedance ZN 100 101 
BCD I/O input  
high voltage 
Vein ICM7217 common anode (Note 41 1.3 V 
ICM7217 common cathode (Note 41 4.1 V 
ICM7227 with SOpF effective load 3 V 
BCD I/O input 
low voltage 
VBB. 
• 1CM7217 common anode (Note 4) 0.8 V 
1CM7217 common cathode (Note 41 3.7 V 
ICM7227 with 50pF effective load 1.5 V 
BCD I/O input 
pullup current 
leeu ICM7217 Common anode VIN = It+ -2V (Note 31 5 25 . isik 
BCD I/O input 
puildown current 
IBPD ICM7217 common cathode VIN = +1.3V (Note 31 5 25 pA 
BCD I/O, Carry/borrow Isom Vom = V4' -1.5V 
. 
100 pA 
zero, equal outputs 
output high current 
BCD I/O. Carry/borrow • feot. VOL = +0.4V . 	... 
zero, equal outputs  
-2 mA 
output low current 
Count input frequency 
(Guaranteed) 
fin V+ = 5V ± 10%, -20°C <TA < +70°C 0 
5 
2 MHz 
Count input threshold Vi-c V+ = 5V 	, 2 
Count input hysteresis VmC V+ = 5V - 0.5 V 
Display scan 
oscillator frequency • 
fits 
- 
Free-running (SCAN terminal open circuit)  . 10 / - KHz 
Operating Temperature 
Range 
TA Industrial temperature range -20 • C 
NOTE 1 These limits refer to the package and will not be obtained during normal operation. , 
NOTE 2 Due to the SCR structure inherent in the CMOS process used to fabricate these devices, connecting any terminal to a voltage greater 
than V+ or less than tr may cause destructive device catchup. For this reason it is recommended that the power supply to the device be 
established before any inputs are applied and that in multiple systems the supply to the 1CM7217/7227 be turned on first. 
NOTE 3 In the ICM7217 the UptiTrin,SicTe, Nesel and the BCD I/O as inputs have pullup devices which consume power when connectedto 
the negative supply. When all these terminals are connected to the negative supply, with the display off, the device will censor ,* 
typically 750 pA. The ICM7227 devices do not have these pullups and thus are not subject to this condition. 
NOTE 4 These voltages are adjusted to allow the use of thumbwheel switches for the ICM7217 versions. Note that a positive level is taken as 
logic zero for ICM7217 common -cathode versions only. 
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CONTROL INPUT DEFI 
INPUT 






Select Code Bi' 
Select Code BI 
ntrOl 1 ord Ti 
DESCRIPTION OF OF 
OUTPUTS 
The CARRY/BORROW ou 
occurring typically SOOns at 
COUNT INPUT. It occurs w 
9999 to 0000 when counting 
counting down. This out! 
counters. . 
The EOUAL output aseumr 
tents of the counter and re 
The Z— E-^ output assumes 
of the counter is 0000. 
The CARRY/BORROW ,  EC 
a single TTL load over the 
ambient temperature; for e 
2mA @ 0 aV on resistance 
1CM721717227 
_ 	
J 1N T F••r 41 Tn. 1Nf- ta+tl/D I+-- 	AtxM a 	l - 
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CONTROL INPUT DEFINITIONS 1CM7217 





v+ (or floating) 
• Ground 
Output latches not updated 




r 	' 	 • 
 V+ (or floating) 
Ground 	" 
Counter counts up 	• 
Counter counts down 
1U--s--et (Art 
. 	'"- 	. 
- 	14 	• 
- 	. - • i 
V+ (or floating) 
Ground 
Normal Operation 
Counter Reset 	 • 




Counter loaded with BCD data 







- 	• - -! 	• 	
• 






Register loaded with BCD data 
Display drivers disabled; BCD port 
 forced to Hi Z condition, mpx counter 
reset to D4; mpx oscillator inhibited 
Display Control 
(DC) 	.. 	, . 
. 	23 Common Anode . 




" 	V+ , 	• 
Ground 
Normal operation • , 
Segment drivers disabled 
Leading zero blanking inhibited 
;;;r11. 	• 







Causes transfer of data 






Store (ST)„ 9 V+ (During CWS Pulse) 
Ground 
Output latches updated 
Output latches not updated 
Up/Down 1U/51 - 	• 	10 	- 	. V+ (During CWS Pulse) 
Ground 
Counter counts up 
Counter counts down 
---M-nrcTWORIWrgr-w 
Select Code Bit 1 (S611 ° 







V+ = 1 	. .._ 
Ground 
SC1, SC2 
00 Change store and 	• 	' 
up/down latches. No data 
transfer. 01 Output latch 
data active 
10 Counter to be preset 






Causes control word to be 
written into control latches 
Display Control (DC)  
• .. 
• 
23 Common Anode 






Display drivers disabled 
Leading zero. blanking 
inhibited 
air 
:7;;W*"'t■ • ■•••'%''''. 
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CONTROL INPUT DEFINITIONS ICM7227 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
OUTPUTS 	• — : 
The CARRY/BORROW output is a positive going pulse 
occurring typically 500ns after the positive going edge of the 
COUNT INPUT. It occurs when the counter is clocked from 
9999 to 0000 when counting up and from 0000 to 9999 when 
counting down. This output, allows direct cascading of 
counters. ,.   • • 
The EQUAL output assumes a negative level when the con- 
ants of the counter and register are equal. 	. . 	- 
TheTE.Fro output assumes a negative level when the content 
of the counter is 0000.  
The CARRY/BORROW, EQUAL and ZERO outputs will drive 
a single TTL load over the full range of supply voltage and 
ambient temperature; for a logic zero, these outputs will sink 
2mA @ 0.4V ion resistance 200 ohrnsi, and for a (*cone, the 
outputs source >60AA. 
The digit and segment drivers provide a decoded 7 segment 
display system, capable of directly driving common anode 
LED displays at typical peak currents of 40mA/seg. This 
corresponds to average currents of 10mA/seg at a 25% 
multiplex duty cycle. For the common cathode versions, 
peak segment currents are 12.5mA, corresponding to 
average segment currents of 3.1mA. The DISPLAY pin con-
trols the display output using three level logic. The pin is 
self-biased to a voltage approximately 112 IV" i; this corres-
ponds to normal operation. When this pin is connected to V, 
the segments are inhibited, and when connected to V", the 
leading zero blanking feature is inhibited. For normal 
operation (display on with leading zero blanking) the pin may 
be left open. The display may be controlled with a 3 position 
SPOT switch; see fig. 1. , 
M7217/7227 
•BcD V) port provides a means of transferring data to 
porn the device. The ICM7217 versions multiplex data 
it* Counter or register via thumbwheel switches, 
ping on inputs to the LOAD COUNTER or LOAD REG-
1,1; pins: In the ICkt7227 versions, input/output control 
itoning must be provided externally, When functioning as 
• the BCD I/O pins will drive one standard TTL load. 
peon anode versions have internal pull down resistors 
' common cathode versions have internal pull up resistors 
se four BCD I/O lines. 
'onboard multiplex scan oscillator has a norninal_freen- 
'1;equency ..ol.10kliz. This may_be reduced by - the 
signi3.1s single capacitor between the SCAN pin and the • 
w." supply, Or the oscillator may be directly overdriven 
g 20kHz. Capacitor values and corresponding 
)0121 oscillator frequencies, digit repetition rates, and 
ling limes for ICM7217 versions) are shown in Table 1 . 
 
'internal oscillator output has a duty cycle of approxi-
* 25:1, providing a short pulse occurring at the 
gator frequency. This pulse clocks the four-state 
far which provides the four multiplex phases. The short 
*width is used to delay the digit driver outputs, thereby 
'ding inter-digit blanking which prevents ghosting. The 
a y scanned from MSD (D41 to LSD (01). See Fig. 3 for - 

























NTROL OF ICM7217 
tau nter is incremented by the rising edge of the count 
)144 when UP/DOWN is high. It is decremented when 
,.;:r0/ is low. A Schmitt trigger on the COUNT INPUT 
ef t hysteresis to prevent double triggering on slow ris-
dges and permits operation in noisy environments. 
ITM pin controls the internal latches and conse- 
ty the signals appearing at the 7-segment and BCD 
▪ Bringing theP(51:71 pin low transfers the contents- - 
'counter into the latches. ' 
oonlior is asynchronously reset to 0000 by bringing the 
pillow. The count input is inhibited during reset and 
;q enter operations. The ST -6.w and UP/-0-070- pins 
7„diel with pullup resistors of approximately 75 kfl. 
c(:) no pins, the LOAD COUNTER 1LCi, and LOAD 
STER 11.1:11 pins combine to provide presetting and 
ere (unctions. LC and LR are three-level inputs. being 
;steel approximately 1/2 V'• for normal operation. With 
Csnd LR open, and thumbwheel switches I if used' set 
07). !open), the BCD I/O pins provide a multiplexed 
"00 of the latch contents, scanned from MSD 
'by the display multiplex. In this mode of operation, 
pins will drive one TTL load. When either or both of 
;or LR pins is connected to r, the TTL driver devices 
"(I off and the BCD pins become high-impedance 
When LC Is connected to the count input is 
sd and the levels at the BCD pins are multiplexed into 
When LR is connected to V'. the levels at the 
Assremultiplexed into the register without disturbing 
, ;er. When both are connected to V*, the count is 
ICM7217/7227 
When using the digit outputs ass! 
switches, the switched BCD 
automatically synchronized to th 
using the digit outputs to gate 
remembered that Input data must 
of the digit output 
The preset circuitry is used to per 
forcing the BCD input lines to zer 
decades of counter in parallel. Thi 
LOAD REGISTER is activated wt 
the register will be set to zero, sin) 
to zero, - - 
When using the circuit as a prcx 
with equal outputs) a short time 
on the E l57-1AL output to allow the 
valid duration reset pulse. 
— V. 
a 
When the circuit is configured tc 
ter with a new value from the 
DUAL). loading time wilt be d 
four. If this load time is longer ' 
count, a count can be lost. Sine( 
the register, the register need c 
value is to be entered. RESET • 
Figure tt: Brig! 
OUTPUT AND INPUT RE: 
The CARRY/BORROW outpu 
ter and reset operations. 
The EQUAL output is not vat 
register operations. 	. 
The 21-W-05 output Is not 
operation. 
The RESET input may be sus 
time (counting out of reset) is 
will present no prob'ems wh 
devices l i.e., TTL or CMOS I 
adding virtually any taped' 
DL 
•inhibited and both register and counter are presettable. 
When LR is connected to GROUND, the oscillator is inhibi-
ted, the BCD I/O pins go to the high impedance state, and the 
. segment and digit drivers are turned off. This allows the 
display to be used for other purposes and minimizes power 
Consumption. In this display off condition, the circuit Will 
continue to count, and the CARRY/BORROW,  EQUAL, 
YUOR , UP/DOWN, (ESET and STORE functions operate as 
normal. When LC is connected to ground, the BCD I/O pins 
are forced to the high impedance state without disturbing the 
counter or register. See "Control input Definitions" pg. 5) for 
a cataloging of the pins that function as three-state sell-
biased inputs and their respective operations. 	 - -- 
Note that the ICM7217 and 7217B have been designed to 
drive common anode displays. The BCD inputs are active 
high, as are the BCD outputs. 
The ICM7217A and 7217C are used to drive common 
cathode displays, and the BCD inputs are active low. BCD 
outputs are active high. • 
NOTES ON THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES & 
MULTIPLEXING 	 . 
The thumbwheel switches used with these circuits (both 
common anode and common cathode) are TRUE BCD 
coded; i.e. all switches open corresponds to 0000. - 
Since the thumbwheel switches are connected in parallel, 
diodes must be provided to prevent crosstalk between digits. 
See fig. 4. 
In order to maintain reasonable noise margins, these diodes 
should be specified with low forward voltage drops (IN914). 
During load counter and load register operations, the 
multiplex oscillator is disconnected from the SCAN input and 
is allowed to free-run. In all other conditions, the oscillator 
may  be directlyarerdriven, however the internal oscillator 
signal will be of the same duty cycle and phase as the over-
driving signal, and the digits are blanked during the time the • 
external signal is at a positive level. To insure proper leading 
zero blanking, the blanking time should not be less than about 
20, and by varying the duty cycle, the display brightness may 
be altered. Overdriving the oscillator at less than 200Hz may 
cause display flickering. See lig. 6 for brightness control 
circuits. 
These circuits are variable-duty-cycle oscillators suitable for 
-overdriving the multiplex oscillator at the SCAN input of an 
ICM7217. The inverters should be CMOS CD4000 series. and 
the diodes may be any inexpensive device such as IN914. ' 
When either the LOAD COUNTER iPin 12) or LOAD REGIS-
TER 1Pin 111 is taken high; the chip executes a sequence of 
operations that reads the thumbwheelswitches. These inputs 
are edge-triggered, and pulsing them high for 500 ns at room 
temperature will Initiate a full thumbwheel switch scan and 
data entry cycle. 
When the circuit recognizes that a load input is high, the 
multiplex oscillator and counter are reset to 04i. The inter-
nal oscillator is then disconnected from the SCAN' pin and 
the preset circuitry is enabled. The oscillator starts and runs 
with a frequency determined by its internal capacitor, (which 
may vary from chip to chip). When the chip finishes a full 4 
digit multiplex cycle (loading each digit from D4 to D3 to 02 
to D1 in turn', it again samples the LOAD REGISTER and 
LOAD COUNTER inputs. If either or both is still high, it 
repeats the (cad cycle, If both are floating or low. the oscilla-
tor is reconnected to the SCAN pin and the chip returns to 
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ICM7217/7227 Od Od 
When using the digit outputs as strobes into the thumbwheel 
switches, the switched BCD data is Inputted and 
automatically synchronized to the appropriate digit. When 
using the digit outputs to gate external logic. It must be 
remembered that Input data must be valid at the trailing edge 
of the digit output. . • 
The preset circuitry is used to perform the reset operation by 
forcing the BCD input lines to zero, and "presetting" all four 
decades of counter in parallel. This affects register loading; if 
LOAD REGISTER is activated when the RESET input is low, 
the register will be set to zero, since the input lines are forced 
to zero. 
When using the circuit as a programmable divider (+ by N 
with equal outputs) a short time delay (about testis needed 
on the EQUAL output to allow the RESET input to establish a 
valid duration reset pulse. 
1E1 
111513AI •• 	v'Sev 	
When the circuit Is configured to reload the counter or regis-
ter with a new value from the BCD lines (upon reaching 
ETC—AL I, loading time will be digit "on" time multiplied by 
four. 1f this load time is longer than one period of the input 
count, a count can be lost. Since the circuit will retain data in 
the register, the register need only be updated when a new 
value is to be entered. RESET will not clear the register. 
Figure 6: Brightness Circuits 	. 
OUTPUT AND INPUT RESTRICTIONS 
The CARRY/BORROW output is not valid during load coun-
ter and reset operations. 	. 
The EQUAL output is not valid du'ring load counter or load 
register operations. 	. 
The ZED output is not valid during a load counter 
operation, 
The RESET input may be susceptible to noise if its input rise 
time (counting out of reset i is greater than about 500ea. This 
will present no problems when this input is driven by active 
devices tie., TTL or CMOS logic i but in hardwired systems 
adding virtually any capacitance to the RESET input can 
Cause trouble. A simple circuit which provides a reliable 
power-up reset and a fast rise time on the RESET input is 
shown below. 
• 
CONTROL OF 7227 VERSIONS 	. 
The 7227 series has been designed to permit microprocessor 
. control of the inputs. BCD inputs and outputs are active high. 
In the IM7227 versions, the STORE, UP/5, SC1 and SC2 
(select code bits 1 and 21 pins form a four-bit control word 
input. A negative-going pulse on the CWS (control word 
strobe) pin writes the data on these pins into four internal 
control latches, and resets the multiplex counter in prepara-
tion for sequencing a data transfer operation. The select 
code 00 is reserved for changing the state of the Store and/or 
Up/ own latches without initiating a data transfer. Writing a 
one into the Store latch sets the latch and causes the data in 
the counter to be transferred into the output latches, while 
writing a zero resets the latches causing them to retain data 
and not be updated. Similarly, writing a one into the 
Up/Down latch causes the counter to count up and writing a 
zero causes the counter to count down. The state of the Store 
and Up/Down latches may also be changed with a nonzero 
select code. 
Writing a nonzero select code initiates a data transfer 
operation. Writing select code of 01 ISC1, SC2) indicates that 
the data in the output latches will be active and enables the 
BCD I/O port to output the data. Writing a select code of 11 
indicates that the register will be preset, and a 10 indicates 
that the counter will be preset. 
When a nonzero select code is read, the clock of the four-
state multiplex counter is switched to the C) -11.15A-TA TRAKIS-
PIM pin. Negative-going pulses at this pin then sequence a 
digit-by-digit data transfer, either outputting data or preset-
ting the counter or register as determined by the select code. 
The output drivers of the BCD I/O port will be enabled only 
while rr is low during a data transfer initiated with a 01 select 
code. 
The sequence of digits will be D4-D3-D2-D1, i.e. when out-
putting, the data from 04 will be valid during the first DT 
pulse, then D3 will be valid during the second pulse, etc. 
When presetting, the data for 04 must be valid at the positive-
going transition (trailing edge) of the first DT pulse, the data 
for D3 must be valid during the second Ur pulse, etc. 
At the end of a data transfer operation, on the positive going 
transition of the fourth DT pulse, the SC1 and SC2 control 
latches will automatically reset, terminating the data transfer 
and reconnecting the multiplex counter clock to the 
oscillator. In the ICM7227 versions, the multiplex oscillator is 
always free-running, except during a data transfer operation 
when it is disabled. 
Fig. 5 shows the timing of data transfers initiated with a 11 
select code (writing into the register) and a 01 select code 
(reading out of the output latches). Typical times during 
which data must be valid at the control word and BCD I/O 
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1. FIXED DECIMAL POINT 
In the common anode versions. a fixed decimal point may be 
activated by connecting the D.P. segment lead from the 
Appropriate digit with separate digit displays) through a 3911 
series resistor to Ground. With common cathode devices. 
the D.P. segment lead should be connected through a 7511 
series resistor to V. . 
To force the device to display leading zeroes after a fixed 
decimal point, use a bipolar transistor and base resistor in a 
configuration like that shown below with the resistor con-
necled to the digit output driving the D.P. for lett hand D.P, 
displays, and tothe next least significant digit output for right 








2. UNIT COUNTER WITH BCD OUTPUT (Figure 71 
The simplest application of the 1CM7217 is a 4 digit Le* 
counter. All that is required is an ICM7217, a power suppty 
and a 4 digit display. Add a momentary switch for reset an 
SPDT center-off switch to blank the display or view leadms 
Zeroes, and one more SPDT switch for up/down control . 
 Using an ICM7217A and a common-cathode calculator-type
display, results in the least expensive digital counter/display 
system available. 
Figure 7: Unit Counter 
3. PRECISION ELAPSED TIME/COUNTDOWN 
TIMES (Figure 8) 
This circuit uses an ICM7213 precision one minute/ore 
second timebase generator using a 4.1943 MHz crystal for 
generating pulses counted by an ICM7217B. The thumb-
wheel switches allow a starting time to be entered into the 
counter for a preset-countdown type timer, and allow the 
register to be set for compare functions. For instance. to 
make a 24-hour clock with BCD output the register can be 
preset with 2400 and the EQUAL output used to reset the 
counter. Note the 10k resistor connected between the LOAD 
COUNTER terminal and Ground. This resistor pulls the 
LOAD COUNTER input low when not loading, thereby inhib-
iting the BCD output drivers. This resistor should be elimi-
nated and SW4 replaced with an SPOT center-off switch if the 
BCD outputs are to be used. This technique may be used on 
any 3-level input. The 100k pullup resistor on the count input 
is used to ensure proper logic voltage swing from the 
ICM7213. For a less expensive (and less accurate. timebase, 
an ICM7555 timer may be used in a configuration like that 
shown in Figure 12 to generate a 1Hz reference. 
1CM7217/7227 
& II-DIGIT UP/DOWN COUIA 
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correct leading zero blanking. 
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Figure ft 8 Digit Up/Down Counter 
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1CM7217/7227 
L 9-DIGIT UP/DOWN COUNTER (Figure 91 
Otis circuit shows how to cascade counters and retain 
correct leading zero Nanking. The NAND gate detects 
whether a digit is active since one o1 the two segments a or 5 
s active on any unblanked number. The flip flop is clocked 
by the least significant digit of the high order counter, and if 
this dig it is not blanked, the C.1 output of the flip flop goes high 
5. TAPE RECORDER POSITION INDICATOR/ 
CONTROLLER (Figure 10) 
This circuit shows an application which uses the up/down 
counting feature of the ICM7217 to keep track of tape 
position. This circuit is representative of the many 
applications of up/down counting in monitoring dimen-
sional position. For example, an ICM7227 as a peripheral to a 
processor can monitor the position Of a lathe bed or 
digitizing head, transfer the data to the processor,  drive 
interrupts to the processor using the EQUAL or ZERO out-
puts, and serve as a numerical display for the processor. 
In the tape recorder application, the LOAD REGISTER. 
EQUAL and ZERO outputs are used to control the recorder. 
To make the recorder stop at a particular point on the tape, 
od 
and turns on the NPN transistor, thereby inhibiting leading 
• zero blanking on the low order counter. 
It is possible to use separate thumbwheel switches for 
presetting, but since the devices load data with the oscillator 
free-running. the multiplexing of the two devices is difficult 
to synchronize. This presents no problems with the ICM7227 
devices, since the two devices are operated as peripherals to 
a processor. 
the register can be set with the stop point and the USUAL 
output used to stop the recorder either on fast forward, play 
or rewind. 
To make the recorder stop before the tape comes free of the 
reel on rewind, a leader should be used. Resetting the 
counter at the starting point of the tape, a few feet from the 
end of the leader, allows the ZERO output to be used to stop 
the recorder on rewind, leaving the leader on the reel. 
The 1M11 resistor and .0047 p F capacitor on the COUNT 
INPUT provide a time constant of about Sms to debounce the 
reel switch. The Schmitttrigger on the COUNT INPUT of the 
1CM7217 squares up the signal before applying it to the 
counter. This technique may be used to debounce switch-
closure inputs in other applications. 
Figure 10: Recorder Indicator 
8•63 
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BiMOS Operational Amplifiers 
With MOS/FET Input, Bipolar Output 
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• MOSIFET Input Stem 
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••71. The totent4 , of Irminai 	and the 
sense 01 Ire meow s.r.,. must he 
sew.-:a•ned - a most iennor tan , consodets 
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OUTPUT CIRCUI T CONSIDERATIONS 
at sent inlet lar,ng r m TTL Crcuitry 3 
• i• . al- Mewed w to a I ^q•e 6 2 .oll inner 
Connected In teem nal 8 a. thown In 
• 12 	Ti- i connection 411.UTei that the 
mum twin° , S•Ona sonnet v. it not go 
• Pesit•re 	lt, ten,. vu ;ace nunsil 
• • . nate in emitter vO 	drool within the 
t..2.3140 	These voitsart ate •lependent 
l"e operating tug). voltage 
LOW 
t • 
• - i141. 
•• • • 	.L• 	 — 	Slit 
es 12 - Ze•., rows eee Par* esa••neet•el 
nemmor Se-e I ro two 1 CA3140 
ourenir I.•11 re T 11. 
• 13 snows nurnui c_toent sine mg cape-
s,• • OS or IT.. CA31 1 ) at var•ous wvdy 
- •oes Output voltages swing t: the nega-
r tr. sourly tail trimits to-s derma to Osier 
4 13 - Varela, &crow wrest ro.•nsarrel 
&of 016 n ma. non., 
are both power transistors end thyme°. S 
chrectly wilhool the need for level dulling 
Encselt1r usually ossocioleit with the 741 
wiles of oneralmnal ornphherS 
Fig 16 show some typical conliguratiOM 
Note that a series resit  HL , is tned in both 
eases to limit the Chive available to Ifie di teen 
device Moreover, it n terommeesdirsif that a 
Set /PS donde and Shtiol diode hs• used It the 
throtioi moot to Prevent loope negative 
it ansient Surges that can sutras at rite yell of 
thelillOTS. from damaging the ontespoted 
tin ruin 
1 	I 	• 	I 
•••• 	PIA 0.41.4 
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140 40L 	 MO 144 NMI •04, 
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OFFSET-VOLTAGE NULLING 
The input-011W voltage can be nutted by 
connecting a 10 1,11 pulentinmetv between 
terminals I and 5 and returning its wiper pm 
to terminal a. see Fly 15a The lechnnsite. 
hosevet, gives mote •diuument range than 
matured and ibetelnic, a considerable por• 
hod of the potentiometer tolotion nos 
fully utilized Typical values of series re-
sistors that may lie placed at either end of 
the pol.npornetei, see Fig 1511, to opium?* 
ill utilization range are given in the table 
"Electrical Celli acier•stirs For Design Guid-
ance shown in Ind bulletin, 
An elle. nate system is shown in Fes 15c Thus 
circuit uses only one additional resistor of 
aptco•rnatety the value shown et the table. 
Tot potenimenelers, in which the renitence 
does not MOO TO IVO ohms at !OM.. end of 
location, a value of tesist•nce 10% lower 
Man the values Shown in the table should 
be used . 
LOW•VOLTAGE OPERATION 
Opetatton at total suisply voltages as low PS 
4 rolls is possible with the CA3140 A cur-
rent regulator based upon the PPACJS dues 
hold voltage ou•ntaIns reasonable constant 
operating current and hence consistent per• 
fur mane down to these lower voltages 
The low voltage limitation occurs when the 
upper ex iterne of the moot Common mode 
voltage range extends down to the voltage at 
terminal 4. This lurid IS reached at a total 
• ease 
supply voltage lust below. 4 aegis. The Out-
put voltage tenge also begins to extend down 
to the negative supply toil, but is slightly 
higher than that of the input. Fig 20 shows 
Mese characteristtcs and shows that with 
2 volt dual supplies, the lower extreme of the 
Input common mode voltage range q below 
ound potential. 
Sea 111 - Merh•res at entree., the tracked amine* 
nr•rent caarbsbey or Ia. CA3140 amok 
BANDWIDTH AND SLEW RATE 
Fee those cases where bandwidth reduction 
is desired, lot example. broadband noise re 
duction, an external capacitor connected be• 
tweed terminals land 8 can reduce the open-
100o - 3 dB bandwidth. The slew rate will, 
however, also be PeoPorlionally reduced by 
using this additional Capacitor, Thus, a 20% 
reduction to bandwidth by this technique 
will 'also reduce the slew rate by about 70%. 
Fog 17 shows the typical settling time re 
ported to teach 1 mV or 10 my of the final 
well.e lot various levels of large signal In-
puts for the voltage•lollower and inverting 
unity-gain amplifiers. The eXCIOTIOnallsi 
hot settling urn, characteristics shown In 
Fog 18 are largely due to the high combina-
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ob I , Por,■ C 	 ■■ • ■ 	• 	 o•..st -r Ton, 	,.r. 
70 DEVICES COVER COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND MILITARY TEMPERATURE RANGES 
• Lour None 	It nVisire Typ 	 • Hill Input Imps:lance— JFET Input 
• Low Harmonic Distortion . 0.01% Typ 
	 Step 
• Mae Common-Mode and Clitfarantial 
	 • Internal Frequency Comp•rtwoon 
Voltage Ren•In 
	
• Low Power C.onsenpuon 
• Low Input Bias and Offset Currents 	 • Labsh.Up- Free Operation 
• Output Short-Circuit Protection 	 • limn Slew Rate - .13 Vies Typ 
datetitaTIOn 
The JTTT.Ireaut aowahonel wooden of the TL071 wren are twined towai•we sets.. 51 the T10111 eines 
ampahns wilt low moo, loft and 010t1 Lolttwl• and lass sin. on, TM low ..., ,.later and bow now, .4a• 
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fa 175 . C. ihwa will to "l" sulk. wt chiptcurinad for oiewritsa he., -25.0 to 45 . C. ltd Wow wits a "C" wits 
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Cat No. 276-1714 
AMPLIFIER NO 1 
1 2
flLLJfl JLF  
OUT INVERT NE, %1IN 	NONIN INVERT OUT 
PUT ING 	VEPTING VERTING ING 	PUT 
INRIT 	INP.J1 	to•P,, T 	WIN), 
features 
• Consists of 4 indep..railent TriTT OP Amps 
• Internally ccr-vensated • Low noise 
• Very high input impedance (>10' 1 Ohmsl 
• High slew WE 113V 'psec typ 
• Wide supply voltage range 
• Output short ci-cuit protected 
• 10, single 0 , th,a ) ended pmei supply applications 
absolute maximum ratings 
Supply yrtItage V-x 36VDC or -±18VDC 
Difierenat input voltage =30VDC 
Input voltage ± 15VDC 
Powrr dissipation 680 m1,V 
Operating temperature 0°C to 
electrical characteristics 
Output current source Typ 40 mA 
Output current sink Typ 20 mA 
Input °Net voltage Typ 2 0 mVDC 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEE 
RADIO SHACK DATA BOOKS 
T1.084C Oua i.—rET op amp 
elfYCP' 	 PC.1 17 7 
O 	wi- 	VEPTiG VT TN, . TN 
P- • 
 
PI1 	1N J1 	-- N•••••,1 	>tTI 
4 1.1 17 L71 ITT 9  
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COS/MOS 14-Stage Ripple-Carry 
Binary Counter/Divider and Oscillator 
The RCA-CD4060A consists of an =PIMr 
	
Fimturos: 
section and 14 ripple-carry binary counter 
FUCKS. The oscillator configuration allows 
design of either RC or crystal oscillator 
circuits. A RESET input is provided which 
resets the counter to the all-O's state and 
disables the oscillator. A high level on the 
RESET line accomplishes the reset function. 
All counter stages are master-slave flip-flops. 
The state of the counter is advanced one 
step in binary order on the negative transi-
tion of 0 1 1400) All inputs and outputs are 
fully buffered. 
These types are supplied in 16-lead hermetic 
dual-in-line ceramic packages CD and F 
suffixes). 16-lead dual-In-tine plastic pack- 
	Applications: 
■ Timers age (E suffie),16-lead ceramic flat package.. 
• Frequency dividers (K suffix), and in Chip form (H suffix). 
MAXIMUM RATINGS, Absolute-Maximum Valuer 
STORAGE-TEMPERATURE RANGE )T ito ) 	 -OS to +1110% 
OPERATING-TEMPERATURE RANGE (TAI: 
PACKAGE TYPES D.F. 	 -56 to +125°C 
PACKAGE TYPE E 	  -40 to 445 °C 
DC SUPPLY-VOLTAGE RANGE. fld Do) 
(Voltages referenced to Vss Termlnel) • 	 _OS to 415 V 
POWER DISSIPATION PER PACKAGE (Pp) 
FOP TA- -40 to .60 °C (PACKAGE TYPE El 	 500 m• 
FOR TA- .41D to 465°C (PACKAGE TYPE E I Ceram Linearly it 12 mW/°C to 200 mW 
FOR TA. -55 to .100°C (PACKAGE TYPES OF) 	 SOO mW 
FOR TA. *100 to 4125°C (PACKAGE TYPES D.E.) Dorm Linearly et 12 mW/ °C to 200 NM 
DEVICE DISSIPATION PER OUTPUT TRANSISTOR 
FOR TA. FULL PACKAGE-TEMPERATURE RANGE (ALL PACKAGE TYPES) 	 100 mW 
INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE. ALL INPUTS 	  -0.5 to %/Do 4415 V 
LEAD TEMPERATURE (DURING SOLDERING): 
At distance 1/111 t 1/22 Ind, 1150 t 0.29 mrni from as for 10 s max 	 *2115°C 
• RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS at TA 25 °C, Except as Noted. 
For maximum reliability, nominal operating conditions should be selected so that 








MM. Max. Min. Max. 
Supply-Voltage Range (For TA vr Full 
3 12 3 12 V 
Package-Temperature Range)  
Input-Pulse Width, tw 












Input-Pulse Rise & Fail 












Input-Pulse Frequency, fo 5 - 1 - 0.9 MHz 
10 - 3 - 2.75 
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For 3 - Typical p-olenreel drain oSarecterlstict. 
• 4-MHz operating frequency (1Y1P-) •1 VDD -V65" 
• Common reset 
■ Fully static operation 
• 10 buffered outputs available 
■ Ouiesoint current greed ied to 15 V 
• Maximum input leakage current of 1 AA 
at 15 V (full package-temperature range/ 
• 1-V noise margin (full package-temper-
ature Fangs) 
Oscillator Faaturas: 
• All active components on chip 
• RC or crystal oscillator configuration 
04060A Types 
FADC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Limits at Indicated Tompenruires ( °C) 
DYNAMIC ELECTRICAL CV - masa KKE ••••■-• 







DowntIL M ax 	  
• aimp 
AMER r: 	 •-• 
E Pack age D, ,H Peckars  Units 
+96 
-40 	 +86 
Typ. Limit 
.7s 
-56 	  +125 
Typ. Limit 
CHARACTERISTIC 6 15 15 901 60 0.5 
25 	1500 100 2 100 1400 10 25 	1 
50 2.5 50 	2000 500 6 500 15 
0 Typ.; 0.05 Max. Input-Pulse Operation 
Propagation Delay 
Time, ch to 04 Out; 
IPHL • tPLH  
Propagation Delay 
Time, On  to C1, 4.1; 





Input-Pulse Rise & Fall 





6 6 p,4 V GI 
Low Ur*, 








0 Typ.; 0.05 Max. 10 10 
V 
Fig 4,- Altininuon g-chonnol dtvin cloaroccorioiax. 4.95 Min.; 5 Typ. 5 0 
9.95 Min.; 10 Typ. - o 10 
5 1.5 Min.; 2.25 Typ, 4.2 - 
3 Min.; 4.5 Typ, 10 9 
V 
1.5 Min.; 2.25 Typ. 0.8 
3 Min.; 4.5 Typ. 10 10 
1 Min. 4,5 5 
fw 




1 MM. fi 0.5 
10 1 Min. 
0.18 0.125 021 0.38 0.18 0.15 
0.36 0.25 0.42 0.75 0.36 0.3 
-0.125 -0.085 -0.145 -0.25 -0.125 -0.1 
-0.25 -0.1751 -0.29 -0.5 -0.25 -0.2 
ID 	•0 	OD 	•D 
1.••• Lor...rnampl 140-■ 




I ON Min. 
5 0.36 0.5 F. 6 - Typicd propig000n delay Oro* yr. iowl 
copoc, time PO, to 04 output/. 





5 -0.15 -0.25 4.5 - Propagation Dairy 
tpH L 10 -0.5 9.5 
Any Input 
- - 15 
Input 1-4 4,119* 
Curren t. 
IIL IIH 
110-6 Typ t1 Max, Minimum 'islet 
Pulse Width, tw 
ILA 
• No 66018XXIXable to Terminal 9 6x 10 
Fit It,- Typical propagation *fay ern* vt load 
ciPicionat la. to 0,071. 
MTN' SrTIEA,STANCI 
# 
∎ LL ATOP 
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Fig. I f - Quiesc•nt-de•ice current test circuit 
CD4060A Types 
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VDD WI Mln. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. 
Input-Pulse Operation 
Propazation Delay 
Time, 0 1 to 04 Out; 
IPHL • 1:PLH 
5 - 900 1800 - ROO 1900 
ns 
10 - 450 900 - 450 950 
Propagation Daley 
Time, On to On4.1; 
tPHL • tPLH 
6 - 450 900 - 450 950 
ns 
10 - 225 450 - 225 475 
Transition Time, 
t•THI..• tTLH 
5 - 150 300 - 150 350 
ns 
10 - 75 150 - 75 175 
Min. Input-Pulse 
Width t w t••100 kHz 
5 - 200 400 - 200 500 
ns  
10 - 75 110 - 75 125 
Input-Pulse Rise 6 Fall 
Time, t,. tht, 
5 - - 15 - - 15 
Pi 
10 - - 7.6 - - 7.6 
Max. Input-Pulse 
Frequency, fo 
5 1 1.75 - 0.9 1.75 - 
MHz 
10 3 4 - 2.75 4 - 




6 - 500 1000 - 500 1250 
m 
10 - 250 500 - 250 600 
Minimum Reset 
PUIN Width, tw 
6 - 500 1000 - 500 1250 
ns 
10 - 250 - 250 SOO 
apt( 
an •I14•E •1•1fil 
• 
10 DM. woo  MVO* 
CC•MICI au. W.= 
8~1 ID mown 
VDD a. •1s 
elf 	.as rftal 
Fie 12 - Noia-immunity coat carve& 
	 F. 13 - Input-leat tpr-curren t rat CifWIL 
rem* 
*MO. km° 
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CA3140, CA3140A, CA3140B Types 
BiMOS Operational Amplifiers 
With MOS/F ET Input, Bipolar Output 
The CA31408, CA3140A, and CA3140 are 
integrated-circuit operational amplifiers that 
combine the advantages of high-voltage PMOS 
transistors with high-voltage bipolar tran-
sistors on a single monolithic chip. Because 
of this unique combination of technologies, 
this device can now provide designers, for 
the first time, with the special performance 
features of the CA3130 COS/MOS opera-
tional amplifiers and the versatility of the 
741 series of industry-standard operational 
amplifiers. 
The CA3140,CA3140A , and CA3140 8 iMOS 
operational amplifiers feature gate-protected 
MOS/FET (PMOS) transistors in the input 
circuit to provide very-high-input impedance, 
wry-low-input current, and high-speed per-
formance. The CA31408 operates at supply 
voltages from 4 to 44 volts; the CA3140A 
and CA3140 from 4 to 36 volts (either single 
or dual supply). These operational amplifiers 
are internally phase-compensated to achieve 
stable operation in unity-gain follower oper-
ation, and, additionally, have access termi-
nals for a supplementary external capacitor 
if additional frequency roll-off is desired. 
Terminals are also provided for use in appli-
cations requiring input offset-voltage nulling. 
The use of PMOS field-effect transistors in 
the input stage results in common-mode in-
put-voltage capability down to 0.5 volt below 
the negative-supply terminal, an important 
attribute for single-supply applications. The 
output stage uses bipolar transistors and in-
cludes built-in protection against damage 
from load-terminal short-circuiting to either 
supply-rail or to ground. 
The CA3140 Series has the same 8-lead termi-
nal pin-out used for the "741" and other 
itdustrystandard operational amplifiers. They 
are supplied in either the standard 8-lead 
TO.5 style package (T suffix), or in the 8- 
lead dual-in-line formed-lead TO.5 style pack-
age "OIL-CAN" IS suffix). The CA3140 is 
available in chip form (H suffix). The 
CA3140A and CA3140 are also available in 
en 8-lead dual-in-line plastic package (Mini-
01P-E suffix). The CA31408 is intended for 
operation at supply voltages ranging from 4 
to 4-4 volts, for applications requiring pre-
mium-grade specifications and with electrical 
limits established for operations over the 
range from —55° C to +125° C. The CA3140A 
and CA3140 are for operation at supply volt-
ages up to 36 volts (t 18 volts). The CA3140 
ages up to 36 volts (118 volts). All types can 
be operated safely over the temperature range 
from —55°C to +125°C. 
CA3140. CA3140A 	CA3140• 
36V 	 44 V 
± v 25 I/ 






• Ground-referenced single-supply amplifiers 
In automobile and portable instrumentation 
• Sample and hold amplifiers 
■ Long-duration timiers/multivibritors 
(microseconds—minutes—hours) 
• Photocurrint instrumentation 
■ Pak detectors 	• Active filters 
• Comparison 
■ Interface in 5 V TTL systems as other 
law-supply voltage MU". 
• All standard operational ampl:f'er application 
• Function generators • Tone corttrbls 
■ Power supplies 	■ Portable instnninnis 
• Intrusion alarm systems 
TYPICAL ELECTRI 
CHARACTEI 






Input Noise Voltar 





Opposite Supply f 
Gain-Bandwidth 
Product, (See Fig 
Slew Rate. (See Fig 
Sink Current From 





at 10 V0. 0 
 (See Fig.17) 
MAXIMUM RATINGS, Absolute-Maximum Values: 
DC SUPPLY VOLTAGE 
(BETWEEN v• AND V — TERMINALS) 	  
DIFFERENTIAL-MODE INPUT VOLTAGE  
COMMON-MODE OC INPUT VOLTAGE 	  
INPUT-TERMINAL CURRENT 	  
DEVICE DISSIPATION: 
WITHOUT HEAT SINK — 
UP TO 55°C 	 
ABOVE 55°    Derma iirwarly 5.67 mW/°C 
WITH HEAT SINK —
Up to 55°C   
Above 55°C 	  Denim linearly 16.7 nsW/°C 
-TEMPERATURE RANGE: 
OPERATING ALL TYPES) 	  —55 to + 125°C 
STORAGE 1ALL TYPES) 	 —63 to *150°C 
OUTPUT SHORT-CIRCUIT DURATION•  	INDEFINITE 
LEAD TEMPERATURE (DURING SOLDERING): 
AT DISTANCE 1/16 ± 1/32 INCH 11 59 ± 0.79 MM) 
FROM CASE FOR 10 SECONDS MAX 	  
Features: 
• MOS/FET Input Stage 
(a) Very high input impedance (2IN) — 11 TO tys 
(b) Very low input current 	— 10 pA tyja. at 
(c) Low input-offset voltage (Vjo) — to 2 My ma 
Wide common-mode input-voltage raneli. 
GM be swung 0.5 volt below negative - 
supplywolOge rail 
(a) Output swing complements input commovrai 
range 
(t) Rugged input stage — bipolar diode proOctal 
• Directly replaces industry type 741 in 
most applications 
■ Includes numerous industry operational 
amplifier categories with as general-pur- . 
pone, FET input, wideband (high slew rate) 
• Operation from 4-to-44 volts 
Single or Dual supplies 
• Internally compensated 
• Characterized for t 15-vat operation 
and for TTL wooly systems with 
operation down to 4 volts 
• Wide bandwidth — 4.5 MHz unity 
pin at t 15 V or 30 V; 3.7 MHz it S V -• 
• High voltage-follower dew rata — 9 Win 
• Fast setting time — 1.4 us typ. 
to 10 mV with a 10-Vp.p signal 
■ Output swings to within 0.2 volt 
of negative supply 
• Strobable output step 
• Short circuit may be applied to wound or 10 utter 111.1001V. 






a Active filters 
eyetaine & other 
OPPl iCirt iC4/ 
 ■ Tone controls 
Portable instruments 
CA3140, CA3140A, CA3140B Types 
TYPICAL ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 	 CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
0(110+0(2M) — 1.5 Tr2 lye 
eent (III — 	PA tYp. 
or (Vm) — to 2 mV mat 
I input -voltage range (VICKI 
oft below negative 
00,,,,u input common-mak 
1;f
hipiolsr diode protected 
type 741 is 
jity operational 
* al peneralpur-
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Input Offset Voltage 
Adjustment Resistor 
Typ.Vslue of Re. 
sister Between 
Term. 4 and 5 or 
4 and 1 to Adjust 
Max. VIO 
43 4.7 Id). 
Input Resistance 	 R1 1.5 1.5 1.5 TO 
Input Capacitance 	 Cl 4 4 4 PF 





ISee Fig. 39) 
8W • 140 kHz 
Rs • 1 MD 
48 48 48 otV 
Equivalent Input 
Noise Voltage 	 en 
ISee Fig.101 
f • 	1 kHz Rs - 
100 D 
40 40 40 
nVivc-17 




Source low 40 40 40 mA 
Sink 	10m — 18 18 18 mA 
Gain-Bandwidth 
Product, 	(See Figs. 5 8,181 	fT 4.5 4.5 4.5 MHz 
Slew Rate, (See F ig 61 	SR 9 9 9 V/us 
Sink Current From Terminal 8 
To Terminal 4 to Swing 
Output Low 
220 220 220 IAA 
Transient Response: 
Rise Time 
FIc. 2 krz 
= CI. 	100 pF 
0.08 0.08 0.08 Iss 
Overshoot 	(See Fig. 37) 	4 10 10 10 % 	I 
Settling Time 
at 10 V p.p, 
(See Fig.17) 
1 mV 	1s 
R L • 2 kt2 
CL • 100 pF 
Voltage Follower 
4.5 4.5 4.5 
10 mV 1.4 1.4 1.4 
1.11 
F69.2 — Bloc* diaper" of C.43140 win. 
Fig.? is a block diagram of the CA3140 
Series PMOS Operational Amplifiers, The 
input terminals may be operated down to 
0.5 V below the negative supply rail. Two 
Bass A amplifier stages provide the voltage 
gain, and a unique class AB amplifier stage 
provides the current gain necessary to drive 
low-impedance loads. 
A biasing circuit provides control of cascaded 
constant-evrrent flow circuits in the first and 
second stages. The CA3140 includes an on-
chip phase-compensating capacitor that is 
sufficient for the unity gain voltage-follow-
er configuration. 
Input Stages — The schematic circuit diagram 
of the CA3140 is shown in Fig.3. It con-
sists of a differential-input stage using PMOS 
field-effect transistors (09, 0101 working 
into, mirror pair of bipolar transistors (011. 
012) functioning as load resistors together 
with rosisturs R2 through R5. The mirror. 
pail transistors also function as a differ 1- 
tial-to-single-ended converter to Provide base -
current drive to the second-stage bipolar 
transistor (013). Offset nulling, when de-
sired. can be effected with a 10-kil poten-
tiometer connected across terminals 1 and 
5 and with its slider arm connected to termi-
nal 4. Cascode-connected bipolar transistors 
02, 05 are the constant-current source for 
the input stage. The base-biasing circuit for 
the constant-current source is described sub-
sequently. The small diodes D3, 04, 05 pro-
vide gate-oxide protection against high-volt-
age transients, e.g., static electricity, 
Second Stage — Most of the voltage gain in 
the CA3140 is provided by the second amp-
lifier stage, consisting of bipolar transistor 
013 and its cascade-connected load resis-
tance provided by bipolar transistors 03,04. 
On-chip phase compensation, sufficient for 
a majority of the applications it provided by 
CI. Additional Miller-Effect compensation 
(roll-off) can be accomplished, when de• 
tired, by simply connecting a small capa-
citor between terminals 1 and 8. Terminal 
8 is also used to strobe the output stage into 
quiescence. When terminal 8 is tied to the 
negative 'supply rail (terminal 4) by mechani• 
cal or eleotri'ml means, the outout terminal 6 
swings low, i.e., approximately to terminal 
4 potential. 
Output Stage — The CA3140 Series circuits 
employ a broadband output stage that can 
sink loads to the negative supply to comple-
ment the capability of the PMOS input stage 
when operating near the negative rail. Quies-
cent current in the emitter-follower cascade 
circuit (017, 018) is established by tran-
sistors (014, 015) whose base-currents are 
"mirrored" to current flowing through diode 
D2 in the bias circuit section. When the 
CA3140 is operating such that output ter• 
mina! 6 is sourcing current, transistor 018 
functions as an emitter-follower to source 
current from the V+ bus (terminal 7), via 
D7, R9, and R11. Under these conditions, 
the collector potential of 013 it suffi-
ciently high to permit the necessary flow of 
base current to emitter follower 017 which, 
in turn, drives 018. 
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TYPICAL ELECTRICAL C 
At V+ -5 V, V- 0 V, 1 
CHARACTE! 
Input Offset Voltage 
Input Offset Current 
Input Current 
Input Resistance 
Large-S.gnal Voltage Gain 




Power-Supply Rejection F 
Maximum Output Voltag 
ISee Figs 13,201 
Maximum Output Curren 
Source 
Sink 
Slew Rate (See Fig 61 
Gain•Bandwidth Product 
Supply Current (See Fig 
Dev.ce Dissipation 
Sink Current from Terr 
Term. 4 to Swing Outs 
3140, CA3140A, CA3140B Types 
144CTIIICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR EQUIPMENT DESIGN 




CA31408 CA3140A CA3140 
Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. 
Offset Voltage, !Viol - 0.8 2 - 2 5 - S 15 mV 
*400119e Current. ilicil - 0.5 10 0.5 20 0.5 30 pA 
4.0n Current. II - 10 30 - 10 40 - 10 50 pA 
todiSrgrial 
Voltage Gain, AOL. 
 oe Figs 4.181 
50 k 100k - 20k 100k 20k 100k - V/V 
94 100 - 86 100 86 100 dB 
,...--- 
..Nnen.Mode 
Aojocuon Ratio, CM RR 
iso. Fry 91 
- 20 50 - 32 320 - 32 320 pV/V 
70 90 - 70 90 - dB 
common-Mode 
mpo t-Vol cage 
Range , VICR 















Anoction 	AV10/AV - 32 100 - 100 150 - 100 150 pV/V 
Ratio, PSR R 
(See F ig.111 
80 90 - 76 80 - 76 80 dB 
.--- 
il, g Output 
VolfOlt. 	Vane +12 13 - +12 13 - +12 13 
ISee Figs 13,20/ VOm - -14 -14 . 4 - -14 -14.4 - -14 -14.4 
coon/ Current. 1 4 
(see Fig.7 1 
- 4 4 6 4 
coat Dissipation, PD - 120 180 - 120 180 120 180 mW 
Input Current. 11• 
mor Fig.19) 
- 10 30 10 -- 10 - nA 
Input Offset 
Voltage [Vie 
- 1.3 3 - 10 - 
Input Offset Voltage 
Temp. Drift, AV ID/OT 
- 6 - 8 - pVpC 
1., ge Signal 
Voltage Gain,  AOLA 
(see Figs.4,181 
20 k 100 k - - 100 k - - 100 k - V/V 
86 100 - 100 100 d8 
Max. Output 	VOW' +19 •195 - - _ 
Voltage,* 	Vom - -21 -21.4 - - 
J.. 
Lmge -Smanal 
Voltage Gain, AoL 6* 
20 k 50 k - - V/V 
86 94 - dB 
At VO 26Vp.p, +1 V, -1 V and L • 2 k . 	 At FIL • 2 ka 
6  At TA • -55°C to +125°C, 	= 15 V, V- • 15 V, Vo 26Vp_o,43L • 2 
,sr Vo • +19 V, -21 V, and RL•2 ka 	 * At V4 • 22 V, V- . 22 V. 
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When the CA3140 is operating such that 
output terminal 6 is sinking current to the 
V- bus. transistor 016 is the current-sinking 
element. Transistor 016 is mirror-connected 
to D6, R7, with currant fed by way of 021, 
R12. and 020. Transistor 020, in turn, is 
biased by current-flow through R13, zener 
08, and R14. The dynamic current -sink 
is controlled by voltage -level sensing. For 
purposes of explanation, it is assumed that 
output terminal 6 is quiescently established 
at the potential Mid-point between the V+ 
and V.- supply rails. When output-current 
sinking-mode operation is required, the col• 
lector potential of transistor 013 is driven 
below its quiescent level, thereby causing 
017, 018 to decrease the output voltage at 
terminal 6. Thus, the gate terminal of PMO$ 
transistor 021 is displaced toward the V - bus, 
thereby reducing the channel resistance of 
021. As a consequence, there is an incre-
mental increase in current flow through 
020, R12, 021, D6, R7, and the base of 
016. As a result, 016 sinks current from 
terminal 6 in direct response to the incre-
mental change in output voltage caused by 
018. This sink current flows regardless of 
load; any excess current is internally supplied 
by the emitter-follower 018. Short-circuit 
protection of the output circuit is provided 
by 019, which is driven into conduction by 
the high voltage drop developed across R11 
under output short-circuit conditions. Under 
these conditions; the• collector of 019 di-
verts current from 04 so as to reduce the 
base-current drive from 017, thereby limit• 
ing current flow in 018 to the short-cir-
cuited load terminal. 
Bias Circuit - Quiescent current in all stages 
(except the dynamic current sink) of the 
CA3140 is dependent upon bias current 
flow in RI. The function of the bras cir-
cuit is to establish and maintain constant-
current flow through DI, 06. 08 and D2. 
DI is a diode-connected transistor mirror-
connected in parallel with the base-emitter 
junctions of 01, 02, and 03. DI may be 
considered as a current-sampling diode that 
senses the emitter current of 06 and auto-
matically adjusts the base current of 06 
(via 011 to maintain a constant current 
through 06, 08, D2. The base-currents in 
02, 03 are also determined by constant-
current flow DI. Furthermore, current in 
diode-connected transistor D2 establishes the 
currents in transistors 014 and 015. 
ta° 
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TYPICAL ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR DESIGN GUIDANCE 
At V' 6 V. V - . 0 V, TA 25°C 








Input Offset Voltage 	 (V101 0.8 2 5 mV 
Input Offset Current 	 1 1 101 0.1 0.1 0_1 pA 
Input Current 	 1 1 2 2 2 PA 
Input Resistance 1 1 1 TO 
Large Signal Voltage Gam 	 AOL 
(See Figs 4,18) 
MCI k 100 k 100 k V/V 
100 100 100 dB 
Common-Mode Rejection Ratio, 	CMRR 20 32 31 pV/V 
94 90 90 dB 
Common•Mode Input Voltage Range 	VCR 
(See Fig.20) 
-0.5 -0.5 -0 5 
V 2.6 2. 6 2.6 
Power.Supply Rejection Ratio 	LVI0/6 1.0 32 100 100 pV/V 
90 80 80 dB 
Maximum Output Voltage 	 VOM . 3 3 3 
V (See Figs 13,201 	 VOM - 0 . 13 0 13 0.13 
Maximum Output Current: 
Source 	 1 0M 4 10 10 10 
mA Sink 	 1 0M - 1 1 1 
Slew Rate (See Fio 61 7 7 7 Vips 
Gam Bandwidth Product (See Fog 5) 	fT 3.7 3.7 3. 7 MHz 
Supply Current (See Fig 71 	 1 4 1.6 1.6 1.6 mA 
Des.ce Dissipation 	 PD 8 a 8 mW 
Sink Current from Term. 8 to 
Term 4 to Swing Output Low 200 
200 200 pA 
inO ..... 
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APPLICATIONS CONSIDERATIONS 
Wide dynamic range of input and output 
characteristics with the most desirable high 
input-impedance characteristic is achieved in 
the CA3140 by the use of an unique design 
based upon the PM0S-Bipolar process. Input-
common-mode voltage range and output-
swing capabilities are complementary, allow-
ing operation with the single supply down 
to four volts. 
The wide dynamic range of these parameters 
also means that this device is suitable for 
many single-supply applications, such as, 
for example, where one input is driven be-
low the potential of terminal 4 and the 
phase sense of the output signal must be 
maintained - a most important considera-
tion in comparator applications. 
OUTPUT CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS 
Excellent interfacing with TTL circuitry is 
easily achieved with a single 6.2-volt zener 
diode connected to terminal 8 as shown in 
Fig.12. This connection assures that the 
maximum output signal swing will not go 
more positive than the zener voltage minus 
two base-to-emitter voltage drops within the 
CA3140. These voltages are independent 
of the operating supply voltage. 
V. 
5 TO nv 
• Ics • v•.4 
Fig.12 - Z.na, clamping diode connector/ to 
tarmaltat 8 and 4 to limn CA3140 
output swing to TT!. tarots. 
Fig.13 shows output current-sinking capa-
bilities of the CA3140 at various supply 
voltages. Output voltage swing to the nega-
tive supply rail permits this device to oper-
ate both power transistors and thyristors 
directly without the need for level-shifting 
circuitry usually associated with the 741 
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• 4 	• 
L010 1•401+0 0.0•414, 
Fig. LI - Voltage across output transistors 015 
and 016 vs load currant. 
Fig.16 show some typical configurations. 
Note that a series resistor, RL, Is used in both 
pies to limit the drive available to the driven 
device. Moreover, it is recommended that a 
series diode and shunt diode be used It the 
thyristor input to prevent large negative 
transient surges that can appear at the gate of 
thyristors, from damaging the integrated 
circuit. 
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Fig, 4 - Typical incremental offset-voltage 
shift vs operating life. 
OFFSET-VOLTAGE NULLING 
The input-offset voltage can be nulled by 
connecting a 10-kcl potentiometer between 
terminals 1 and 5 and returning it:wiper arm 
to terminal. 4, see Fig.15a. This technique, 
however; gives more adjustment range than 
required and therefore, a considerable por-
tion of the potentiometer rotation is not 
fully utilized. Typical values of series re-
sistors that may be placed at either end of 
the potentiometer, see Fig.15b, to optimize 
its utilization range are given in the table 
'Typical Electrical Characteristics" shown 
in this bulletin. 
An alternate system is shown in Fig.15c. This 
'circuit uses only one additional resistor of 
approximately the value shown in the table. 
For potentiometers, in which the resistance 
does not drop to zero ohms at either end of 
rotation, a value of resistance 10% lower 
than the values shown in the table should 
be used. 
LOW -VOLTAGE OPERATION 
Operation at total supply voltages as low se 
4 volts is possible with the CA3140, A mot 
rent regulator based upon the FMCS thres-
hold voltage maintains reasonable constant 
operating current and hence consistent per-
formance down to these lower voltages. 
The tow-voltage limitation occurs when the 
upper extreme of the input common-mode 
voltage range extends down to the voltage at 
terminal 4. This limit is reached at a total 
supply voltage just below 4 volts. The out 
put voltage range also begins to extend down 
to the negative supply rail, but is slightly 
higher than that of the input. Fig.20 shows 
these characteristics and shows that with 
2-volt dual supplies, the lower extreme of the 
input common-mode voltage range is below 
ground potential. 
s 
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Fit 16 - Methods of utilising the VCE furl sine ing-
current capability of the G.3140 swiss_ 
BANDWIDTH AND SLEW RATE 
For those cases where bandwidth reduction 
• desired, for example, broadband noise re-
duction, an external capacitor connected be-
tween terminals 1 and 8 can reduce the open-
loop -3 d8 bandwidth. The slew rate will, 
however, also be proportionally reduced by 
using this additional capacitor. Thus, ■ 20% 
reduction in bandwidth by this technique 
will also reduce the slew rate by about 20%. 
Fig.17 shows the typical settling time re-
paired to reach 1 mV or 10 mV of the final 
value for various levels of large signal in. 
puts foe the voltage-follower and inverting 
unity-gain amplifiers. The exceptionally 
fast settling time characteristics shown in 
Fig.18 are largely due to the high combina-
tion of high gain and wide bandwidth of 
the CA3140. 
INPUT CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS 
As mentioned previously, the amplifier in-
puts can be driven below the terminal 4 
Potential, but a series current-limiting re-
sistor is recommended to limit the maximum 
input terminal current to less than 1 mA to 
prevent damage to the input protection 
circuitry. 
Moreover, some current-limiting resistance 
should be provided between the inverting 
input and the output when the CA3140 is 
used as a unity-gain voltage follower. This 
resistance prevents the possibility of ex- 
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tremely large input-signal transients from 
forcing a signal through the input-protection 
network and directly driving the internal 
constant-current source which could result 
in positive feedback via the output terminal. 
A 3.9-1s1-2 resistor is sufficient. 
The typical input current is in the order of 
10 pA when the inputs are centered at nomi- 
nal device dissipation. As the output supplies 
food current, device dissipation will increase, 
raising the chip temperature and resulting in 
increased input current. Fig.19 shows typi-
cal input-terminal current versus ambient 
temperature for the CA3140. 
It is well known that MOS/FET devices can 
exhibit slight changes in characteristics (for 
example, small changes in input offset volt 
age) due to the application of large differ. 
ential input voltages that are sustained over 
Song periods at elevated temperatures. 
Both applied voltage and temperature ac-
celerate these changes. The process is rever-
sible and offset voltage shifts of the opposite 
polarity reverse the offset. Fig,14 shows the 
typical offset voltage change as a function of 
various stress voltages at the maximum rating 
of 125 ° C (for TO 5); at lower temperatures 
(TO-5 and plastic), for example, at 85`C, 
this change in voltage is considerably less. 
In typical linear applications, where the 
differential voltage is small and symmetircal, 
these incremental changes are of about the 
same magnitude as those encountered in an 
operational amplifier employing a bipolar a 
transistor input stage. 
SUPER SWEEP FUNCTION GENERATOR 
A function generator having a wide tuning 
range is shown in Fig,21. The 1,000,000/1 
adjustment range is accomplished by a single 
variable potentiometer or by an auxiliary 
sweeping signal. Ine . CA3140 functions as a 
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angular signal developed across the integra-
ting capacitor network connected to the 
output of the CA3080A current source. 
Buffered triangular output signals are then 
applied to a second CA3080 functioning u 
s high-speed hysteresis switch. Output from 
the switch is returned directly back to the 
11:116.1 
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input of the CA3080A current source, there-
by, completing the positive feedback loop. 
The triangular output level is determined by 
the four 1N914 level-limiting diodes of the 
second CA3080 and the resistor-divider net-
work connected to terminal No.2 (input) of 
the CA3080. These diodes establish the in-
put trip level to this switching stage and, 
therefore, indirectly determine the ampli-
tude of the output triangle. 
Compensation for propagation delays around 
the entire loop is provided by one adjust-
ment on the input of the CA3080. This 
adjustment, which provides for a constant 
generator amplitude output, is most easily 
made while the generator is sweeping. High-
frequency ramp linearity is adjusted by the 
single 7-to-60 pF capacitor in the output of 
the CA3080A. 
It must be emphasized that only the CA-
3080A is characterized for maximum output 
linearity in the current-generator function. 
METER DRIVER AND 
BUFFER AMPLIFIER 
Fig. 22 shows the CA3140 connected as a 
meter driver and buffer amplifier. Low 
driving impedance is required of the CA-
3080A current source to assure smooth 
operation of the Frequency Adjustment 
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Control. This low-driving impedance re-
quirement is easily net by using a CA3140 
connected as a voltage follower. More• 
over, a meter may be placed across the 
input to the CA3080A to give a logarithmic 
analog indication of the function generators 
frequency. 
Analog frequency readout is readily accom-
plished by the -means described above be-
cause the output current of the CA3OBOA 
varies approximately one decade for each 
60-mV change in the,applied voltage, VABC 
(voltage betv.een terminus 5 and 4 of the 
CA 3380A of the function generator). There-
fore, six decades represent 360-mV change 
in VABC. 
Now, only the reference voltage must be 
established to set the lower limit on the 
meter. The three remaining transistors from 
the CA3086 Array used in the sweep gener-
ator are used for this reference voltage. In 
addition, this reference generator arrange-
ment tends to track ambient temperature 
variations, and thus compensates for the af-
fects of the normal negative temperature 
coefficient of the CA3080A VABC  termi-
nal voltage. 
Another output voltage from the reference 
generator is used to insure temperature 
tracking of the lower end of the Frequency 
Adjustment Potentiometer, A large series 
resistance simulates a current source, assuring 
similar temperature coefficients at both ends 
of the Frequency Adjustment Control. - 
To calibrate this circuit, set the Frequency 
Adjustment Potentiometer at its low end. 
Then adjust the Minimum Frequency Calibra-
tion Control for the lowest frequency. To 
1V/DI V and 1 isec/DIV 
Three tone test signals, highest frequency 
0.5 MHz. Note the Slight assymmetry at the 
three-second/cycle signal. This assymmetry 
is due to slightly different positive and nega-
tive integration from the CA3080A and from 
the pc board and component leakages at the 
100-pA level. 
(b2) Function generator with fixed frequencies 
Fig.21 - Function generator. 
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establish the upper frequency limit, set the 
Frequency Adjustment Potentiometer to its 
Wiper end and then adjust the Maximum 
Frequency Calibration Control for the maxi-
mum frequency. Because there is inter• 
action among these controls, repetition of 
the adjustment procedure may be necesary. 
Two adjustments are used for the meter. 
The meter sensitivity control sets the meter• 
scale width of each decade, while the meter 
Position control adjusts the pointer on the 
scale with negligible effect on the sensitivity 
adjustment. Thus, the meter sensitivity ad- 
justment control calibrates the meter so 
that it deflects 1,6 of full scale for each de-
Cade change in frequency. 
SINE-WAVE SHAPER 
The circuit shown in Fig. 23 uses a CA3140 
as a voltage follower in combination with 
diodes from the CA3019 Array to convert 
the triangular signal from the function gen-
erator to a sine-wave output signal having ty-
pically less than 2% THD. The basic zero-
crossing slope is established by the 10-1(12 
Fig. 23 — Sine-weee shaper. 
potentiometer connected between terminals 
2 and 6 of the CA3140 and the 9.1-kg re-
sistor and 10-kO potentiometer from termi-
nal 2 to ground. Two break points are es-
tablished by diodes Di-through D4. Positive 
feedback via D5 and D6 establishes the zero 
slope at the maximum and minimum levels 
of the sine wave. This technique is neces-
sary because the voltage-follower configu-
ration approaches unity gain rather than the 
zero gain required to shape the sine wave at 
the two extremes. 
This circuit canibeAdjusted most easily with 
adistortion analyzer, but a good first approxi-
mation can be made by comparing the output 
signal with that of a sine-wave generator. The 
initial slope is adjusted with the poten-
tiometer R1, followed by an adjustment of 
R2. The final slope is established by ad-
justing R3, thereby adding additional seg-
ments that are contributed by these diodes. 
Because there is some interaction among 
these controls, repetition of the adjustment 
procedure may be necessary 
SWEEPING GENERATOR 
Fig. 24 shows a sweeping generator. Three 
CA3140•s are used in this circuit. One 
CA3140 is used as an integrator, a second 
device is used as a hysteresis switch that 
determines the starting and stopping points 
of the sweep. A third CA3140 is used as a 
logarithmic shaping network for the log 
function. Rates and slopes, as well as saw-
tooth, triangle, and logarithmic sweeps are 
generated by this circuit. 
WIDEBAND OUTPUT AMPLIFIER 
Fig 25 shows a highSlew-rate, wideband am-
plifier suitable for use as a 50-ohm trans-
mission-line driver. This circuit, when used 
in conjunction with the function generator 
and sine-wave shaper circuits shown in Figs. 
21 and 23 provides 18 volts peak-to-peak 
output open-circuited, or 9 volts peak-to-peak 
output when terminated in 50 ohms. The 
slew rate required of this amplifier is 28 
volts/ps (18 volts peak-to-peak x x 0.5 
MHz).  
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totem is a serious consideration, the more 
oral current-sampling resistor-type of cir-
cuitry should be employed. 
A power Darlington transistor (in a but 
ink TO.3 ease), is used as the series-pus 
element for the conventional current-limiting 
'stem, Fig. 27, because high-power Dar-
lington dissipation will be encountered at 
low output voltage and high currents. 
A smell heat-sink VERSAWATT transistor is 
wed as the series-pass element in the fold-
bock current system, Fig.28, since dissi-
potion levels will only approach 10 watts. 
In this system, the D2201 diode is used for 
current sampling. Foldback is provided by 
the 3 ks-1 and 100 kfl divider network con-
nected to the base of the current-sensing 
trensistor. 
Both regulators, Figs. 27 and 28, provide 
better than 0.02% load regulation. Because 
there is constant loop gain at  all voltage let -
tings, the regulation also remains constant, 
Line regulation is 0.1% per volt. Hum and 
noise voltage is less than 200 pV as read 
with a meter having a 10-MHz bandwidth. 
Fig.31 (a) shows the turn ON and turn OFF 
characteristics of both regulators. The slow 
torn-on rise is due to the slow rate of rise 
of the reference voltage. Fig. 29 (b) shows 
the transient response of the regulator with 
the switching of a 2042 load at 20 volts out-
Pet. 
TONE CONTROL CIRCUITS 
High.slew-rate, wide-bandwidth, high-output 
voltage capability and high input impedance 
we all characteristics required of tone-con-
trot amplifiers. Two tone control circuits 
that exploit there characteristics of the 
CA3140 are shown in Figs. 30 and 31. 
The first circuit, shown in Fig. 31, is the 
Ba xandal I tone-control circuit-which provides 
unity gain at midband and uses standard 
linear Potentiometers. The high input im-
pedance of the CA3140 makes possible the 
tau of low-cost, low-value, small-size capaci-
tors, as well as reduced load of the driving 
stage. 
Bars treble boost and cut are I 15 d8 at 
100 Hz and 10 kHz, respectively. Full 
peak-to-peak output is available up to at 
least 20 kHz due to the high slew rate of the 
CA3140 The amplifier gain is -3 dB down 
horn its "flat" position at 70 kHz. 
Fig 30 shows another tone-control circuit 
with similar boost and cut specifications. 
The wideband gain of this circuit is equal to 
the ultimate boost or cut plus one, which in 
this case is a gain of eleven. For 20-dB 
boost and cut, the input loading of this cir• 
sit is essentially equal to the value of the 
resistance from terminal No.3 to ground. 
A detailed analy,is of this circuit is given in 
"An IC Operational Transconductance Amp-
lifier (OTA) With Power Capability" by 
L, Kaplan and H. Wittlinger„ IEEE Trans-
actions on Broadcast and Television Re-
ceivers, Vol. BT R -18, No.3, August, 1972. 
WIEN BRIDGE OSCILLATOR 
Another application of the CA3140 that 
makes excellent use of its high input-imped-
ance, high-slew-rate, and high-voltage quali-
ties is the Wien Bridge sine-wave oscillator. 
A basic Wien Bridge oscillator is shown in 
Fig. 32. When R1 - R2 R and C1 • C2 - C, 
the frequency equation reduces to the fa-
miliar f • 1/2 w RC and the gain require ,/ for 
oscillation, AOSC  is equal to 3. Note that 
if C2 is increased by a factor of four and R2 
is reduced by a factor of four, the gain re-
quired for oscillation becomes 1.5, thus per• 
mining a potentially higher operating fre-
quency closer to the gain-bandwidth pro-
duct of the CA3140. 
Oscillator stabilization takes on many forms. 
It must be precisely set, otherwise the am-
plitude will either diminish or reach some 
form of limiting with high levels of distor-
tion. The element, R s , is commonly re-
placed with some variable resistance element. 
Thus, through some control means, the value 
of R s is adjusted to maintain constant meal- 
Fig. 33 shows another means of stabilizing 
the oscillator with a zener. diode shunting 
the feedback resistor (lif of Fig. 32). As 
the output signal amplitude increases, the 
zener diode impedance decreases resulting 
in more feedback with consequent reduction 
in gain; thus stabilizing the amplitude of the 
output signal. Furthermore, this combina-
tion of a monolithic zener diode and bridge 
rectifier circuit tends to provide a zero tem-
perature coefficient for this regulating sys-
tem. Because this bridge rectifier system 
has no time constant, i.e., thermal time con-
stant for the lamp bulb, and RC time con-
stant for filters often used in detector net-
works, there is no lower frequency limit. 
For example, with 1-pF polycarbonate capa-
citors and 22 Mil for the frequency deter-
mining network, the operating frequency is 
0.007 Hz. 
As the frequency is increased, the output 
amplitude must be reduced to prevent the 
output signal from becoming slew-rate limi-
ted. An output frequency of 180 kHz will 
reach a slew rate of approximately 9 volts/ 
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iliigh-Voitage, High-Current 
Darlington Transistor Arrays 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The XR-2201, XR-2202, XR-2203, and XR-2204 Darlington transistor arrays are comprised of seven silicon NPN Darlington pairs 
on I single monolithic substrate. All units feature open-collector outputs and integral protection diodes for driving inductive loads. 
Peak inrush currents of up to 600mA are allowable, making them also ideal for driving tungsten filament lamps. Although the 
ro im um continuous collector current rating is 500mA for each driver, the outputs may be paralleled to achieve higher load 
current capability. 
FEATURES ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS TA = 25° C 
Nigh Peak Current Capability — 600mA 
Internal Protection Diodes for Driving Inductive Loads 
Directly' Compatible with TTL, CMOS, PMOS, and DTL 
Logic Families 
Erzci Replacement for Sprague Types ULN-2001A, 
ULN-2002A, ULN-2003A, and ULN2004A 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 
One of 7 Idential Drivers is shown for each device.)  
Output Voltage, VCE 
	
50V 
Input Voltage, VIN 30V 
Emitter-Base Voltage, VEBO 	 6V 
Continuous Collector Current, lc (Each Driver) 
	
500mA 
Continuous Base Current, IB (Each Driver) 
	
25mA 






Derate Above 25 ° C 16.67 mW/° C 
Storage Temperature Range 	 — 55 ° C to +150 ° C 
AVAILABLE TYPES 





0° C to +85 ° C 
XR-2202CP 	Plastic 0° C to -1- 85 ° C 
XR-2203CP Plastic 
	 0° C to +85 ° C 
XR-2204CP 	Plastic 0°C to +85 ° C 
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
EXAR INTEGRATED SYSTEMS, INC. 
750 Palomar Ave., P.O. Box 62229, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 
(408) 732-7970 TWX 910-339-9233 
EXAR INTFCRA -rEr...)`:,YSTEMS, INC. 1976 • Pr ioled In U.S.A. 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA = 25 °C unless otherwise noted) 
CHARACTERISTICS 
LIMITS 
UNITS CONDITIONS MIN. TYP. MAX. 
Output Leakage Current 100 pA VCE = 50 V, TA = 70 ° C 
XR-2202 500 tIA VCE = 50 V, TA = 70°C, VIN = 6V 
XR-2204 500 pA VCE = 50 V, TA = 70° C, YIN = IV 
Collector-Emitter Saturation Voltage 1.25 1.6 V lc = 350mA, IB = 500gA 
1.1 1.3 V lc = 200mA,IB = 350gA 
0.9 1.1 V IC = 100mA, 113 = 250gA 
Input Current 
XR-2202 0.85 1.3 VIN = 17V 
XR-2203 0.93 1.35 
-a E VIN = 3.85V 
XR-2204 0.35 0.5 VIN = 5V 
1.0 1.45 V11.1= 12V 
_ 









XR-2202 13 VCE = 2V, IC = 300mA 
XR-2203 2.4 VCE = 2V, lc = 200mA 
2.7 VCE = 2V, lc = 250mA 
3.0 VcE = 2V, lc = 300mA 
XR-2204 5.0 VCE = 2V, IC = 125mA 
6.0 VCE = 2V, lc = 200mA 
7.0 VCE -= 2V, lc = 275mA 
8.0 VCE = 2V, IC = 350mA 
D-C Forward Current Transfer Ratio 
XR-2201 1000 VCE = 2V, IC = 350mA 
Input Capacitance 15 30 pF 
Turn-On Delay 1.0 5 gS 0.5 EH.; to 0.5 EOUT 
Turn-Off Delay 1.0 5 pS 0.5 FIN to 0.5 EOUT 
Clamp Diode Leakage Current 50 pA VR = 50V 
Clamp Diode Forward Voltage 1.7 2 V 1F = 350mA 
APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 
The XR-2201 is a general purpose array that is compatible with most common logic forms, including PMOS, CMOS, and TTL. It 
/wires a curent-limiting resistor placed in series with the input to limit base current to less than 25mA. 
The XR-2202 is designed for direct compatibility with 14V-25V PMOS devices. Each input has a zener diode and a resistor in series 
to limit the input current to a safe valve. 
The XR-2203 is directly compatible with TTL or CMOS operating at 5 volts. Each input has a series base resistor to limit the input 
current to a safe valve. 
The XR-2204 is designed with an appropriate series input resistor which allows direct operation from CMOS or PMOS outputs 
utilizing supply voltages of 6 to 15V. The required input current of the XR-2204 is below that of the XR-2203, while the required 
ipput voltage is less than that of the XR-2202. 
with all four devices ; the load should be connected between the driver output and +V CC . For protection from trainsient voltage 
spikes, Pin 9 should be connected to +vcc- 
EQUIVALENT SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 
:44) EXAR INTEGRATED SYSTEMS, INC. 
750 Palomar Ave., P.O. Box 62229, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 
s 	732-7970 TWX 910-339-9233 
OUTPUT • 
-INPUT A 
• INPUT A 
vcc 





• INPUT D 
S EE 





i,.z ANT 9 	 4" 
Quad Operational Amplifier 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The XR -3403 is an array of four independent operational amplifiers, each with true differential inputs. The device has electrical 
clicacteristics similar to the popular 741. However, the XR-3403 has several distinct advantages over standard operational amplifier 
types in single supply applications. The XR-3403 can operate at supply voltages as low as 3.0 volts or as high as 36 volts with 
quiescent currents about one-fifth of those associated with the 741 (on a per amplifier basis). The common mode input range 
includes the negative supply, thereby eliminating the necessity for external biasing components in many applications. The output 
voltage range also includes the negative power supply voltage. The XR-3503 is the military-grade version of the XR-3403. 
FEATURES 
Short Circuit Protected Outputs 
clos AB Output Stage for Minimal Crossover Distortion 
True Differential Input Stage 
Single Supply Operation: 3.0 to 36 Volts 
Split Supply Operation: -11.5 to ±18 Volts 
Low Input Bias Currents: 500 nA Max 
Four Amplifiers per Package 
Internally Compensated 	, 
Similar Performance to Popular 741 
Direct Pin-for-Pin Replacement for MC3403/35 
;aid RC4137 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Power Supply Voltages 
Single Supply 	 36V 
Split Supplies ±18V 
Input Differential Voltage Range with.  
Split Power Supply 
	
±30V 
Input Common Mode Voltage Range* 
	
±15V 
Package Power Dissipation: 
Plastic Package 	 625 mW 
Derate above TA = + 25 ° C 
	




Derate above TA = +25 ° C 
	
6.0 mW/ ° C 
Storage Temperature Range — 65 °C to +150 ° C 
*For Supply Voltage less than ±15V, the absolute maximum 











— 55 ° C to +125 ° C 
0°C to +75 ° C 
0 ° C to +75 ° C 
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
WAR INTEGRATED SYSTEMS, INC. 1976 ■ Printed in U.S.A. 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 	(V a.  = +15V, VEE = 15V, TA = +25 °C unless otherwise noted.) 
CHARACTERISTICS 
XR-3503M XR-3403C 
UNITS CONDITIONS MIN. TYP. MAX. MIN. TYP. MAX. 





TA= Thh to Tiov; 1 





TA=Thi„h to Tlow 








V/mV Vo = ±10V 
RL = 2.01;1-2 
TA = Thigh to Tlow 







TA = Thigh to Tiow 
output Impedance 75 75 St f = 20 Hz 
Input Impedance 0.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 MO f = 20 Hz 
















RL = 10 K52 
RL = 2.0 KI2 
RL = 2.0 K.C1 
TA = Thig h to Tlow 
Input Common Mode Voltage Range 
Common Mode Rejection Ratio 70 90 70 90 dB R <10KI2 
Power Supply Current (V o = 0) 2.8 4.0 2.8 7.0 mA RL = 00 
Individual Output Short-Circuit Current 2 ±20 ±30 ±45 ±10 ±20 ±45 mA 
Positive Power Supply Rejection Ratio 30 150 30 150 pV/V 
Negative Power Supply Rejection Ratio 30 150 30 150 pV/V 
Average Temperature Coefficient of 
Input Offset Current 50 50 pA/ DC TA = Thigh to Tlow 
Average Temperature Coefficient of 
Input Offset Voltage 10 10 pV/ °C TA = Tile, to Tj ow. 
Power Bandwidth 9.0 9.0 kHz 
AV = 1, RL -- 2.0KI2 
V o = 20V (p-p) 
THD = .5r," 
Small Signal Bandwidth 1.0 1.0 MHz 
AV = 1, RL = 10K.S2 
V, = 50 mV 
Slew Rate 0.6 0.6 Wiz 
Av = 1, Vi = -10V 
to +10V 
Rise Time 0.6 0.6 Ps 
Av = 1, RL = 10}:11 
V o = 50mV 
Fall Time 0.6 0:6 Ps 
Av = 1, RL = 10KII 
Vo = 50 MV 
)vershoot 
- 
20 20 % 
AV = 1, RL= IOKS2 
Vo = 50 mV 
Phase Margin 60 60 Degrees 
Av 	1, RL 




1.0 1.0 % 
(Vi n = 30 mV p-p 
Vout = 2 . 0 V P- P 
F = 10 kHz) 
Thig h = +125 °C for XR-3503M, +70 °C for XR-3403C 
Tlow = -55 °C for XR-3503M, 0 °C for XR-3403C 
2 Not to exceed maximum package power dissipation. 
}Output will swing to ground. 
LECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 	(VCC = 5.ov, V EE = Gnd, TA = +25 °C unless otherwise noted.) 
XR-3503M XR -3403C 
UNITS CONDITIONS CHARACTERISTICS MIN. TIP. MAX. MIN. TYP. MAX 
put Offset Voltage . 	2.0 5.0 2.0 10 mV 
put Offset Current 30 50 30 50 nA 
put Bias Current -200 -500 -200 -500 nA 
irge Signal Open Loop Voltage Gain 20 200 20 200 V/mV RL= 2.0K2 
wer Supply Rejection Ratio 150 150 pV/V 








RL = 101:S2 
ACC = 5 . 0 V 
PL = 10 KS2 
5.ON ''s---, Va.- <30V 
wer Supply Current 2.5 2.5 
-120 
i 
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ire wooly roinega 
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Fig. 5- Typical propegerion delay rt load 
capacitance, clock or enable 
to output 
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Fig. 6 - Typical propagation delay time IS 
load capacitance, rout to output 
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CD4518B, CD4520B Types 
STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
DYNAMIC ELECTRICAL CV 
Input ST,4.20 rH, CL-50 pF. 
RECOMMENDED OPERATING 
Fcc maximum reliabdity, nomine 
ow. ation is always within the Id 
111 	a 	 OP 	a 	OP 
lax CAPPena•Of K11-11, 
loPM•1111, 
Fig. 7 - Typical tramatfon time ye Wed 
capacitance. 
LIMITS AT we ()KATE° TEMPERATURES 1.C1 
C.HARACTER• 
ISTIC 
CON DI T I OlitS Vahues et -66 .26, •12E Apply 
Values et -40 •25, •VI Apply 
to 0,F 	Psckreot 









-40 • 126 Ty9 Max. 
Owes ant Draw 
Current, 
ioD Max. 
0,5 15 5 150 160 0.04 S 
pA 
0,10 - 10 10 10 300 300 0.04 10 
0,15 15 20 20 COO 600 004 20 




0 4 0,5 5 0.6.4 0,61 0.42 0.36 051 
erylk 
0.5 0,10 10 1.6 1.5 1.1 
0 os 
0.9 13 2.6 





4.6 0.5 5 -0.64 -061 -0. 42 -0.36 -0.51 -1 
2.5 0.5 5 -2 -1. 8 -1.3 -1.15 -1.6 -3.2 
9.5 0.10 10 -1.6 -1.5 -1 1 -0.9 -1.3 -2 6 
13.5 0,15 15 -4.2 -4 -2.8 -2.4 -3.4 -6 
Output Voltege . 
 Low.Leyel, 
VOL Mae. 
0.5 0 0.05 
V 
0 . 10 10 005 0 005 




0,5 5 495 4 96 5 
0 10 10 995 996 10 




0.5. 4.5 - 1.5 1.5 
V 
1, 9 10 3 3 
1.5,13.5 - 15 4 
Input Hi en 
Voltage. 
■ '/.1 
0 5, 4.5 - 5 3.5 3.5 
1, 9 10 7 
1.5,13.5 - 15 11 11 
, 	p..11 Current 
IIN Max. 
- 0.18, /-0.1 tO 1 1 11 110 -5 10.1 AA 
CHARACTERISTIC 
Propagation Delay Time, PH 
Cock or Enable to Output 
Reset to Output 
Transition Twne. ITHL• TILN 
Maximum dock Input Freq." 
Minimum Clock Pulse Width, 
Clock Rise or Fall Time, ty 
Minimum Reset Pulse Width, 
Minimum Enable Pulse WKIR 
Input Capacitance, CIN 
Clock Input Rise or 
Fall Time, trel, trot 
CHARACTERISTIC 
Suppl y Voltage Range (For T A • 
Temperature Range) 
Enable Pulse Width. tw 
Cock Pulse Width, tw 
Cock Input Frequency, 1CL 
Clock Rise or Fan Time. t r CL 








CD4518B, CD4520B Types 
■ Nel-/- . 
/mai CO- 
oar 146, 
ttion delay vs. load 
ock Of enable 
0- 0 	 'we a.« 
in delay time yx. 
Wet to output. 
RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS at TA 25°C, Except es Noted. 
For maximum re4Asertl , nominal opt-tilting cosuktions should be eirlectred so that 





Supply Voltage Range !Fp , 1 A• Full Package 3 IS V 
Temperature Range) 
5 400 
Enable Pulse Width, tw 10 200 • - 
15 140 
5 200 
Cock Pule, Width, tw 10 100 - tit 
15 70 
s 1.5 
Clock Input Ff9OPOnCY. fa. 10 dc 3 MHz 
15 4 
6 _ 15 





5 250 - 
Reset Pulse Width, tw 10 110 
ns 
15 80 - 
DYNAMIC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS at TA-25°C; 
Input 4.4n20 ns, CL-50 pF, R0200 1(11 
CHARACTERISTIC TEST CONDITIONS LIMITS UNITS 
VDD 
V Min. Typ Max, 
Propagation Delay Time. tps4L •  4,04 5 - 280 







R81  ns 
5 650 
Reset to Output 10 725 
15 - 170 
5 100 




Minimum Clock Input Frequency, fc L 10 - MHz 
15 - 
5 100 
Minimum Clock Pulse Width, tw 10 50 
8 ns 
15 35 
5,10 _ 15 
Clock Rise or Fall Time. 4 ce tt: 
15 _ _ 5 






Minimum Reset Pulse Width, tw 10 55 ns, 
15 40 
5 - 200 400 
Minimum Enable Pulse Width, tw 10 100 200 ns 
15 70 140 
Input Capacitance, CIN Any Input - 5 7.5 pF 
Clock Input Rise Of 5 - 15 




v., 	 , 	 , .:1/..■ 
p.”3.1 
Fig, 10 - Dynamic pawn dissoptton 
'Fig. 11 - InPus vonogo 
rip 
5- 
9.1. ■ /we. , 
Fig. 12 - Osnvscent des.c. Current test commit. 
Mtla•Oft•l 
Fig. 13 - Input /*skip-current Mt 
Strewn 
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74 - Prude cu Ss ICD4SISSJ ;arc &sawn 
for ono of toy dooficol 
II1C• 411,141 I I 
t 
F3 It - &nary counter 10045208I loox . charm 




CLOGS — L. 
1.1144LIC 	  
11:11 
• - 10 
10 102 -0 251 
13.01 
arnonsions or41 god 
Fla It - Timm's data•arns for CD4518:13 and C0452'04 
• 1 
CD4518B, CD4520B Types 
C 0 ' 
Flg.17 - Ripple cascading of four sewn turn with positive edge triggering 
L 
Z1401111 
. ea, 1 
IS 1 roco•O•Ool ROC.T••••■ 7100 
s 000k, •C rat 1231 numco Mo. To INC 
eve 1 ..roLEC 	 awn IT no mo 
nit r•sors , 	Iwt 7ro ovrool Slot! Mal 
ro. 	M.. D LAP•17•7111 Lone 
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CD4518B, CD45208 Types 
Welt 
-Th- 
f— 	 1— — 1  r- 
1 
I 1 _r L2  
I 0...• el.R.1 NEWT =OE 0.1.1. WW1 r • • 	• • 	• 	■ 
O. WI OM ••• 	OM Ot• OM ON  
I 	it .1 al 	 Iri lei col 1 
€1.16.110 1 
•e• i •aa 
aco, /Aoki ICE7 
• • 	• 
14 el 111 rti 
Si WI OW MI 
1 
Cua= synth Wit 
• • 	• 
IleEs - FOX.. 
Dineresios and pad tryout f CD46 FISH sip 
MC; 
Dimensions and pad layout foe CD45.208H en* 
Dissensions In parentheses art in rniffantreet and are 
des-lead from the basic in cfrnerryOnl as indicated. 
Grid ereelsetsanz asst is nMlt I10 -3 inehA 
The photographs and clorions ,OnS of s•ch 
CO5/0105 chop represent • Chop when Tt 
is part of she wares. Whin the natal N 
an into chip., the ctee.ape engin an 
67° instead or 90 with respeCt to the 
face of the chip Therefore. the emoted 
chic. 4 actually 7 mite (a FT mml WOW 
in both don.en•oOnS. 
plume,  (CD451681 100c 4forem 
gr too identical amatter& 
nM las457081 loge diagram 
two identical counter& 
'.1,45 1 81 and CD45201. 
APPENDIX XIII 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 
